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Abstract
By a linear group we shall mean essentially a group of invertible 
matrices over a ring. Thus, we include in our class of linear 
groups the 'classical’ geometric groups. These are the general 
linear group, GL^^(F), the orthogonal groups, 0^(F) and the 
sympiectic groups Sp^(F). The normal and subnormal subgroup 
structure of these groups is well known and has been the subject 
of much investigation since the turn of the century. We study 
here the normal and subnormal structure of some of their infinite 
dimensional counterparts, namely, the infinite dimensional linear 
group GL(Q,R), for arbitrary rings R, and the infinite dimensional 
sympiectic group Sp(Q,R), for commutative rings R with identity.
We shall see that a key rôle in the classification of the normal 
and subnormal subgroups of GL(0,R) and Sp(U,R) is played by the 
'elementary' normal subgroups E(Q,R) and ESp(Q,R). We shall 
also see that, in the case of the infinite dimensional linear 
group, the normal subgroup structure depends very much upon the 
way in which R is generated as a right R-module. We shall also 
give a presentation for the 'elementary' subgroup E(Q,R) when R 
is a division ring.
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Chapter one
By a linear group we shall mean essentially a group of invertible 
matrices over a ring. Thus, we include in our class of linear groups 
the 'classical' geometric groups. These are GL^(F), the group of 
bijective linear transformations of an n dimensional vector space V 
over a field F, the orthogonal groups 0^(F) in V, defined by non- 
degenerate quadratic forms, and the sympiectic group, Sp^(F) which is 
defined as the group of isometries of an n dimensional vector space 
over F equipped with a metric given by a non-degenerate alternate 
bilinear form.
The study of linear groups dates from the late nineteenth century
when Jordan investigated GL (F) and Sp (F) for F = Z , p a prime, in^ n p
his Traité des substitutions (1870). This work was then extended in 
the twentieth century first by Dickson [12] and then Iwasawa [22] to 
cover arbitrary base fields. Dieudonne has also contributed sub­
stantially to our knowledge of the structure of the classical groups 
and we summarise some of his work in chapter two.
The object of this thesis is to investigate the structure of 
certain infinite dimensional linear groups, namely, the infinite 
dimensional general linear group GL(fl,R) , the group of units of the 
endomorphism ring of the free R-module , for an infinite set fi
and an arbitrary ring R, and the infinite dimensional sympiectic 
group Sp(Q,R), the group of isometries of an infinite dimensional 
R-module equipped with an alternate non-degenerate bilinear form.
In chapter three we shall give a classification of the normal 
and subnormal subgroups of GL(Q,R), where R is an arbitrary ring.
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If we impose certain finiteness conditions on R, we find that we 
can improve this classification and details of this improvement 
are given in chapter six. Chapter four gives a classification of 
the normal and subnormal subgroups of Sp(Q,R). We shall find 
that certain^elementary' elements of GL(fl,R) play a key role in the 
classification of the normal subgroups of GL(Q,R) and in chapter 
five we give a presentation for the subgroup of GL(fi,R) that they 
generate, when R is a division ring. The work presented here is not 
the first investigation of the structure of infinite dimensional 
linear groups. Much work in this area has been carried out by 
Rosenberg, Spiegel, Robertson and Maxwell and we give a summary of 
their results in chapter two., We devote the rest of chapter one to 
listing some definitions and stating some basic results that we shall 
employ in this thesis.
(a) group theoretic definitions
Definition 1.1. Let G be a group and let x, y e G; by the 
commutator [x,y] we shall mean the element x\^xy of G. We shall 
denote y^xy by x^.
Definition 1.2. Let X be a subset of a group G; < X) shall 
denote the subgroup of G generated by X, that is, <X ) is the inter­
section of all the subgroups of G that contain X. It will also be 
convenient to write < X ) as < x : x e X >.
Definition 1.3. If X and Y are two subsets of a group G, we 
shall write:
[X,Y] for { [x,y] ; x, y G G >,
X® for < x^ : X G X ) for any g G G,
X^ for < x^ : X G X, y G Y >.
Lemma 1.1. Let x, y, z be elements of a group G and letH, K, L 
be subgroups of G. We have
(1) [xy,z] = [x,zj^[y,z],
(11) [x,yz] = [x,z][x,y]^,
(111) If H, K, L are normal subgroups of G then [HK,L] = [H,L][K,L],
(iv) If H, K, L are subgroups of G and If any two of [H,K,L],
[K,L,H] and [L,H,K] are contained In a normal subgroup of G then so 
is the third.. (This is often known as Hall's three subgroup lemma.)
Proof. For example [35, pp 42-44].
Definition 1.4. Let G be a group. .The subgroup [G,G] is
called the derived group of G and Is denoted by y (G). If G = y (G)2 2
then we say that G Is a perfect group. For any positive integer 1 
define
Y (G) = [G,y (G)]
i+1 i
where we take G = y (G). The series
G = y (G) 2. Y (G) ... 2. Y (G) > ...1 2  i
Is called the lower central series of G. If y (G) = 1 but y (G)  ^ 1,
d+1 d
for some Integer d, then we say that G Is a nllpotent group of class d.
If
n y.(G) = 11 = 1
then we say that G is residually nllpotent.
Definition 1.5. Let K be a subgroup of G. The Intersection
of all those normal subgroups of G that contain K Is called the normal
closure of K In G. We see that the normal closure of K In G
Gcoincides with the subgroup K .
Definition 1.7. Let H and K be subgroups of a group G. We 
denote the subgroup
n
k g K
by Core H. We see that Core^H Is the largest subgroup of H that Is 
normalized by K.
Definition 1.8. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. A normal
series of length d from H to G Is a series
H = G < G < ... < G < G = Gd -  d-1 -  -  1 -  0
where G Is a normal subgroup of G , 1 = 0,1,...,d-1.1+1 1
Definition 1.9. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. If there
exists a normal series from II to G of length d, for some Integer d _> 1>
then we say that H is a subnormal subgroup of G and we write H G.
The least integer d such that H G is called the defect of H in G.
Definition 1,10. Let A be a set and let {X : a G A} be aa
collection of subsets of a group G. We denote the subgroup of G 
generated by all the by (X. : a G A >.
Definition 1.11. Let A be a set and let {X ; a e A} be aa
{x_ .. .x_ : k ^  1, a. € A, X e X , i =1,. .. ,k}
1 1ai ' i a_. a_.
by n X and call this subset the product or join of the 
Ole A ^
subsets X .
a
Theorem 1.1. If G is a group and H ,...,H are subgroups of G1 r
such that
"l' i =
for some integers m. > 1, then( H ) is a subnormal subgroup1 —  1 r
of G with defect at most
r
S m. +1. 
i = 1 1
Proof. First notice that If H and K are subgroups of G with
K < H and Y (H) < K then H/y (H) Is a nllpotent group of class m■“ m+1 ”  m-H
containing K/y ^(H) as a subgroup. It follows that K Is a subnormal m+1
subgroup of H of defect at most: m. If we now suppose that H Is a 
normal subgroup of G then it follows that K will be a subnormal sub­
group of G of defect at most m-t-1.
Next notice that If H and K are normal subgroups of G and If M
and L are subgroups of G with L < K, M < H, y ,_(K) < L, y (11) < M—  —  m+l —  ti+1 —
then y . ,T(HK) < < M,L ) sincen+m-f 1 —  . .k-1
y (HK) < y^  (H)y (K){ n y , (H) n y (k) } . k -  k k i = 1 1 k-1
If we put H = < H ,. . . ,H > and in = S m we see that y (H ) < H 0 1 r 1 1 itH-1 0 0
■Iiè
collection of subsets of a group G. We denote the subset |
g
and the result now follows by our previous remark. (Notice that this 
result does not agree with that given by Wilson in [40] where he states 
that
r
E m - r + 2 1 = 1  ^
Is an upper bound for the defect of Hq . To see that Wilson's upper
bound cannot be correct, take m^ = 0, 1 = l,...,r.)1
(b) ring theoretic definitions
Definition 1.12. An element u of a ring R is said to be a unit
of R if u has a multiplicative Inverse in R. We shall denote the
group of units of R by R*.
Definition 1.13. An element x of R is said to be nllpotent
If there exists an Integer n such that x^ = 0. An Ideal p of R Is
said to be nil If every x In p Is nllpotent.
Definition 1.14. Let p, q be two subrings of a ring R. By
the product pq we mean the set of all finite sums Rr^s^, r^ g p, s. @ q
In particular, for any Integer m _> 2, we define R = R(R^ ^).
Definition 1.15. A ring R is said to be nllpotent If there 
exists an Integer n such that = 0. R Is said to be residually
nllpotent if
n R^ = 0.1 = 1
Definition 1.16. The union of all the nil ideals of a ring R
Definition 1,17. A ring R is said to be simple if and only if
the only two sided ideals of R are 0 and R.
Definition 1.18. A ring R with identity is said to be local if
it has a unique maximal proper ideal. (Equivalently, R is a local
ring if the set of non-units of R is an ideal.)
Definition 1.19; We denote the field of p elements, p a prime, 
by GF(p),
We shall adopt the convention that all R-modules are right R- 
modules.
Definition 1.20. Let be an infinite set and let R be a ring
with identity. Let M be the free R-module R^^^ with canonical basis
{e : CÛ G 2^}. Let x G M, say œ
X = Se X .0) O)
We say that x is unimodular if there exist a G R such that Sa x = 1,W 03 CO
Definition 1.21. Let M be an R-module. We shall say that M 
is Noetherian if every ascending chain of R-submodules terminates 
after a finite number of steps.
Theorem 1.2. Let M be an R-module. The following conditions 
are equivalent.
%
is called the nil radical of R. |
:|
(i) M is Noetherian,
(ii) every submodule of M is finitely generated.
Proof. For example, Cohn [8, pg 35].
Definition 1.22. A ring R is said to be Noetherian if it is 
Noetherian as an R-module.
Definition 1.23. Let R be a commutative ring with identity 
and let S denote the set of all non-divisors of zero in R. Let 
S“^R denote the full ring of fractions of R (e.g. Cohn, [8, pg 394]) 
We shall call the ideal p of R invertible if there exists an ideal 
q of S~^R such that pq = R. A (commutative) integral domain R is 
said to be a Dedekind ring if every non-zero ideal is invertible.
A local Dedekind ring is called a discrete valuation ring (DVR).
Theorem 1.3. Let R be a DVR and let m f 0 be the maximal 
ideal of R. Then
(i) R is Noetherian,
(ii) every ideal of R is principal and is a power of m,
(ill) every non-zero ideal of m contains a power of m,
(iv) m is residually nllpotent.
Proof. For example, Bass [4, pg 137].
(c) general definitions
Definition 1,24. Let Q b e  a set and _< an order on We shall
say that is an ordered set.
Definition 1.25. Let be an ordered set. We shall say
that ^ is a totally (or linearly) ordered set if and only if a, 0 e Q
implies that 0(, ^  (3 or ^ ^  ex.
Definition 1.26. Let (^ ,_<) be an ordered set. We shall say
that ^ is well ordered if and only if every non-empty subset of Q has
a least element.
Theorem 1.4. (The well ordering theorem.) If Q is a set then
there is an order ^  on 0 such that (0 ,^ ) is a well ordered set.
Proof. For example, Halmos [21, pg 68]..
In particular we see that any set of cardinal . numbers is well 
ordered. We shall also need
Theorem 1.5. If C is a set of cardinal numbers then there exists 
a cardinal number greater than each cardinal number in C.
Proof. For example, Stoll [38, pg 120].
Notation: Let u be an infinite cardinal number. If a is the
ordinal number (i.e. order type) of fhe set of infinite cardinals less
10
than _u, then u is designated by
(d) the infinite dimensional linear group GL(fi,R)
Let 0 be a set and let R be a ring with identity. By an 0 x 0 
matrix A over R we shall mean a mapping
A: X £2 ->• R.
(A,u) A(A,vi).
For fixed À G Ü we call {A(A,u) : U e the A.th row of A. For fixed
|i G we call {A(A,u) : A G 0} the uth column of A. If, for all A G Q,
A(A,u) = 0 for almost all li G 0 we say that A is row finite. If, for
all ]i G f2, A(A,u) = 0 for almost all A G S2 then we say that A is
column finite. Denote by Mat(fi,R) the ring of all £2 x Q column
finite matrices over R. For any A G Mat (£2,R) we shall often
abbreviate A(A,u) to A^^ and call the (A,p.) th entry of A.
Let M denote the free R-module R^^^ with canonical basis
{e^ : (P G £2} and let End^(M) denote the endomorphism ring of M over
R. Whenever X G End (M) and O) G £2 then we see thatR
for some x G R, a G £2, with almost all x =0. In this way, we OLÙ oco
see that X defines the £2 x £2 column finite matrix mat(X) over R given 
by
Mat(X) = Xacp 0£p
Conversely, if A G Mat (£2,R) then we can define the endomorphism 
end(A) of M by prescribing the effect of end(A) on the canonical basis
11
of M, namely.
end(A)e = 3 e A
W 01
and then extending by linearity. In this way, we see that there is 
an isomorphism
(p:Mat(Q,R) ->■ End (M) 
given by cp(A) = end(A) and cp~^ X) = Mat(X). In the sequel we shall 
often identify A and end(A) and X and Mat(X). We shall refer to 
£2 X £2 matrices as endombrphisms of M and vice versa. It shall 
always be understood that we are using the canonical basis of M to 
make these identifications.
We denote by GL(^,R) the group of units of End^(M) . 'fhus we can 
regard the elements of GL(q,R) as invertible Q  ^£2 matrices over R. 
When Ü is a finite set of cardinality n we shall write GL(q,R) as 
GL(n,R). Let p be a two-sided ideal of R. We can construct the 
canonical epimorphisra
l1j:R R/p.
If r G R, denote the element ip (r) G R/p by r. We use iji to construct 
a canonical epimorphisra
ip':GL(£2, R) ->GL(Q,R/p)
by defining Ip ' (A) = A, where A (A ,p) = A (A ,p) , for each A G GL(£2,R).
Denote the kernel of this epimorphisra by GL(£2,p) and the inverse
image of the centre of GL(£2,R/p) by GL*(Q,p). Notice that if A G GL(Q ,p)
then, for all A , p G £ ^ A  /p, A 5 0 mod p and Al h 1 mod p. WlienAp AA
£2 has finite cardinality n we write GL(£2,p) and GL'(£2,p) as GL(n,p) and 
GL'(n,p) respectively. When R is a commutative ring we have the 
determinant map det:GL(n,R) R. We denote the kernel of this mapping 
by SL(n,R). We shall call SL(n,R) the special linear group. Let e , 
!.< i,j .< n, denote the n x n matrix with 1 in the (i,j)th position
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and zeros elsewhere. It is well known that when R is a field, 
SL(n,R) is generated by all the matrices 1 + re^^, for all 
i,j = l,...,n, and all r g R. The matrices 1 + re^^ are known as 
transvections or elementary matrices.
When R is a ring without identity, we can embed R in R* = Z x R 
in the usual way (for example, Jacobson, [23, pg 149]). In this way 
R is a two sided ideal of R* and so we can think of GL(£2,R) as a 
normal subgroup of GL(£2,R*),
(e) -the infinite dimensional sympiectic group
Let R be a ring with identity and let £2 be a totally ordered set. 
Let £2‘ be a totally ordered set which is disjoint from and equipotent 
to a with £2’ an order preserving bisection. Define £2^  = £2 W £2'
Let £2^ be totally ordered by inheriting the order fjé|pm £2 and £2* and 
with Ü) < A* , for all O) E £2 and A' e £2* . Let M be the free R-module 
Define the alternate bilinear form (*,*) on M by:
for all CO G £2,
for all a,p G £2,
1
( " u / ' C u )  =  - 1  )
“ ° 1
= 0 J
^ V for all a,g G £2,a 3.
We define Sp(£2,R) to be the group of automorphisms X of M which are
such that (X(x),X(y)) = (x,y), for all x,y G M. We see that
Sp(£2,R) GL(£2^,R). Since £2^ is totally ordered, we can think of
any X GSp(£2,R) as an invertible £2 x £2 matrix over R partitioned as
1 1
13
£2
£2»
s
£2 £2’
We shall call X G Sp(£2,R) a sympiectic transformation (matrix) and we 
shall call Sp(£2,R) the infinite dimensional sympiectic group over R.
Let X be a sympiectic matrix and suppose that X is partitioned as
X = [A 1
B '
D
Since
"a ' 13
'a.)'"''"13
a '(3
• for all a,3 G £2,
0 for all a* ,3’ G £2' ,
if a = 3,
10 otherwise
if a = 3 ,
1 0 otherwise
(iv) (X(e ,),X(e ))a 3
and since
(X(e ),X(e )) = Z X X . - S , X, ,(p ip Acp A cp ^ A'cp Aip
for cp,ip G £2^ and A G £2 we see that
(X(e^).X(e^)) . ^
Where X' denotes the transpose matrix of X. This means that
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A'D - C'B = I, B'C - D'A = -I, A'C - C'A = D'B -B'D = 0. Thus, if
we let J denote the £2 x £2 matrix1 1
0 I
■I 0
we see that X satisfies the matrix equation
X'JX = J.
This equation shows that X is row finite as well as being column 
finite. We conclude that whenever X E Spv£2,R), we can regard X as
aninvertible row and column finite £2^ x £2^ matrix satisfying the matrix
equation X'JX = J. Conversely, we may regard this as a defining 
property of a sympiectic matrix; for, if we pick x,y E m  and define
(x,y) = x’Jx
where jy are the co-ordinate vectors of x, y with respect to the 
canonical basis of M, we see that (*,*) is an alternate bilinear form 
and
(X(x),X(y)) = ] { ' X ' = x'Jy_ = (x,y).
Let p be a two sided ideal of R. As in the case of the infinite 
dimensional general linear group, the canonical epimorphism
R R/p
induces a canonical epimorphism
Sp(£2, R) Sp(£2,R/p).
We shall denote the kernel of this epimorphism by Sp(£2,p) and the 
inverse image of tne centre of Sp(£2,R/p) by Sp'(£2,p). It is clear
that when X G Sp(£2,p), X ^  H 0 mod p and X ^  = 1 mod p, for all 
a,3 E £2j, a ^ 3.
When £2 is a set of finite cardinality n, we denote Sp (£2,R),
Sp(£2,p) and Sp'(£2,p) by Spi^n.R), Sp^n,p) and Sp'Çln,p) respectively.
Chapter two
The study of the classical groups has occupied the attention of 
many group theorists for several years- We summarize here some of 
the theorems concerning the classification of the normal and subnormal sub- 
groups of the classical groups that have relevance to the main results 
of the thesis.
1. The classification of the normal subgroups of GL(£2,R).
We begin with the finite dimensional linear group GL(n,R),
|Qj = n. Dieudonne" [15] and Artin [2] considered GL(n,R) when R is
dt<A,6SL
a field. They showed that, unless n = 2 of R is GF(2) or GF(3),
the normal subgroups of GL(n,R) either lie in the centre of GL(n,R)
or contain the special linear group SL(n,R). If n y 3 and R is
either a commutative local ring or the ring of rational integers
then the results of Klingenberg [26] and Mennicke [29] show that any
normal subgroup H of GL(n,R) is sandwiched between GL'(n,p) and
SL(n,R) Gi GL(n,p), that is
SL(n,R) n GL(n,p) 1  K < GL' (n,p)
for some unique two sided ideal p of R. However, this result breaks
down for arbitrary rings R, even for large n. ||
Bass has obtained results of this nature by the introduction of
stable range conditions. Let R be a ring with identity. We say
that R satisfies the condition SR (R) if whenever m > n andn  —
a = (a ,...,a ) E R^^) is unimodular then there exist a! = a + b a 1 m 1 i i ra
with b € R, 1 < i < m, such that (a',...,a' ) E R^™ is unimodular.1 1 m-1
16
generated
Let E(n,R) be the subgroup of GL(u,R)/by all the transvections 1 + re^. 
Let E(n,p) denote the normal closure of {1 + re^ : r E p, lj<i,j^<n, 
1 9^ j} in E(n,R), for any two sided ideal p of R. Bass proves in 
[4]
Theorem 2.1. Let R be a ring with identity and suppose that
(i) R satisfies condition SR (R) and
, n
(ii) n > 3.
A subgroup H of GL(n,R) is normalized by E(n,R) if and only if there 
is a two sided ideal q of R such that
E(n,q) 1 H ^  GL*(n,q).
Other similar results are obtained in [24] and [25].
Wilson has obtained a convenient sandwiching of not only 
normal subgroups of GL(n,R) but also subnormal subgroups of GL(n,R), 
when R is a commutative ring with identity. In [40] he proves
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring with identity, n 3 
and E(n,R) _< G ^  GL(n,R) and suppose that H G. Then 
E(n,pf(d,n)) ^  GL'(n,p)
for some ideal p of R, where
f(d,3) = (88(28^“ )^ “ 1)111 and 
fv.d,n) = (7 l)/6, for n ^  4.
A special case of this result is
17
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let 
n 4. If H is a normal subgroup of GL(n,R) then 
E(n,p) £  H j< GL’ (n,p) 
for some uniquely determined ideal p of R.
It was announced by Golubcik in [18] that the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 
holds for any integer n £  3, but no proof of this assertion has 
appeared. If we now let C(n,p) = [GL(n,R),GL’(n,p)] then a corollary 
of Theorem 2.2 is
Theorem 2.4. Let R be either a commutative local ring or the 
ring of rational integers and let n £  3. A subgroup H of GL(n,R) is 
subnormal if and only if
C(n,p^) £  H £  GL’(n,p) 
for some ideal p of R and some integer m. Moreover, the least such 
m and the defect d of H in GL(n,R) are related as follows:
d - 1 £  m £  f(d,n) 
where f is as defined in Theorem 2.2.
In fact, Wilson gives Theorem 2.4 in a more general form 
in [40]. He says that a commutative ring R satisfies condition 
if and only if, for every normal subgroup H of GL(n,R)
C(n,p) £  H £  GL*(n,p) 
for some ideal p of R. It follows from the results of Klingenberg 
[26] and Mennicke [29] that if R is a commutative local ring or the 
ring of rational integers then R satisfies condition R^. Wilson's 
version of Theorem 2.4 is the more general one which requires R to 
satisfy condition R^. He also shows in [40] that R satifies
18
condition if and only if
GL(n,R)C(n,p) = E(n,p)
for ail ideals p of R.
These results, give a very satisfactory classification of
subnormal subgroups of GL(n,R): the subnormal subgroups are
determined by the ideals p of R and the subgroups of the nilpotent
groups GL’(n,p)/C(n,p”^) . We shall see in chapter three that it is
possible to give a similar classification of the subnormal subgroups
of the infinite dimensional general linear group.
We now consider the normal subgroup structure of GL(Q,R), when
Ù is an infinite set. Let EF(Q,R) be the subgroup of GL(i^R)
generated by all the matrices of the form 1 + re with r E R,Al_l
A,pLG ^ f U» where e denotes the x Ü matrix with 1 in theAu
(A,u)th position and zeros elsewhere. Let ÊF(Q,p) denote the normal 
closure of 11 + re : A,U E A f U, rep), for p a right ideal ofAu
R, in EF(Q,R). When Q = N, the group EF(N,R) is just the stable 
linear group of Bass [3]. The work of Bass [3] and Robertson [31] 
combine to give
Theorem 2.5. Let R be a ring with identity and let Q be an 
infinite set; let H be a subgroup of GL(Q,R). If H is normalized
by EF(0,R) then
EF(Ü.p) < H < GL'(Q,p) 
for some uniquely determined two sided ideal p of R.
We see that: ’sandwich' type results for normal subgroups of 
GL(i'2,R) are possible with no restriction on R when 0 is an infinite set
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We shall see that the ‘sandwiches' of Theorem 2 . ^ are very ’thick'
in the sense that many normal subgroups lie between EF(Q,p) and
GL’(S2,p ). We shall show that it is possible to make these sandwiches
thinner but only at the cost of introducing some conditions on the
ring R, (contrary to the results of Maxwell [27]).
Finally, we remark that a complete classification of the normal
subgroups of GL(£2,R), when 0 is an infinite set and R is a division
ring, was given by Rosenberg in [36]. We give a brief outline of
that classification, 
beLet a/an infinite cardinal and let G denote the subgroup of , a(l)
GL(Q,R) generated by all X G GL(Q,R) with ranges of dimension less 
than a,. Rosenberg proves
Theorem 2.6. Let R be a division ring, let Q be an infinite set 
and let H be a proper normal subgroup of GL(£2,R). Then either
(i) H = K X G , where K is a multiplicative subgroup of a(l) ^
Z*, the centre of R* and a is an infinite cardinal such that
< a < loi, or U ---
(ii) H ^  Z* X G
0
We shall attempt, in chapter six, to give an analogous classification 
of the normal subgroups of GL(£2,R) tor rings R which are not 
necessarily division rings.
I
1
. ' i i
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2. the classification of the normal subgroups of Sp(Q,R)
Let (*,*) be the non-degenerate alternate bilinear form 
associated with Sp(Q,R) and let M be the free R-module with syraplectic 
basis {e , e : A e  For any unimodular x £  M and any a E RA A^
define the transvection t(a,x) by
t(a,x)m = m + xa(m,x) 
whenever m E M. Let Ep(5,R) be the subgroup of Sp(Q,R) generated by ^
all the transveqtions t(a,x). Dieudonne in [13] and [14] has studied ff
Sp(Lî,R) when Q is finite, [Qj = n, and when R is a division ring.
He proves
Theorem 2.7. l#ien R is a division ring of more than 25 elements 4
Ep C2q R)/Z(Ep(2îjR)) is simple.
is treated
The infinite dimensional symplectio group/in [37] when R is a 
division ring. There it is shown that Ep(Q,R) has trivial centre and
Theorem 2.8. lihen R is a division ring and 0 is an infinite 
set, Ep(£2,R) is simple.
Maxwell in [28] studies Sp(Q,R) when Q is an infinite set and R 
is a commutative ring with identity. We now meet again the familiar 
sandwich results of §1. Maxwell proves
(
Theorem 2.9. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and 
suppose that 2 is a unit of R. The following assertions are
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equivalent.
(i) H is a subgroup of Sp(Q,R) normalized by Ep(£2,R)
(ii) there exists a unique ideal p of R such that 
Ep(0,p) H _< Sp’ (£î,p).
We shall study Sp(£^ ,R) when Q is infinite and R is a ring with 
identity and obtain a classification of the subnormal subgroups of 
Q](£3,R) when R is commutative. This classification will be similar 
to that of Theorem 2.2.
3. presentations of general and stable linear groups
Ttie stable group Ef(lî,R) has received much attention not only
in the classification of its normal subgroups but also because of
its relevance to algebraic K-theory. We have seen that EF(N;R) is
generated by the elementary matrices 1 + re . Call these
elementary matrices t^^(r). For each integer i, j and r eR introduce
the symbols s^^(r). These symbols we call Steinberg symbols. We
define the group StF(N,R) to be the group generated by all the
Steinberg symbols s. (r) subject to the relationsij
(i) s (r)s (s) = s..(r+s). ^  J 3^
f 1 j f k, i f &,
(ii) [s (r) ,s (s)] =/s. (rs) j = k, ± f I,kjt 1
s .(-sr) j ^ k, i = 1. V k]
I
We see that EF(N,R) is isomorphic to a homomorphic image of StF(N,R)
because of the epiinorphism
cp:s (r) ->• t (r) 
ij ij
K^CR) is just the kernel of (p. Finding a presentation for K ,(R) 
is a long standing problem and the solution is still unknown, even 
when R is a division ring - despite a paper of Green [19j. However, 
when R is a division ring, a presentation for EF(H,R) has been given^ 
The presentation we now outline is due to Green [20] and is based on 
detailed computations in StF(N,R) due to Steinberg which can be found 
in Milnor [30].
Let'R be a division ring. If x G R*, make the following 
definitions:
m (x) = t (x)t (-x"l)t (x)
ij ij ji ij
d (x) = m..(x)m..(-1)•^3 13
Notice that d^^(x) is the diagonal matrix with x in the (i,i)th place 
and x""^  in the Cj,j)th place and ones elsewhere on the diagonal.
If x,y E R*, define a^(x,y) to be the matrix d^2(x)d^^(y)d^^(yx)^^, 
that is, the diagonal matrix with [xjyj in position (1,1) and ones 
else where on the diagonal. The main theorem of [20] is
Theorem 2.10. If n ^  3 then E(n,R) is generated by the symbols
t^j(x) where i f j, 1 ^  i,j n and x E R subject to the relations
(A) t..(u)t (v) = t (u+v) u,v E R3 13 13(1 if j f k, 1 f %f. (uv) if j = k, i f I
if j ^ k, i = 1
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(C) let u,v E RA, if j f 1 then
a (u,v) = d (u)d (v)d (vu)'"^1 U  IJ Ij
if 1, i, j are all distinct then
a (u,v; = d. . (u)d, . (v)d. . (vu)“~ M  .([u,v]).1 ij . ij ij 11
(D) let Uj,Vj G R*,
s Cz s e .
n a (u.,V.) = 1 If n [Uj.v,]  ^ = 1,J , 1 1 3 3 j = 1  ^ ^
e = *1. j
The methods of [20] also prove that, when R is a division ring, EF(.N,R) 
is generated by the symbols t..(x), i f j , i,j G N, x G R subject to 
the relations (A), (B), (C) and (D). We shall give similar 
presentations for the groups analogous to EF(N,R) that are introduced 
in chapter three.
Chapter three
The aim of this chapter is to give a classification of the 
normal and subnormal subgroups of the infinite dimensional linear 
group GL(£3,R), the group of column finite invertible £3 x Q matrices 
over R. The form of this classification will be similar to that 
given for the normal and subnormal subgroups of GL(n,R) by Wilson in 
Theorem 2.2. The methods we use are similar to those of [31j and 
[40]. Part of the work contained in this chapter is contained in 
a joint paper of mine with Robertson [1].
Unless othenvise stated, throughout this chapter R shall denote 
a ring with identity and £3 shall be an infinite set.
1
Definition 3.1. Let X e  GL(£3,R), We shall denote by J(X) the
two sided ideal of R generated by the matrix entries X and X - X ,o|3 aa
for all cc,3 E £3, a We shall call J(X) the level of X (c.f. [40]).
Definition 3.2. Let H £  GL(£3,R). We shall denote by J(H) the |
ideal
2 J(X).X E H
We shall call J(H) the level of H.
Lemma 3.1. (i) If R is a commutative ring then for all
E GL(Q,R), J(X^) = J(X).
(ii) If X, Y G GL(£3,R) and (X-I) has less than card £3 non-zero 
then J(X^) - J(X).
(iii) If R is a commutative ring, if H < GL(£3,R) and if
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y E GL(£3, R) then J(H ) = J(H) .
(iv) If H £  GL(£3,R) , if Y E GL(Q,R) and if, for every X E H,
Y(X-I) has less than card Q non-zero rows, then J(H ) ® J(H).
Proof. (i) Let X,Y E GL(Q,R), a,3 E 0, a f |3. Then 
y¥à
= % ^Ôy^Y(3^ ô6 I(X), for some Ô E Q
since R.is commutative. But 2Y~^Y = 0 so that (X^) = 0 mod J(X).Y CXY y3 00
Also
(X^) ~ (X^) = 2 y-lx Y - 2 y-lx Y + 2  Y -Ix Yoa 3(3 Y,ô YÔ &i y.ô &Y Yô 63 y ^Y YY Ya
Y^5
Y ^PY*YY^Y&
since R is commutative. But 2Y ~^Y = gYZ^Y q ~ 1 so thatY OV YQL Y
(X^) - E 0 mod J(X). We conclude that J(X^) < J(X).08% 33 “ YY YBut the choice of X and Y was arbitrary so that J(X) = J(X ) _< J(X )
and this establishes (i).
(ii) We are now not able to assume that R is commutative but
by hypothesis there exists (p E Q such that X =1. Sincecpcp
- X E J(X), for all a E Q, a ^ (p, we see that X - I E  J(X),
for all a E Q, OL f (p. Clearly X ^  - I E  J(X) and we deduce chat for
all a E £3, X - I E  J(X). So we have that aa
"= ^ 0 J(X)
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and that 4
^ " c S V  - ^ »«' J(X)
E 0 mod J(X).
The proof of (ii) now follows as in (i)^ since Y is column finite.
(ill) Since R is commutative we see that
J(lF) = 2 J(A) = 2 J(X^) = 2 J(X) = J(H).
A E H X G H X G H
(iv) The equalities above hold in this case also, since for
all X ^  H, (X-I).has less than card Ü non-zero rows and we can apply
(ii) .
Definition 3.3. Let A c £3, p, g  £3-A, p be a right ideal of R
and f;A p. We shall adopt the convention that f extends to a map
f p by defining f((h) = 0 for all to G £3-A. We define the à
automorphism t(A,f,U) by
t(A,f,p)e^ = Op + e^f(p), for all p G £3,
where {e^ : p E p} is the canonical basis of the free R-module R^^^
associated with GL(P,R). It is clear that t(A,f,p) G GL(£3,R).
Indeed, we can think of t(A,f,p) as an £3 x P matrix that differs
Ca
from the identity matrix I only^the pth row and the non-zero
entries of the Uth row of t(A,f,u) - I are indexed by A. For this
reason we call the t(A, f,p) elementary matrices. Clearly 
-~1t(A,f,p) = t(A,-f,p) and t(A, f ,p) t (A, g,p) = t(A,f+g,p). The next 
lemma gives two commutator relations involving elementary matrices and 
the relations will be used frequently in the rest of this chapter.
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Lemma 3.2. Let t « t(A ,f,u) and t = t(A ,g,p) be two 1 1  2 2
elementary matrices. Then
(i) if U ^  A^ then [t^,t^] = t(A^,f(p)g,p),
(ii) if p A^ then [t^,t^] = t(A^,-g(p)ffp).
Proof. We shall prove this lemma by examining the effect of
the commutator [t ,t ] on the canonical basis {e : a G P}.1 2  a
(i) Suppose U ^  Then if a  ^  A^
while if Ot G A2
+ f(P)gCa)))
= + e^f (p)g(a) .
Thus ” t(A^,f(p)g,p). (ii) is proved in a similar way.
Definition 3.4. E(P,R) is defined to be the subgroup of
GL(PjR) generated by {t(A,f,p) : A c P, p G P-A, f:A -> R}. We see
that if X E E(P,R) then X differs from I in at most finitely many rows,
Definition 3.5. For any right ideal p of R, E(P,p) is defined 
to be the normal closure of {t(A,f,p)‘ : A C P, p G P-A, f:A p) in 
E(P,R).
If A = {Aland f:A R with f(A) = x, we shall write t(A,x,p) in place ' 
of t(A,f,p).
Definition 3.6. EF(P,R) is defined to be the subgroup of E(P,R)
generated by (t(A,x,p) : A,p G P, A ^ p, x G  R}.
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Definition 3.7. For any right ideal p of R, EF(^,p) is defined 
to be the normal closure of {{;(A,x,u) : A,pi E A f x e p} in 
EF(0,R) .
We have now defined the ’elementary’ subgroups E(Q,R), E(Q,p), 
EF(Q,R) and EF(Q,p). It is these subgroups that will play a key 
role in the classification of the normal and subnormal subgroups of 
GL(Q,R). Because of this, we shall now establish, some elementary 
properties of these subgroups.
Lemma 3.4. E(Q,p) ^  GL(f2,Rp), for any right ideal p of R.
Proof. It is clear that if t (A, f ,pi) is an elementary matrix 
generating E(Q,p) then t(A,f,u) S GL(C3,Rp) since f(A) G p for all 
A G A. It follows that E(Q,p) ^  GL(Q,Rp) since GL(S2,Rp) is a normal 
subgroup of GL(5,R).
We now see that the subgroups introduced in definitions 3.4 - 3.7 
satisfy the relations implied in the following diagram;
EF(Q,p)
GL(0,Rp)
(A single line denotes subgroup inclusion, a double line denotes, 
normal subgroup inclusion.)
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We shall now show that E(^,R) and E(^,p) are also normal subgroups 
of GL(Q,R). We begin with
Lemma 3.5. If p is a two sided ideal of R, if X E GL(S2,p) and 
if A G Q then there exists Y G E(Q,p) such that Y(e^) = X(e^) .
Proof. The proof of this lemma and the proofs of lemmas3.6,
3,7 and 3.8 are based on Proposition 2.1 of [27]: however, although
that proposition,required that R be commutative, our lemma does not.
Let X(e ) = 2e X . Since X is column finite, there exists 3 G Q,A 01 olA
3 A, such that X__ = 0. Define t = t(3,“ljA) and for each a G Q,pA 1
Ot ^ A, define
‘2a =
t . = t(A.,X - 1,3) ‘-^ A AA
Since X is column finite, t^^ f I for only finitely many a so let
t n t .Z t I 20t
201
Next define t ~ t(L^{3},f,&) where f(ot) = -(X - 1)X7^ for ct G f2-{3}3 AA Aot
Then t , t G E(Q,p) and so t (t l) G E(Q,p), since E(S^ ,p) is a
 ^  ^ tnormal subgroup of E(0,R). But t (t ^)e = X(e ) and so we can3 2 A A
take Y = t (t ^).3 2
Lemma 3.6. For any right ideal p of R, E(Q,p) is a normal 
subgroup of GL(Q,R).
Proof. It will be sufficient to show that if X G GL(.Q,R) and
t(A,f,u) is a generator of E(Q,p) then t^ G E(£7,p). For, if
X X
Y G E(Ghp) then Y = t ^...t , where the X. G E(f3,R), i = l,...,r and
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the t ,...,t are elementary matrices from thegenerating set of 
1 r X X X X X  X
E^5,p); then Y * t  ^ ...t and hence Y G E(Q,p).1 r ;î
By Lemma 3.5, there exists Y G E(Q,R) such that Y(e ) = X"l(e ). %1-1 piXY (Q)By examd.ning the effect of t on the canonical basis, of R , we
XYsee that t = t(A',g,pi), for some A ’ C and g:A* P and deduce
XY Xthat t G E(Q,p ). Hence t G E(f2,p), since E(Q,p) is a normal
subgroup of E(Q,R).
Lemma 3.7. , For any right ideal p of R, E(S^ ,p) = [E(Q,R) ,E(C2,p) ].
Proof. We see, by the definition of E(Q,p), that
[E(^,R),E(Q,p)] j< E(f2,p). We must show the opposite inclusion. It j
will suffice to show that if t(A,f,pi) is a generator of E(f2,p) then
t(A,f,pi) G [E(f2,R) ,E(Q,p) ]. Suppose first that there exists a G Çl-A
such that CL f pi. Then, by Lemma 3.2, t(A,f,pi) = [t(A,f ,a) ,t(a,--l,pi) ]. |
If 0 = A  U  {pi} then write A as the disjoint union of the non-empty
subsets A^ and A^ of A. Then, from the argument above we see that
[E(Q,R) ,E(Q,p) ] contains each of t(A ,fl ,y.) and t(A ,f I ,pi)
1 2
and hence contains their product which is t (A, f ,pi) .
We now see immediately that
Corollary 3.1. E(^,R) is a perfect group.
Whenever p is a right ideal of R, we may ask when is E(f2,p) perfect?
We shall investigate this question after we have proved our 
classification theorem for the normal and subnormal sugroups of GL(Q,R).
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For the moment we continue by giving some more elementary properties 
of E(Q,R).
Lemma 3.8. For any two sided ideal p of R, E(fi,p) = [E(Q,R),GL*(Q,p)]
Proof, Since E(Q,p) _< GL(Q,p) _< GL*(Q,p), we see that 
E(Qyp) = [E(f2,R) ,E(Q,p) ] _< [E(Q,R) ,GL’(fl,p) ]. It remains to prove the 
opposite inclusion. We first show that E(£^ ,p) = [E(q ,R) ,GL(Q,p) ].
It will be sufficient to show that if t = t(A, f, pD is a generator of 
E(Q,R) and X G GL(£3,p) then [t,X] G E((],p) since E(Q,p) is a normal 
subgroup of GL(Q,R) . By Lemma 3.5 there exists Y e E(g^ ,p) such that
Y(e ) = X""^ (e ). Let Z = XY. By examining the effect of [t,Z] on
^ ^ (SA ithe canonical basis of R we see that [t,Z] e ECj^,p), But
[t,Z] = [t,XY] = [t,Y][t,X]Y 
-1 Y "'1and so [t,X] = ([t,y]; [t.,Z]) G E(f2,p) by the definition of E(Q,p)
and by Lemma 3.6. However, [E(Q,R) ,GL'(f2,p) ] _< GL(Q,p) , by the
definition of GL’(Q,p). Hence [E(S2,R) ,GL’(fi,p) ,E(Q,R) ] _< E(Q,p) 
and so [E(S2,R) ,E(Q,R) ,GL' (Q,p) ] _< E(Q,p) by Hall's three subgroup 
lemma and we conclude that [iE(Q,R) ,GL'(S2,p) ] ^  E(Q,p) in view of 
Corollary 3.1.
Lemma 3.9. For any right ideals p , q of R,E(f2,p+q) = E(Q,p)E(Q,q) .
Proof. It is clear that E(Q,p) ^  E(^),p+q) amd that E(U,q) <_ E(Q,p+q) .
Hence E(Q,p)E(Q,q) ^E(Q,p+q). To show the opposite inclusion it will be
sufficient to show that if t = t(A,f,u) is any generator of E(Q,p+q)
then t G E(fi,p)E(fi, q) . Let A G A, then f(A) G p+q, say f(A) = r + s
A A
for r G p and s G q. Define g:A -i- p and h:A q by g(A) = r and A A A
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h(A) “ s. . Then t = t(A, g,VL) t(A,h,u) and hence t G E(Q,p)E(Ü,q). A
The classification of normal and subnormal subgroups involves 
the inverse image of the centre of GL(Q,R/p), for various ideals p of 
R. Our next results give some information about central elements of 
GL(Q,R) .
Lemma 3.10. If X G GL(f^,R) commutes with t(A,x,p)
(i) for all A f p then xX = 0  for all 3 f A. and xX = X x,A3 AA pp
(ii) for all p f A then X x - 0 for all OL f p and X x = xX__ .op pp AA
Proof. Let E = t(A,x,p) - I. Then X G GL(P,R) commutes with 
tCA,x,p) if and only if X conmiutes with E. Now
f 0 3 f A(XE)
X X op
and
(EX)o3 xXA3
3 = A
a. f p 
a = p.
Thus if X commutes with t(A,x,p) we have that (XE) = (EX) , for allo3 o3
a,3 ^ 0. Hence
xX = 0  whenever 3 f A,A3
X ^ x  = 0 whenever a ^ p and
xX_^ = X X.AA pp
The result now follows.
Corollary 3.2. The centre of GL(Q,R) comprises rl, for all 
central units r of R. The centre of E(P,R) is trivial.
"4%
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Proof, If X G Z(GL(P,R)) then X commutes with t(A,l,ij) for all %
A, piG Qj, A VL. By Lemma 3.10 we'see that all the off diagonal entries
of X are zero and that X. ^ = X for all A,uG £3, A f pi. Call thisAA pipi
common diagonal entry r, so that X = rl and we see that r is a unit in '4
R since X is an invertible matrix. Also, since X commutes with 
t(A,x,]i) for all x G R it follows that r is central. It is clear 
that all matrices of the form rl, where r is a central unit of R, are 
in the centre of GL(fi,R): we deduce that Z(GL(Q,R)) is just the set
{rl : r is a central unit of R}. Finally, we remark that elements of 
E(P,R) differ from the identity matrix in at most finitely many rows 
and deduce that E(Q,R) has trivial centre.
Lemma 3.11. Let X G GL(Q,R). If, for some two sided ideal p of |
R, X G GL'(0,p) then J(X) < p.
Proof. If X G GL‘(Q,p ) then let denote images under the group 
homomorphism GL(Q,R) -> GL(Q,R/p) induced by the projection R ->■ R/p.
Hence X G Z(GL(f2,R/p)) so that X = rl. Hence X = rY, for some
Y G GL(P,p). But then, whenever a,3 G a ^  3, Y ^  = 0 mod p and
Y H 1 mod p. Hence X _ G p and X - X„^ G p which shows that J(X) < p.CO. 03 GO, 3p “
Lemma 3.12. If X G Z(GL(P,R)) then J(X) = 0. Moreover, if R is
commutative and if J(Y) = 0 then Y G Z(GL(£3,R)).
Proof. Let X G Z(GL(£3,R)), then X - rl, for some central unit r 
of R and so J(X) = 0. Conversely, if R is commutative and if J(Y) = 0
then Y is a scalar matrix, say Y = si, for some unit s G R = Z(R).
Hence Y is central.
i
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We remark that we can also deduce that when R is commutative and 
X G GL(P,R) then X GGL'(R,J(X)). Thus J(X) is the least ideal p of 
R such that X G GL*(P,p), when R is commutative. However, when R is 
not commutative we are not able to draw the same contusions from 
knowledge of J(X).
J
Example 3.1. Let R be the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over Z and let
X = xl where x Then X G GL(Q,R) and, since X is diagonal.1 1 
_G 1
J(X) = 0. Yet X is not in the centre of GL(P,R) since X does not
commute with yl where y 1 0 
1 1
Example 3.2. Again let R be the ring of 2 X 2 matrices over Z
and let x = 1 1 and y = 2 0 • Let X he the N x N matrix
0 1_ 0 2_
which has x in every diagonal entry and y in position (1,2). Then 
X G GL(N,R). Moreover J(X) is the set of 2 x 2 matrices all of whose 
entries are even and, modulo J(X), X is the N x n matrix that has 
1 1 in every diagonal entry and zeros elsewhere. Hence
0 1__
X GL’ (N,J(X)) .
These two examples show that if R is not commutative then J(X) = 0 will 
not guarantee that X is central nor will X necessarily belong to 
GL’(P,J(X)). All we can say is that, modulo J(X), X is diagonal with 
all the diagonal entries equal.
Given X G GL(P,R) and A G Q we shall say that the Ath column (row)
. ■ '
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?
of X is trivial if and only if the Ath column (row) of X is equal to |
the A.th column (row) of the identity matrix.
4Definition 3.8. Let H be a subgroup of GL(P,R)- We define f
K(H) to be the two sided ideal of R 2J(X), where the sum is taken over 
all those X G H D E(5,R) that have at least four trivial columns.
i
Lemma 3.13. If H is a subgroup of GL(?2,R) that is normalized 
by E(O^R) then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) H _< Z(GL(P,R)) , I
(ii) [H,E(0,R)] = 1,
(ill) H n E(0,R) = 1.
-i
Proof. Suppose H is central and let X G E(P,R) n E. Then 
X lies in the centre of E(P,R) and so X = 1. Hence (1) implies (iii)
Since H is normalized by E(P,R), [H,E(P,R)] H Gl E(£3,R) so it is
clear that (iii) implies (ii). Finally, if (ii) holds, then every X
in H commutes with t(A,x,U) for all A,pi G £3, A ^ pi and all x G R,
JIt follows from the proof of Corollary 3.2 that H is central. 1
I
■ àIn the classification of the normal and subnormal subgroups of 3
GL(0,R), J(H) plays a major part. Our next results show how, in order 
to simplify the working, we may replace J(H) by what is essentially 
K(H) . Indeed, for normal subgroups H of GL(£3,R) , we shall show 
that J(H) = K(H).
Lemma 3.14. Let H be a subgroup of GL(£3,R) normalized by EF(£3,p)
for some two aided ideal p of R. If A G H, then for all x G p.
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and all P ^ H f P, K(H) contains A x and (A - A )x.UP UU PP
(Pi (Pi
14
Î
I
Proof. Let U, P and x be as in the statement of the lemma.
We show first that A x E K(H). This is obvious if A x = 0. ThusUP UP
assume that A x f 0. Pick A e A f u, P and distinct cp., e
i = 1,...,4 such that cp 7^ A and A = 0; this is. possible since Ai AcPi
is column finite. Put t = t(A,x,p). If [t,A] ® 1 then A^^x = 0, f
for all a  ^  p (from the proof of Lemma 3.10), in particular A x = 0, 3UP
contrary to hypothesis. We deduce that t and A do not commute and 
hence neither do t and A~^- Thus [t,A“"^] f 1. Moreover, since 
E(^,R) is a normal subgroup of GL(Q,R) , [t,A“ ]^ e E(Q,R) O H  and by
the choice of cp , [t,A~^]e = e , i = 1,...,4. This shows that for
all a,3 G Q,. Ct,A~M Q and ([t,A“M  ~ I) lie in K(H) . Let t = I + E.tip 00,
Then 4
[t,A“"M = I - E + AEA"1 - EAEA-\
So, for all 3 f U, [t,A^^]  ^= A xA"j and ([t,A~*^ ] - I) = A xA . 1U3 UP A3 UU UP Au
It follows that K(H) contains 2A xA“^A = A x. It remains toP UP A3 3A UP
show that K(H) contains (A - A )x. This time we examine the entriesUU PP
that lie on the Pth row of [t,A"^]. For any 3 f A, p, [t,A“ ]^ =
"hlle [t,A-l]p^ = -X + AppXA^ - and
([t,A^l] - I) = A xAj^ - xA xA“ .^ However, the first part of the PP pp Ap Ap Ap
proof shows that for any a,3e £3, ci f 3, A x e K(H) . Thus K(H)o3
contains A xA~^, A xA~^ - x and A xA“J, for any 3f A, p. In the pp Ap pp AA PP A3
same way as in the first part we see that A x - xA e K(H) for anyPP AA
P f A. Hence K(H) also contains A x - xA and so contains theirUU AA
difference which is A x - A x.UU PP
oo.
X(e^) = e^. Put t = t(a,x^,(p). Then t^ = [t,X] = t(A,x f,cp). If
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Corollary 3.3. Let H be a subgroup of GL(Q,R) that is 
normalized by EP(Q,p-), for some two sided ideal p of R; then 
J(H)p < K(H).
Proof. If y E J(E)p then y = t x r +.,.+ t x r for x, a1 1 1 a s s 1 f
generator of some J(X ), t^ E R, r^ E p, i = l,...,s (the X^ need not
all be distinct). By Lemma 3.14, x r e K(H) and so y e K(H) sincei i
K(H) is a two sided ideal of R.
We remark that Corollary 3.3 shows that when H is normalized by EF(p,R)
J(H) = K(H). We shall now deal only with the ideal K(H). We shall
show how, given subgroups H of GL(f2,R), we can isolate the elementary
matrices t(A,x,u)> for certain x E K(H) and then use these matrices to 
construct the elementary subgroups of GL(Q,R) that are involved with 
the classification of the normal and subnormal subgroups of GL(£2,R).
Lemma 3.15. Let H be a subgroup of GL(£3,R) which is normalized |
by EF(Q,p), for some two sided ideal p of R and let a be a generator of
K(H). Then, for all x^ E p, i = 1,...,4, and p,a G Q, p f g, H
contains t(p,x x ax x ,a).3 1 2 4
Proof. If a = 0 then there is nothing to prove, so assume a f 0.
We first suppose that a = X , for some X E H D E(Q,R) that has atOp
least four trivial columns, and for some a,3 E p, a f 3» Let A index 
the non-zero entries of the ath row of X and define f :A ->• R by f(A) = X ,oA
if A f a and f (a) = X - 1. There exists cp E Q, qj ^ a»p>a such that
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3 P , put t = t(Qx ,3). Then t = [t ,t ] = t(p,x ax ,tp). Now 2 2 3 1 2 1 2
put t = t(m,-x ,n). We see that t(p,x x ax ,P) = [t ,t ] G H 4 ^  3 3 1 2 3 4
since H is normalized by EF(Q,p) . If 3 = P, pick A ^ 3, cp and put
t = t(A,x ,3)* Then t = [t ,t ] = t(Apc ax ,<P). Now put2 2 3 1 2 1 2
t = t((p,~x ,a)s so that t = [t ,t ] = t(A,X X ax ,CJ) and finally, if 4 3 b 3 4 3 1 2
we put t = t(D,-x , A) then [t,t ] = t (ax: x ax x ,a) e H. We conclude 6 4 6 5  3 1 2 4
that, in either case, H contains t(p,x x ax x ,a) since in the case3 1 2 4
6 f pwe can replace x by x x .2 2 4
We next suppose that a = X - 1, for some X G H ri E(Q,R) that hasaa
at least four trivial columns and for some a G Q. With the choice of
f > Af.> (p as before, we see that H contains t ^ = t(A,x^f,cp). If P 7^ Cl
then put t =t(px , (^  and obtain [t , t ] = t(P,x ax , cp) and as before 2 2 1 2  1 2
we can deduce that H contains t(p,x x ax ,0) . Similarly, if P = cx3 1 2
then, again as before, we obtain t(P,x^x^ax^x^^) S II.
Corollary 3.4. Let H be a subgroup of E(fi,R) that is normalized 
by EF(p»p), for some two sided ideal p of R; then E contains 
EF(0Lp2K(H)p%).
Proof. We show first that H contains t = t(A,y,U) , for all
A,U ^  Q, A ^ U and y E p^K(H)p^. We can write y = Sx x a x xi 3i li i 2i 4i
where x,. G p, j = 1,...,4 and the a. are generators of K(H). Define
t = t(A,3C .X a X X ,p). Then t. G H by Lemma 3.15 and t - ïlt. so1 31 11 2i 4i 1
that t E H. Thus E contains {t(A,y,u) : A,uefi, A f u, y e  p^K(H)p^} .
But, if Y G EF(p,R), by Lemma 3.1, we see that K(H) = K(H^).
Moreover, if H is normalized by EF(£l,p) then so also is since
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iM
EF(^,p) is a normal subgroup of EF(%R). In this way we see that %
contains {t(A,y,u) : A,u G Q, A f u, y E p^(H)p^).
It therefore follows that and hence H, contain EF(Q,p^K(H)p^).
Lemma 3.16. Let p be a two sided ideal of R and let {p^} and 
{q^} be two families of finitely generated right ideals whose sums
are p . Then
n E(£l,p ) => n E(Q,q ).
a * 3 P
Proof. Let E = IlE(Q,p ) and E - TlE(Q,q^). It will be1 a “ 2 p e Â
sufficient to prove that E^ ^  E^ since the opposite inclusion will
follow by symmetry. Let X ^ E . Then X = X ...X for X G E(Q,p ),i 1 r i I
since the E(Q,p ) are normal subgroups. We shall show that each a
X ^ E , for then it will follow that X G e . Let 1 < i < r. There i 2 2 —
exist t^ = ^ E(Ü,R) , j = l,...,s, such that
Y Y^
X. = t ^...t  ^ and f,:A, ->■ p . But p is finitely generated, sayi J. s j j Oi %
p = X R -b ... 4- X R, for some x E p  <p, k"l,...,t. But*^01^ 1 t ' k oy. -
p = Zqo so that each x belongs to some finite sum of right ideals q .(3 P k 3
We deduce that p < 2 q where the sum is finite. Thus, by “l -
Lemma 3.9, each t^  and hence each X^ belong to the finite product 
n E(£3,q^ ) ^  E^. We conclude that E ^  E_ .n.1 n. I ~~ 2
If p is a two sided ideal of R then p can be expressed as a sum Ep
a  ^of finitely generated right ideals - possibly in many ways, for
example p == S xR. Lemma 3.16 shows that the group riE(Q,p ) is 
X E p cx ^
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independent of the choice of {p : Ep = p) so we may make the
^  a
following definition.
Definition 3.9. Let p be a two sided ideal of R and let
{^a * ^ a family of finitely generated right ideals of R such
that p = Ep^. E[£î,p] shall denote the group riE(Q,p ).
a  a  ^
We shall use the group E[Q,p] to help classify the normal and subnormal 
subgroups of GL(Q,R); for arbitrary rings with identity.
Lemma 3.17. If H is a subgroup of GL(^^,R) normalized by E(0,R)
and if H contains EF(ü,q), for some two sided ideal q of R, then H
contains E(0,p), for any finitely generated right ideal p of R 
contained in q.
Proof. It will be sufficient to show that H contains any
generator t(A,f,y.) of E(Q,p), since H is normalized by E(fi,R). Let
t *= t(A,f,u) be a generator of E(Q,p). Since p is finitely generated,
we can write p = x^R f ... 4 x^R for ^ p, i “ l,...,s. Then, for
each A G A, f(A) = E x r^ . Define g :A ->• R by g (A) « r . We can£ i Ai 1 i Ai
suppose that there exists a G a 9 A, a 7^- u - for if not, we can
proceed in two stages, as we did in Lemma 3.7. Put t - t(A,g ,a)li i
and t = t(a,-x ,Vl). Then t ~ IÏ [t ,t ] and t G h since H is 2i 1 ^ 1 i 2 i
normalized by E(£3,R) and each t^^ G EF(£2,q) _< H.
We are now ready to state and prove the theorem which provides the 
basis for the remaining .results of chapter three.
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Theorem 3.1. Let G be a subgroup of GL(Gl,R) containing E(fi,R). 
Let H be a subnormal subgroup of G, say
Proof. If 11 is a central subgroup then d = 1, J(H) - 0 and
E(Q,0) H ^  GL'(O,0). Thus the theorem holds since J(H) “ J(H ) ~ 0.
We may thus suppose that H is not central. We shall argue by induction
on d. If d = 1 then H is a normal subgroup of G and so H is
normalized by E(*^,R). Corollary 3.4 shows that H contains EF(fi,J(H)) 
and Lemma 3.17 shows that H contains E(0,q), for any finitely generated 
right ideal q contained in J(H). Thus, definition 3.9 shows that H 
contains E[^^,J(H)]. We remark that J(H) 4‘ 0, for if not then 
J(H n E(^2,R)) = 0 and so H n E(Q,R) - 1. Hence, by Lemma 3.13, H is 
central, contrary to hypothesis. Notice that J(H) is the greatest 
ideal p such that E[fl,p] ^  H: for if x e p then t(A,x,u) E E(£3,xR) <_
E[0,p] ^  H so that x E J(H) and hence p J(H).
Now let denote images under the homomorphism GL(Q,R) GL(fi,R/J(H)) 
induced by the projection R R/J(H). We see that J(H) ~ 0 and that
H n E(&,R) - 1. By Lemma 3.13 it follows that H is central since H
■*5H = Hj <1 , < ... H < H = G.d d-1 1 0 ;
If we put p = J(H) and q - J(H ) then
1  H 1 GL'(Q,q)
where f(d) = (5^ - l)/4 for d > 1. Moreover, if d - 1, if R is 
commutative or if H ^  E(Q,R) then p = q.
is normalized by E(Q,R); we deduce that H <_ GL’(Q,J(H)).
We now take as inductive hypothesis that the inclusions hold for
all subnormal subgroups with normal chains of length less than d.
In particular, we see that H contains E[Q,J ], where J « J(H .d-1 U 0 d-1 A
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Example 3.3. We can show, using Theorem 3.1, that in general
Y all
it is not the case that J(X ) = J(X), for/X, Y G GL(Q,R) (c.f. Lemma 3.1)
For, let X be as in example 3.2 and let X^  be the normal closure of 
(X) in GL(0,R). If J(X^) - J(X) then J(X) « J(X ) and by the theorem 
X^ ^  GL* (.Q, J(X)). But then we deduce that X E  GL*(Q,J(X)), contrary to 
example 3.2. We conclude that for some Y E GL(Q,R), J(X^) J(X).
Definition 3.10. Let p be a two sided ideal of R. We shall say 
that p is d^-finite if and only if p can be finitely generated as a 
right R-module.
Definition 3.11. A ring R is said to be d-finite if and only if 
each two sided ideal of R is d^-finite.
For example, simple rings and Noetherian rings are d-finite. However, 
there are d-finite rings which are neither simple nor Noetherian. Let
*
But then H, is normalized by ] so that Corollary 3.4 showsd o
that H contains EF|[p,J%(H)J2]. However, for any Y E e (Q,R)
0 0
J:
Y Y HK(H ) =“ K(H) - by Lemma 3.1 - and H 4 G so that Core H contains >E(u,R) I
E[û,J ^ K ( H ) . However Corollary 3.3 shows that J^J(H)J^ J2k (H)J2 J
0 0 5f(d-l)+land since J(H) < J(H ) we see that J(H) < J^K(H)J^, Butd-1 -  0
5f(d-l)+l *=* f(d) and we deduce that H contains E[fi,J(H) ].
G GWe next remark that H H  ^G and so H j< GL'(q ,J(H )), by the
inductive basis. Thus with p - J(H) and q “ J(U ) we see that
 ^E[Q,p^(^)] 1  U 1  GL'(Q,q).
Finally, we note that, from Lemma 3.1, if R is commutative or if
GH < E(Q,R) then J(H ) ™ J(H). This completes the proof of the theorem.
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R be the ring of N x N matrices over Q that have only finitely many
non-zero entries. R is a simple ring without identity (see, for
weexample,Divinsky, [16]). If/let p denote the set of all thosei
X E R for which only the first i rows have non-zero entries then
Pj < < ... < Pi <
is an ascending chain of right ideals of R that does not terminate in 
finitely many steps; thus R is not Noetherian, Now embed R in 
R* = Z X R in the usual way. It follows that R* is neither Noetherian
nor simple, HQwever, any two sided ideal of R*. is finitely generated 
as a right ideal by (0,k), for some k E Z. Thus R* is d-finite.
Corollary 3.5. Let R be a d-finite ring and let G be a subgroup
of GL(^,R) containing E(^,R). Let H be a subnormal subgroup of G, say
H " < H. 1 < ... H <1 H = G.d a-i 1 0
If we put p - J(H) and q = J(H^) then
<. H _< GL’ (0,q)
where f(d) = (5^ - l)/4. Moreover, if d = 1, if R is commutative or
if H < E(Q,R) then p = q.
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.1 we know that
EF(0,p^^^^) < Core _ H < H < GL'(0,q)”  E(",R) “
and that p = q whenever d - 1, R is commuàtive o^ H <_ E(Ü,R) . We
need only establish that E(G^p ^  H. However R is d-finite so
f(d) f(d)that p = X R + ... b X R, for some x € p . Lemma 3.17 shows 1 s i
that CorCg^Q and hence H contain E(£7,x R) for i => l,...,s and 
Lemma 3.9 allows us to deduce that H contains E(Q,p ^
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Theorem 3.2. The following assertions are equivalent.
(!) R is d-finite,
(il) Whenever H is a subgroup of GL(fi,R) normalized by E(Q,R)
there exists a unique two sided ideal p of R such that
E(0,p) 1  H 1  GL’ (Q,p) .
Proof, That (i) implies (il) is immediate from Corollary 3.5.
It remains to prove that (ii) implies (i). For any X E GL(^,R), X f I,
we say that X has finite p-support if there exists a two sided ideal p 
of R, with 1 ^ p, and a finitely generated right ideal q of R contained 
in p such that all the entries of X-I lie in q. Let X E E(Gl,R) be a 
matrix having finite p-support, for some two sided ideal p of R, 1 #  p, 
and let Y G e (S^ ,R) be an elementary matrix. We assart that Y^^XY has 
finite p-support. For, let q be a finitely generated right ideal of R
giving X finite p-support, say
r
q = S X R 
i
i“l
Let Y = I + C and X = I + D. Then
Y “lXY = I + D + DC - C(D + DC)
since C^ = 0. Moreover, all entries of D + DC lie in q since all the 
entres of D lie in q; since D 1 DC and C differ from the identity
matrix in only finitely many rows, say in the \ ,...,X and Uth rows1 s
respectively, all the entries of C(D -!- DC) lie in the right ideal
generated by . x. ; 1 < k < s , 1 < i < r). Hence, all the entries1 —  —  —  —
of Y ^XY - I lie in the right ideal generated by (x , C. x. : 1 < k < s,1 i _  __
^ Ji ^ ™  > which is contained in p, since p is a tv;o sided ideal.
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It now follows inductively that whenever X G E(Q,R) is a matrix 
having finite p-support and Y is any matrix in E(fi,R) then Y ”^XY has 
finite p-support.
We next assert that if q is a finitely generated right ideal 
contained in a two sided ideal p of R, 1 9  p, then every matrix X in 
E(0,q) has finite p-support. For, let X = t^  ...t , where the t_
are elementary matrices in E(Q,q) and the X, are matrices in E(£^ ,R). 
Clearly each t has finite p-support and the assertion above shows that
X, ^ .each t^ has finite p-support. It is clear that the product of any
two matrices of finite p-support also has finite p-support and hence
our second assertion is established.
Now suppose that (ii) holds yet R is not d-finite. Then there
exists a proper two sided ideal p of R which is not finitely generated
as a right ideal. Moreover there exists a collection (a^ : i<= N)
of elements of p that is not contained in any finitely generated right
ideal of R that is contained in p. Let p^ denote the right ideal of
R that is generated by {a : l ^ i j < j }  and H = U E(Q,p ). Then H
 ^ i e N j
is a normal subgroup of E(&,R) and our second assertion shows that
every matrix in H has finite p-support. By (ii) there exists a unique
two sided ideal q of R such that E(f2,q) H GL’(fi,q). Also q,
for all 1 E N, hence E(ü, U p ) ^ H. Let Q be a countable proper
i E N  ^ 0
subset of 0 and f:fî {a, : i N} be a bisection. Pick co E Q_Q0 1 0
and define t - t(G^,f,w). Then t ^ H, yet by the choice of the a^ ,^ t 
does not have finite support. This contradiction completes the proof 
of the theorem.
-/Æ
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Proposition 3.1. Let H be a subgroup of GL(fi,R). If, for some 
two sided ideal p of R, E((^ ,p) ^  H £ GL’(Q,p) , then H is normalized by 
E(0,R).
Proof. We need to show that [H,E(^,R)] _< H. But 
[H,E(Q,R)] 1  [GL’(Q,p),E(Q,R)] 
by hypothesis, so by Lemma 3.8 [H,E(Q,R)] E(Q,p) ^  H.
Tiieorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.1 correct the work of Maxv/ell in [27]. 
We. have shown that the commutativity hypothesis is unnecessary but that 
it is etes^^^ESS essential to assume that R is d-finite to obtain the 
usual ’sandwich’ type result for normal subgroups of GL(^,R). Theorem 
3.1 does show however, that a weaker result producing a sandwiching of 
normal subgroups is possible without the hypothesis that R is d-finite. 
Corollary 3.5 produces the infinite dimensional analogue of Wilson’s 
theorem - Theorem 2.2 - and notice that since matrices in E(Ü,R)
differ from the identity matrix in at most finitely many rows, we have 
’room to move’ and consequently the index function values f(d) are 
smaller than those produced by Wilson. We shall now construct some 
examples to show the strengths and the weaknesses of the group E[Q,p].
Theorem 3.1 shows that whenever H is a normal subgroup of GL(£^ ,R)
H can be sandwiched by the groups E[0,J(H)] and GL’(G,J(H)). The 
advantage of this and other sandwich results is that the groups 
involved in the sandwich depend only upon the level of H; no other 
knowledge of H is required. To construct E[Q,J(H)] we restricted our 
attention to the finitely generated right ideals contained in J(H). A 
reasonable question to ask is whether or not this construction is too 
restrictive - could we sandwich normal subgroups H of GL(G,R) by groups
‘1 ?
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larger than E[0,J(H)] that also require knowledge of only the level of 
H. To see that the answer is no, it is useful to consider the following 
example.
Example 3.4. Let k be a field and R the commutative polynomial
ring over k in countably many indeterminates x , x^,.... and put = N.
For each j 2  ^ and i 2  1 define p to be the ideal generated by theJ »i
inde terminates x ,...,x ,x ,...,x . ,...,x , for 0 < k < i,
 ^ Z^ '^ 'krl-l 2“^ i+1 4
and all the indeterminates x where n is an odd integer that cannot be
expressed as 2^^^p+l, for any integer p. Thus for each j we have a
tower of ideals
Pj,l  ^  ^ ^
where U p , .is just the ideal generated by all the indeterminates ^ J > ^
x^, x^,.... Call this ideal p. Given the corresponding tower 
E(Q,p, E(S2.p ) < ...J » J- J » r
of normal subgroups, we denote by E(^^p,j) .the union of all the groups
in the tower. Since E(S2,p,j) has level p we see that E[^,p] 2  B(0,p,j).
It is clear that if j,k^ N, j < k then E(Q,p,j) 2  E(f3,p,k). To see f
that the inclusion is strict, define the mapping g;N-{0) -> R by
g(n) “ X .,„ ..q and the elementary matrix t = t(N-{0},g,0). Then
2^ n-2^ +1
t ^ E(fi,p,j+1) - E(Q,p,j).
We shall call the indeterminates x , x , .., even indeterminates2 4
and the indeterminates x^, x^, ... odd indeterminates. If we now 
reverse the roles played by the odd and even indeterminates in the 
construction of the p-chain we obtain the towers {q^ ^ : i 2  1) and 
(E(Q,q,j) ; j ^ l) in a similar way. Since there exist X G E(Q,p,j)
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such that J(X) is not contained in any ideal generated by all the 
even indeterminates and only finitely many odd indeterminates, while 
for all X G E(Ü,q,k); J(X) is contained in such ideals, we see that 
no E(0;p,j) is contained in any E(Q,q,k). Similarly we see that
no E(0,q,k) is contained in any E(Q,p,j). It also follows that since
any X e E(i^,p,j) n E(Q,q,k) must have all its non-trivial entries in 
some ideal generated by finitely many indeterminates, X g E[Q,p].
Thus we have a constructed two infinite towers of normal subgroups 
of GL(0,r)
E(Q,p ,1) < E(Q,p,2) < ... < E(0,p,j) < ...
and
E(0,q,l) < E(Q,q,2) < ... < E(0,q,k) < ...
Every member of each tower has level p and for any j, k
n  E(Q,q,k) = E[Q,p].
In this way we see that E[Q,p] is ’best possible’ with respect to the 
inclusion of Theorem 3.1,
Proposition 3.1 shows that the sandwich E(0,p) 2 ^ 2  GL'(Q,p) 
guarantees that H is normalized by E(fi,R). Our next example shows
that the weaker sandwich involving E[Q,p] does not even allow us to
conclude that, in general, H is normalized by EF(Q,R).
Example 3.5. Let Q - Z and let R and p be as in example 3.4.
Let H be the subgroup of E(Q,R) generated by E[0,p] and t(Z ,f,0), where+
f:Z^ ^ R is given by f(n) « x^. Since t(Z+,f,~l) » [t(Z^,f,0),t(0,-l,-l)] 
we see that t(Z+,f,-l) e [EF(0,R),H] but t(Z ,f,-l) é h.
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In our next few results we shall investigate the structure of the 
lower central series of E(0,p), for two sided ideals p of R.
Lemma 3.18, For any Integer r 2  1 aod any two sided ideal p of R, 
Y^j^(E(^,R)# n GL'(0,p)) 2  E(Q,p^).
Proof, We first assert that for any integer r > 1 and any two
sided ideal p of R, Y^(E(0,R) ^ GL'(0,p)) 2  GL'(Q,p’^). (Let
denote Y^(E(&,R) n GL’(0,p)) for brevity.) The inequality clearly
holds when r = 1, thus suppose that it holds for r => k, for some
integer k '* 1. Let t, be an elementary matrix in Y and t be an ™  1 k 2
elementary matrix in Y , say t “ I + E and t « X + E . Then1 1  1 2  2
[t ,tJ  = I + E E + (E E )2 - E E - E E E  + E E E1 2  1 2  1 2  2 1  2 1 2  1 2 1
and since the entries of E and E lie in p and p respectively, by
k"f°lour inductive hypothesis, we see that e GL'(Q,p ). Our
assertion now follows. Hence, for any integer r 2  1 
■^ r+l “ < [GL'(£l,pb.E(n,R)] < E(f),p’')
by Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.19. Let R be a ring and let p be an ideal of R such that
r rp is dg-finite for every integer r 2  1* then E(Q,p ) 2  Y (E(Q,p)), for
every integer r 2  I»
Proof. Let r 2  1* first notice that from Lemma 3.18 Y (E(^,p)) 
rhas level p . Next notice that Y^(E(£2,p)) is normalized by E(fl,R) 
and hence, sir 
Corollary 3.5.
nce p^ is d^-finite, we see that E(Q,p^) 2  Y^(E(iî,p)) by
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We next show that the inequality of Lemma 3.18 can be strict: we have
been unable to ascertain whether or not the same is true of Lemma 3.19.
Example 3.6. Let =» N and p ~ (2). It follows that, for any
rbl r r*blinteger r > 1, p < p and J(y (E(fi,R) n GL’(Q,p))) < p whiler+l
J(E(i^,p^)) = p^. Moreover, for all i,j G 0 and x G p^, t(i,x,j) is
contained in E(^p^). Thus t(i,2^,j) G E(0,p^) - Y (E(S^ ,R) n G L ’(fi,p))r+1
and so we see that the inclusion of Lemma 3.18 can be strict.
Corollary 3.6. For any two sided ideal p of R and any integer r 1»
IT{E(Q,R) Gi GL'(Q,p))/E(Q,p ) is a nilpotent group of class at most r.
Proof. By Lemma 3.18 we see that
Y^^(E(Q,R) n GL'(0,p)) £E(n,p'^).
But for any integer k 2  1
Y^({E(Q,R) n GL'(0,p)}/E(0,pf)) 2  Yj^ (E(fi,R) H GL’(Q,p))E(fi,p^)
E(0,pf)
and hence Y^. ({E(0,R) n GL'(Q,p)>/E(Q,p^)) = 1.
Corollary 3.7. Let R be a ring and p a two sided ideal of R 
rsuch that p is d -finite, for every integer r > 1. Whenever k < r R —
Y^(E(a,p)/E(Q,pf) = Y^(E(C2,p ))/E(Q,p ’^ ).
Proof. This is immediate from the proof of Corollary 3.6 and from 
Lemma 3.19.
We include here the next lemma and corollary for the sake of
1
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completeness although they are not applied anywhere in this chapter.
1We shall, however find an application for them in chapter four. |
Lemma 3.20. Let R be a commutative ring and let p be an ideal 
of R. Then [GL' (O^p) ,GL' (0,p^) ] < GL'
Proof. Let X <= GL'(Q,p) and Y e GL'(Q,p^); we shall show that
[X,Y] is a scalar matrix modulo p^^. The result will then follow by
Corollary 3.2. First we note that X - rl + X' and Y = si f Y' where
X' and Y' have their entries in p and p^  ^respectively and r and s are
Icunits modulo p and p respectively. Moreover, we can write 
X"l= tl + X" and Y"1 = ul + Y" where
tri + rX" + tX' + X"X' = I and
usi f sY" + uY' + Y"Y' = I.
But
[X,Y] = (till + uX" + tY" f X"y")(rsl 4- sX' 4- rY' 4- X'Y')
= tursi 4- tusX' 4- ursX" + usX"X' 4*trsY" 4-turY' 4- trY”Y ’ mod p^^^
s us(trl + rX" 4- tX' 4- X"X') 4* tr(sY" + uY' 4- Y"Y') mod
k+1- (us 4~ tr(l - us))I mod p
_ , k-hl= I mod p
since tr = 1 mod p and us = 1 mod p^. This completes the proof of the
lemma.
Corollary 3.8, Let R be a commutative ring and let p be an ideal 
of R. Then GL'(0,p)/GL'(0,p^) is a nilpotent group of class at most 
r-1.
Proof. We shall examine the lower central series of GL'(^,p). I
ii
J
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Since Y^(GL*(0,p)) - GL'(^,p) we take as inductive hypothesis that 
Y^(GL’(^,p)) 2  GL'(^,p^), for all integers k < r. But
Y (GL'(fi.p)) “ [Y (GL’(£5,p)),GL’(a,p)] < [GL'(0,p^"^),GL'(0,p)]r r-l
2  GL'(0,p^)
by the lemma. We now see that Y^(GL'(Q,p)/GL'(fi,p )) ®= 1 and this 
completes the proof of the corollary.
Proposition 3.2. Let R be a d-finite ring and let II be a subgroup 
of E(S^,R). The following assertions are equivalent.
(i) H is a subnormal subgroup of E(Q,R)
(ii) for some unique two sided ideal p of R and some integer m 
E(0,p*) 2 ^ 2  GL'(0,p).
Moreover, if (i) holds the least m in (ii) satisfies d - 1 2  ® 2  f(d).
If (ii) holds then the defect of H in E(^,R) is at most m + 1, (f is 
defined in the statement of Theorem 3.1.)
Proof. If (!) holds then (ii) follows from Corollary 3.5 and 
YLemma 3.1, since J(H ) «= J(H) for all Y G GL(Q,R). Now suppose that
(ii) holds. Since E(S^,p)/E(£^,p”') is nilpotent there is a series
E(0,p"b 2  Y ... 2  Y 2  E(0,R) m 1
where Y^ “ Y^(E(Q,p)), i = l,...,m. But
[E(Ü,R) ,Y H] 2  E(Ü,p)[E(ü,R),GL'(0,p)] 2  E(0,p)
shows that
H < Y H < ... < Y H 4 E(0,R)m 1
is a normal series from H to E(^,R) of length m 4- 1 and we conclude
that H is a subnormal subgroup of E(0,R) of defect at most m + 1.
It remains to show that if (i) holds then the least m in (ii)
satisfies d - 2 2 f(d). It is clear that m 2  f(d)
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since we can always take m = f(cl), although a lesser power of p may 
suffice. The proof of (ii) implies (i) shows that if (ii) holds then
d < m + 1, that is d - 1 < m. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 3.2 shows that subgroups of E(Q,R) are subnormal if and 
only if they are sandwiched by the groups E(f2,p^ ) and GL’(fi,p), for 
some two sided ideal p and some integer m. It also sho%\5 that 
d - 1 2 ^ 2  f(d), where d is the defect of the subnormal subgroup.
Clearly, for large d, there is a large discrepancy between d - 1 and f(d) 
and we have not been able to find an example to show that it may be 
necessary to take m = f(d). However, our next example shows that we 
can, on occasion, take m = d.
Example 3.7. For any ring R and subring S of R, define the
S %
subideals S. of R by S = R, S. - S , for i > 1 (S denotes the i 0 1
ideal of R generated by S). This definition gives rise to a
descending chain of subideals
Sh 4 ... 4 S 4 S 4 Si 2 1 0
S
j
of R. For i > 1, j > 1, write (S.), - S. . We assert that S”  i j i J  i,j
whenever j < i. For, certainly S. < S, since S < S, . Hencej -  i,j “ 1
S S
S = S < S j-1 < s 
i.j i -  j -  j
since S is an ideal of S
 ^ j-l 2
Choose R *= Z[x] and let S be the subring of R generated by x ,
Since x^^ ^ S ~S , for all i > 1, we see that S. < S whenever i > ji-1 i “• 1 j i“1We assert that has defect i in R, for if not then < R and
hence and this is contrary to < Si-1
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Denote by T(S^) the set {t(A»f>]j) • A C Q, ]j, G Q-A, f : A S^}.
Define, for i > 2, E<S > to be the normal closure of K S.) in E< S > , j.
“  i  ^ I
where E<S > « E(Q,S ). These definitions give rise the the chain J
1 1 :
. .. 4 E< S .> 4 ... 4 a s  ) 4 E( S ) a«=-E(Q,R) '1 1 0'
of subnormal subgroups of E(f^R). It is clear that, for each i 2  1 •?j
and all g G E(0,R) , J(E< S^ > = J(E< and that s\ _< S . }
Hence TX sS is contained in Core , ^  E^( S.) and since R is d-finite,1 E(£^R) 1
applying Lemma 3.17 we see that E(Q„Sj^ 2  ^ • We now assert that ■
i
E< S > has defect i in E(q,R). If the defect of E< S ) is less than i 1 1
then there is a series ^
E< S,> 4 H 4 ... 4 H 4 E(Q,R)^ i“*2 1
from E(S^> to E(QR). But this produces a chain of subideals from
to R as follows: let T = J(H ) and let T be the subideal of T ^1 j j-l
generated by all the ring ele^ments (X - I)^ , for all a,(3 E Q and
i“*lX G H Then T - S. and so we have S. 4 R, contrary to the . ^ i-1 1 1
choice of i. Thus, if we put H - E< S^ > we see that H is a subnormal 
subgroup of E(Q,R) of defect i with E(0,J(H)^) < H < GL'(Q,J(H)).
It is clear that simple rings are d-finite and so Proposition 3.% 
shows that whenever R is a simple ring with identity E (Q,R) is a simple 
group. If we now consider rings that do not have identities
then simple rings without identity need not necessarily be d-finite and 
E(S^R) need not necessarily be simple . In fact we have
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a simple ring without identity with. R% f  0.
If R is d-finite then E(f^R) is simple. If R is not d-finite then 
E(^R)’ < E( ^ R) and E(f>,R)’ is simple and is the unique minimal normal 
subgroup of E(f?, R).
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Proof. Suppose that R is d-finite and simple. Embed R in
R'/< = Z % R in the usual way; it follows that R* is d-finite. We can
consider E(fl,R) as a normal subgroup of E(Q,R*) and whenever H is a
non-trivial normal subgroup of E(Q,R) , H < E(f2,R) <sE(fl,R*). By
Corollary 3.5, we see that E(Q,J(H)®) 2  But J(H) = R and R^ ^ 0
so that J(H)^ - R and hence H = E(Q,R).
Suppose now that R is not d-finite but is simple and that H is a
non-trivial normal subgroup of E(G,R). Then, as before, by embedding M
R in R* - Z X R and by Corollary 3.4 we see that H contains EF(£1,R).
Let t t(A ,f,U) and t = t(A ,g,p). We shall show that H contains 1 1  2 2
[t^,t^] and, since H is a normal subgroup of E(Q,R), it will follow
that H contains E(O^R)' and that E(Ü,R)’ is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of E(Q,R). If A^ then [t^,t^] = t(A ,f(p)g,ti) = [t (p, f (p) ,u) ,
C(A ,g,p)] or if p ^  A then [t ,t ] - t(A ,-g(u)f,p) *= [t(A ,f,u), ^ 1 1 2  1 1
t(U, g(U) ,P) ]. In each case we see that [t^,t^] E H since EF(U,R) ^H.
Suppose therefore that u G A and p G A . Then write t -t’t” and
2 1 1 1 1
t = t*t” where t" = t(p,f(p),u) and t" - t(u,g(u)»p)* Then 2 2 2 1 2
t” t”t” t”
[t ,t ] = 1 21 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2
and hence [t^,t^] G H by the remarks above and since EF(P,R) ^  H.
This therefore shows that E(Q,R)’ is the unique minimal normal 
subgroup of E(Q,R). In particular E(P,R)’ = E[P,R]. Now let H be a 
non-trivial normal subgroup of E(S2,R)'. Tlien J(H) - R and by 
Theorem 3.1 we see that E[Q,R] 2  H, that is H = E(P,R)’; we conclude 
that E(Q,R)' is simple.
Finally notice that the proof of theorem 3.2 shows that every 
X eE(P,R)’ has finite R-support while there exists X G E(f2,R) that do 
not have finite R-support. We conclude that E[P,R] = E(fi,R)' is
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simple and is the unique minimal proper normal subgroup of E(q,R). j
Moreover, E(Q,R)* is just the subgroup comprising all those X G E ( q,R) >
that have finite R-support.
Proposition 3.3 deals with the simplicity of E(Q,R) and indeed 
shows, together with Corollary 3.1 and Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19 that when 
R is simple (with or without identity) E(Q,R) is perfect if and only 
if R,2 = R and R -is d-finite. In fact we are able to make the stronger 
statement that for any two sided ideal p of a ring R with identity.
E(O^p) is perfect if and only if p^ = p and p is d^-finite. For, if 
p is finitely generated as a right ideal and if p2 « p^ Lemma 3.19 
shows that
E(fi,p) « E(Q,p^) _< Y^(E(Q,p)) <E(Q,p),
It follows that E(fl,p) is perfect. Now suppose that either p^ p or
p is not d^-finite. If p^ < p , pick x G p-p2, Ic follows that
t(A,,x,u) G E(Q,p)-y (E(Q,p)), for any A.,vi G Q, X f U» since y (E(ü,p))2 2
has level p^ while E(Q,p) has level p. If p is not d^~finite then the 
proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that every matrix in E(Q,p)' has finite 
p-support while the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that there exist matrices 
in E(Q,p) that do not have finite p-support. In either case E(Q,p) is 
not perfect.
Proposition 3.3 also shows that for rings without identity, the 
factor group E(Q,R)/E(0,R)' depends very much upon the way in which R I
is generated as a right R-module. Our next example shows just how
far from trivial this factor group can be.
Examp le 3.8. For any ordinal a w e  can choose R and Q such that 
there are anormal subgroups between E(Q,R)’ and E(Q,R). We show
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first how to construct the ring R.
Let (A, <) be a well ordered set with card A  =» H . Let V be thea
free k-module k , where k is a field and let M (k) denote thea
endomorphism ring of V. For each X G M^(k) define the rank of X, p(X)
as the k"" dimen si on of the image space of X, For each ordinal P,
0 2  ^ ^  define the sets
= {X : X G M  (k), P(X) < N }.3 a 3
We see that each is a proper ideal of M^(k), (for example, [8]) 
and that
N < N < .. . < N„ < .. .0 i P
is an ascending chain of ideals in M (k). We also see from [8] thata
are simple rings without identity, for each ordinal 3, 0 ^ a.
For any ring R we define the cardinal d(R) to be the least cardinal
u. amongst those cardinals v such that R is generated as a right R-module
by a set of cardinality v. For example, if R is a d-finite ring then
d(R) < M or if R « N then d(R) = N . We now assert that for each Ü U u
ordinal 3, 0 < 3 < ot, d(N /N ) = H , To do this it will be3+-1 3 3i"l
sufficient to show that we can construct an ascending chain of right
ideals in Nn /N„ which does not terminate in steps.3-1-1 3 3
We now abbreviate N /N to W  ,. and let ctu be the first ordinal3+1 3 3+1 ^
of cardinality Define the set S of ordinals by
S {y ; Y is an ordinal, card y 2  ^3
We next define the set S(w^) by
S(o) ) = {o) Y : Y G S}.3 3
We see that S(ü)„) is a tower of ordinals, each of cardinality H , which P 3
does not stop in steps, since, if Y is an ordinal of cardinality 
than so also is Y+1 and cc^ Y < cù^ (y+1)»
Let Y G S and define P to be the set of all those X G M (R) forY a
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which the image of X is the direct sum of at most the first w y copies
of k. Then whenever 9^ 0 and P < P . HenceY Y
{p ; Y ^ S } is an ascending chain of right ideals of N which doesY p+1
not terminate in H steps. We deduce that d(N ) = M . Thus,3 3+1 3+1
for any ordinal 3 2 ^ ^ ®  have established the existence of simple rings
R without identity for which d(R) = K ,_.3+1
Let Q be a set of cardinality and let R be a simple ring 
without identity with d(R) » Let X G e (R,R) and jc be the cardinality
of a minimal generating set for the right ideal generated by X ^ ,  X ^  - X ^  
(a,3 G Qj <x ^ 3) and let be the first infinite cardinal greater 
than c_° We shall say that -X has K^-support; Let
E(3) = (X : X G E(Q,R), X has K -support, £ £  3 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that E(3) is a proper normal subgroup 
of E ( n, R) whenever 3 2  <3. and that
{E(y) : 0 2  Y 2 oc*'l}
is a tower of normal subgroups of E(f2,R) with E(0) =» E(fi,R)’ and
E(ail) E (0,R) , since Q has cardinality K , Hence there are a  distincta
normal subgroups between E ( % R) and E(Q,R)*.
We end chapter three with some miscellaneous results concerning 
subnormal subgroups of E(fi^R).
Corollary 3.9. If R is a residually nilpotent ring then E(Q,R) is 
a residually nilpotent group.
Proof. Let Y denote Y(E(fi,R)) and y denote O Y. From the i i • w  1=1 i
proof of Lemma 3.18 we see that Y ^  GL'(0,R ). We assert that
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OGL* ( n,R^) 2%(GL'03,R)). For, if X e GL’(q ,R^) then X = rl mod R^,
1
for some r E R. Thus if X e nGL'to,R ) we see that all the off-
i
diagonal entries lie in HR^ » 0, that is X = rl, for some r e R.
i
Moreover, if X e GL'(o,R^) then for all x G R, rx-xr e R . Thus, if 
iX G riGL(Q^R ) we see that r is a central unit and X G Z(GL(Q,R)),
i
Thus _< Z(GL(Q,R)). But, since E(C3,R) has trivial centre we deduce
i i
that Ay 1 and that E(Q,R) is residually nilpotent. 
i
Definition 3.12. Let R be a commutative ring without identity.
We shall say that R is a finitely generated scalar residually nilpotent 
domain if and only if
(i) R is residually nilpotent 
(ii) R is finitely generated for each integer n _> 1
I(iii) every principal ideal of R contains R for some integer 1 > 0,
If R is a discrete valuation ring and m is its maximal ideal then, 
since every ideal of R is principal and is just a power of m, we see 
that m is a finitely generated scalar residually nilpotent domain (c.f. 
Theorem 1.3).
Proposition 3.4. Let R be a finitely generated scalar residually 
nilpotent domain. Every subnormal subgroup of E(QR) is a Z group.
Proof. First notice that E(Q,R) is residually nilpotent. Let ÏÏ 
be a subnormal subgroup of E(Q,R) and let J denote the level of Hi we may 
suppose that H is not nilpotent and so # 0, for all n > 1. By
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Corollary 3.5, H contains E[ 0 , ,  for some integer i. Since H is
inon-central, J f 0 and so J f 0, by our supposition. Pick x e J,
i. %%X ^ 0 and put y ® x . By hypothesis R _< (y) _< J and hence
E(^R^) 2  ^  since is finitely generated. To show that H is a Z
group it will be sufficient to show that whenever K is a non-trivial
normal subgroup of H there exists a normal subgroup L of H with L _< K.
and H/L nilpotent. But if K is a non-trivial normal subgroup of H it
will also be a non-trivial subnormal subgroup of E(Q,R). Hence, for
some integer m, E(^R™) 2  K. If we take L - E(fl,R^) we see that
H/L is a subgroup of E (0,R)/E(0,R^b which, by Corollary 3.6, is
nilpotent. Hence H/L is nilpotent and this completes the proof of the
proposition.
We now conclude chapter three with a result concerning the join of 
subnormal subgroups of E(Q,R).
Proposition 3.5, Let R be a d-finite ring.
d. d(i) If H 4 ^ E(0,R), for i = l,...,r then < H ,...,H> < E(R,R)1 r
r
where d = Z f(d ) -f 1.1=1
(ii) If (H^ ; a  G A} is a family of subnormal subgroups of E(Q,R) 
then ( H^ : a G A > is also a subnormal subgroup of E(Q,R).
Proof. (i) Let J denote the level of H ., i « l,...,r. Then
f(d )
by Corollary 3.5, each H, contains E(Q,J ^ ). But J(H ) « J(H^^^*^^) 
and since E(Q,R) n GL’( f i , J ^ ) / E ( f i , ) is nilpotent of class at 
most f(d^) and H^^ *  ^2  E(Ü,R) n GL’(Q,J^) we see that
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F/q tî'v )(H * ) 2  ) 2  H.. Thus, by Theorem 1.1, we seei X X
r
that ( H ,... ,H > is subnormal of defect at: most % f(d.) + 1.1 r 1=1 1
(11) For each a  ^  A write J = J(H ) and n„ “f(d ). Let J becx ot u. a
the sum of the ideals for a G A  and K be the sum of the ideals ,
for ct G A, Since R is d-finite, 2  some integer r. Hence
n^ ^
E(fl,J^) 2  E(Q,K) 2  ( E(0,J ) : a  G A  > 4  < H^ : a G A  > 2  GL’ (0,J) i
and we conclude that ( H : a G A ) is subnormal in E(Q,R) by applying
IProposition 3.2. .à
We have not been able to decide if it is necessary to assume here 
that R is d-finite.
■3
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Chapter four 4
In chapter three we classified the normal and subnormal subgroups H 
of GL(Q,R) in terms of GL'(q,J(H)) and E(q,J(H)). We shall now show 
that very similar results are possible when classifying the normal and 
subnormal subgroups of Sp(Q,R). We shall define a normal subgroup 
ESp(Q,R) corresponding to E(Q,R) and for subnormal subgroups H of Sp (g^ ,R) 
we shall see that the level of H will play a major r8le in the 
classification.
Maxxfell has studied the normal subgroup structure of Sp(Q,R) in [28] 
and there he defines a group which is denoted by ESp(R). We shall see 
that our group ESp(R,R), although defined differently, coincides with 
ESp(R) and we shall thus extend Maxwell’s classification to cover 
subnormal subgroups of Sp(fJ,R), The methods we shall use are based on 
those of Robertson [33] and Wilson [40].
Unless otherwise stated, throughout this chapter R shall denote a 
ring with identity and Q shall be an infinite set.
Definition 4.1. Let X e Sp(0,R). We shall denote by J(X) the
two sided ideal of R generated by the matrix entries X , X -X , foro3 oa 33
all a,3 e Q , a ÿ* 3. We shall call J(X) the level of X. (0^ is as 
defined in chapter one.)
We see that the level of X, regarded as a matrix in Sp((^ ,R) is the 
same as the level of X regarded as a matrix in GL(q ,^R).
Definition 4.2. Let II _< Sp(^,R). We shall denote by J(H) the
:J
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the two sided ideal % J(X). We shall call J(H) the level of H.
X ^11
We see that the level of H, regarded as a subgroup of Sp(f4k)> is the
same as the level of H regarded as a subgroup of GL(Q ,R).1
Lemma 4.1. Let R be a commutative ring.
Y(1) Forall X, Y G Sp(Q,R) , J(X ) = J(X).
(ii) For H < Sp(0,R) and X G Sp(0,R), J(H^) = J(H).
Proof (i) Since X, Y G GL(U ,R) it follows from Lemma 3.1 that1'
J(X^) = J(X). (ii) Since H £  GL(0 ,R) and X G GL(0 ,R) it follows1 A
from Lemma 3.1 that J(H^) = J(X).
The classification of the normal and subnormal subgroups of Sp(fi,R) 
that we shall give here is based on the construction of a group analogous 
to the group E(^^R). To make this construction we need to make the 
following definition.
Definition 4.3. Let a  G R  and a,3 G Q . We denote the xA A 1
matrix whose only non-zero entry is 1 in the (a,3)th position by e^.
We shall also use 1 to denote the 0 k Q identity matrix. LetA A
G X y, and a G r . Define the Q x Q matrices t_ (a) , r, (a) ,i 1 Xu Xu
= 1 a(e,Xu
= 1
« 1 + aeX'X
r (a) 
Xu
« 1 + a(e
Xu*
“ 1 'f* aeXX*
■ A
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These definitions are the same as those given in [33]. It is clear
that whenever X,u G Q and a G R, r. (a)r. (b) = r (a+b) andAU AU Au
We also quote from [33] the following lemma 
which is a list of commutator identities involving the matrices given in 
definition 4.3.
Lemma 4,2, Let R be a commutative ring, a, b G R,and A,u»0-»3^
A,u distinct from a,3»
) a,3»A distinct,
(i) [r (b) ,s . (a) ; Au 0(3 1,
(ii) S3
(iii) 'Aa
(iv) [r (b),s (a) AA oA "a»'
(v) [s (a),t (b)Au A3 Su3
(vi) [s (a),t (b); Au au
S= 1
(vii) [s (a),t (b)Au Au sUU
(viii) [s (a),t (b) AA Au
s= s
Au
(ix) [s (a),t (b); 
Au o3
ss 1
(x) [r (a),t (b>;Au o3 1
(xi) [r (a),t (b);Au au
sa roA
(xii) 1
(xiii) ’^ AA
(xiv) as "oA
AA
i (oa
UU
A,u»3 distinct, 
a ¥ A,u, 
X ¥ Uf 
ibZ) X ¥ U/
A,u distinct from a»3: 
A,u distinct from a,3s 
A,u»OL distinct,
3 ¥ A,Ur
oca
Although we have taken as hypothesis in Lemma 4.2 that R is 
commutative, it is clear that the commutator identities will still hold 
if R is not commutative but one of a or b is the identity of R.
Definition 4.4. ESp(Q,R) is defined to be the subgroup of Sp(Q,R)
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generated by {r (a),s (a) : X»u G Q, a G R}.X]X ÀU
Definition 4.5. For any right ideal p of R, ESp(Q,l^) is defined
to be the normal closure of {r (a), s (a) : A,,u E Q, a e p } in ESp(Q,R)A]i Au
Lemma 4,3. Let p be a right ideal of R; ESp(i^,p) _< Sp(Q,Rp).
-
Proof. It is clear that, for all A,u E 0 and x 6 p, r (x),Au
s (x) eSp(Q,Rp). It follows that ESp(Q,p) _< Sp(f2,Rp) since Sp(Q,Rp)Au
is a normal subgroup of Sp(Q,R).
We now see that the subgroups ESp(f2,R) and ESp(Q,p) satisfy the relations 
implied by the following diagram.
ESp (Q, R)
(A single line denotes subgroup inclusion, a double line denotes normal 
subgroup inclusion.) We shall use the groups ESp(i4p) and Sp*(£^p) to 
sandwich the normal and subnormal subgroups of Sp(S^R). We have defined 
the groups ESp(s^R) and ESp(ftp) in terms of the matrices r (a) and s (a)Au Au
A  U G 0 whereas, iiiTIieorems 2.7 - 2,9 the 'elementary’ subgroups are 
generated in terms of the symplectic transvections t(a,x), for unimodular
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X E Our next result shows that these definitions are equivalent
so that we may choose the generating set of ESp(Q,R) to be either
{r^^^(a), Sp^^(a) : A,u E  O, a E R} or {t(a,x) : a e R, x a unimodular
element of R^ }, whichever is the more convenient at the time. Recal:
that we may construct the alternate bilinear form (*,*) given the
Q X Q matrix J and the canonical basis {e ,e : A G O }  for R
j ^and that for any a E R and unimodular x G R  ^the symplectic
transvection t(a,x) is defined by
t(a,x)m =* m + xa(m,x), m G R^^^\
Let G(R) be the group generated by the t(a,x), for all a G R and all 
(Q, )unimodular x E R  ^ and for any right ideal p of R let G(p) denote the
normal closure of (t(a,x) : a g  p, unimodular x G in G(R).
Given X G  Sp(Q,R) and x,y G R^ we know that (X(x),X(y)) = (x,y).
XHence t(a,x) = t(a,X“^(x)) and so we see that G(R) and G(p) are normal 
subgroups of Sp(0,R). Clearly G(R) and G(p) coincide with the 
'elementary' subgroups of Sp(Q,R) mentioned in Theorems 2.7 - 2,9.
We shall now show that G(R) and G(p) coincide with ESp(j2,R) and ESp(fi,p)
respectively.
Lemma 4.4. Let p be any right ideal of R; ESp(Q,R) = GÔO and
ESp(^l,p) = G(p) . In particular, ESp(Q,R) and ESp(Q,p) are normal
subgroups of Sp(Q, R) .
Proof. Let (e^ , : A E  Q} be the canonical basis of R^ 1 ^
We see first that for A,u E Q, A u and a G p,
r (a) « t(-a,e ),AA A
r (a)r (a)r (a) = t(~a,e + e ),
Au AA UU A u
s (a) « t(a,e ) andAA A
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S- (a)s (a)s (a) = t(a,e t e )Au AA yu A' U
since (e ,e ) = 1 ~ -- (e ,e ) and (e ,e ) = 0 => (e ,e ). HenceA A* A' A A u *  A* u
ESp(S^,R) G(R) and ESp(Q,p)<_ G(p). It remains to prove the opposite 
inclusions. To do this, we first assert that whenever x G R^ is 
unimodular there exist w E 0 and X E ESp(0,R) such that X(e ) = x. We 
establish this assertion by translating the proof of Proposition 2,2 of 
[28] (which is only for commutative R but in fact holds without this
assumption) in to terms of r (a) and s (a). Notice that for anyAu Au
A,u ^  G and a E p
t(a,e -f e ) ~ t (a)s (a)r (~a)A u* Au UU AA
t(a,e - e ) = t (-a)s (a)r^^(-a)A u Au UU AA
t(a,-e + e ) = t (~a)s (a)r (-a) A u* Au UU AA
and
r (l)r (1)
t(a,e - e + e  - e ) = (s (a)s (a)s (a)) ^  UU
U A A' u UA UU AA
Hence t(a,e + e ), t(a,e - e ), t(a,-e + e ) and t(a,e , - e + e . -e )
X VI’ X X u '  U' A X' U
all lie in ESp(Q,p). If x E r  ^ is unimodular, say x - S e x f e ,x ,,^ A A A A
then there exist a.,a., E R such that S a.x, + a..x., = 1. We shall A. A» ^ A A A A
suppose that there exists A E Q such that x f 0 (for if not then there
exists A* E Q' such that x  ^ 7^ 0 and the resulting proof is similar to
the one we shall give) , For each a •/ A define
Pick u E Q such that x “ x ~ 0 and defineU U*
B = t(-x^+ 1X 1 + x^,),
ex. -
For each a f 31 define
t((x^- l)a^ .e^,+ e^,)t(-(x^- l)a^,e^,)t(-(K^ - l)a^„e^+ e^,).
t((x - l)a .e ).A a' a
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Put A *=■ n A and C = n C . Then A,B,C eESp(Q,R) and so 
a ^ \  a 5 < u “
if D « CBA, D eESp(ïî,R). Moreover A(e ) = S e x + e ,x , ^ ^ ^ndX ^ ^
BA(e^) =» A(e^) - 1) + - 1) + Thus D(e^) ® x.
Now let a G R and let x be a unimodular element in R^  ^. We shall
show that t(a,x) G ESp(0,R), If x = 2 e x + e x , we may suppose,A X A* A*
as before, that x ^ 0,  for some A G Q, Then there exists X eESp(Q,R)A
such that X ™ X(e ) and we may deduce that
y-i y-1t(a,x) « t(a,X(e )) « t(a,e ) =* r (~a) (*)A A AA
and that t(a,x) eESp(Q,R). Further, if a e p then (*) shows that 
t(a,x) G ESp(0,p) since ESp(Q,p) is a normal subgroup of ESp(Q,R). This 
completes the proof of the lemma.
In [28] Maacwell shows that if R is a commutative ring and p is an 
ideal of R
G(p) - [G(R),G(p)] - [G(R),Sp'(Q,p)].
In fact, the proof given in [28] does not require R to be commutative. 
Tills observation, together with the lemma, allow us to state
Corollary 4.1. Let p be a two sided ideal of R;
ESp(0,p) «= [ESp(Q,R),ESp(«,p)] - [ESp(Q,R) ,Sp'(Q,p) ].
Since the classification of the subnormal subnermal subgroups of 
Sp(Q,R) will depend on Sp’(Sl,p), for ideals p of R, it will be useful to 
obtain a description of the centre of Sp(Q,R). To do this we use
Lemma 4.5. If X G  sp(Q,R) commutes with t (x) thenAu
(i) X X - 0 = X X for all a e  Q , a ^ A,u' , OA au 1
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(ii) ' ° **A'3
(iii) \u'^ « ~xXUA’
(iv) "^A’u =*
(v) ^AA^ « xXUU
(vi) ^ A ’A ’
Proof. Let t_ (x) - 1 + E. Then X commutes with t; (x) if and Au Au
only if X commutes with E. However
(i) for all 3 e 0 , 3 ^ (XE) = 0 while (XE) =» X x and1 o3 au oA
(XE) ® -X X.
oA' au*
(ii) for all a S Oj. a :
(EX) = -xX In pa
u ’3 A*3
(iii) (XE) X X,Au AA
(XE) , , = -XU A* u  u*
(iv) (XE) «' “X X,AA* Au*
03
(EX) = xX ,
Au UU
X, (EX) « -xXU'A' A'A'
(EX) = xX 
AA*
(EX) ,
A3 u3
VIA’ 
xXU'U A'VL
Thus from (i) and (ii) we see that for all a E
and X X » 0 and for all 3 f U»A*, xX = 0 ~ xX au’ U3 ^’
a  A,u’, X X = 0 oA
A 3 The other
conclusions of the lemma are deduced from (ill) and (iv).
Corollary 4.2. The centre of Sp(Q,R) comprises jrl 0
0 rl
for all central units r of R with r% = 1. The centre of ESp(Q,R) is 
trivial.
Proof. Let XE Z(Sp(Q,R)). X commutes with t (1) for all
Au
A» u  ^ A 9^ Vt From Lemma 4,5 we see that X - rl 0 
0 si
where r, s
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11
9■i
are units of R since X is invertible. X also commutes with t (x) for
Au
all X E R and so, again from Lemma 4.5, we see that r and s are central.
Moreover, X commutes with r (1) which shows that r « s. Finally,AA
since X is symplectic, we see that r^ = 1. It is clear that
rl 0 , where r is a central unit and r^ = 1, is in the centre of
0 rl
Sp(Q,R) and this proves the first part of the lemma. We see that the 
centre of ESp(^^R) is trivial since matrices in ESp(Q,R) differ from the 
 ^ identity matrix in at most finitely many positions. I
Lemma 4.6. If X ^  Sp(f3,R) and R is a commutative ring then J(X) 
is the least ideal p such that X E Sp'(Q,p).
Proof. We need to show that X e Sp*(Q,J(X)) and that whenever
X e Sp'(Q,p) then J(X) < p. Let X E Sp(Q,R). X H rl 0 
0 rl
for some r E R such that r^ E J(X) and rJ(X) is a unit of R/J(X). By 
Corollary 4.2 we see that X E  Sp’(f3, J(X) ). Suppose that X E  Sp’(Q,p):
mod J(X)
it follows that X rl 0 
0 rl
mod p and that X  ^ = Q mod p ando3
X .-X mod p, for all a,3 E Q , a ^ 3* Hence J(X) < p. aa 33  ^' i —
Lemma 4,7. Let R be a commutative ring; X E  Z(Sp(ü,R)) if and 
only if J(X) « 0.
Proof. If X E  Z(Sp(Sl,R)) then Corollary 4.2 shows that J(X) - 0. 
If J(X) = 0 then X E Sp'(û,0) = Z(Sp(0,R)).
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Lemma 4.8, Let R be a commutative ring. If H is a subgroup 
of Sp(Q,R) that is normalized by ESp(Q, R) then the following 
assertions are equivalent.
(i) H j< Z(Sp(fl,R)) ,
(ii) [H,ESp(fl,R)] = 1,
(iii) H n ESp(0,R) = 1.
Proof.If H is central and X E H n ESp(o,R) then X G Z(ESp(Q,R)> = 1,
by Corollary 4.2- and so (i) implies (iii). Since H is normalized by
ESp(Q,R)^ [H,ESp(Q,R)3 jf. H ^ ESp(Q,R) and this shows that (iii) implies
(ii). Finally, if [H,ESp(Q,R)] « 1 then, whenever X G H, X commutes
with t (x) and r (1) for all x E R and all A,u E Q, ^ ]j.. Thus,Au AA
by Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4,2 we see that X G Z(Sp(Q,R)) and this 
shows that (ii) implies (i) and completes the proof of the lemma.
Definition 4.6. Let H _< Sp(Q,R). We define K(H) to be the 
two sided ideal S J(X), where the sum is taken over all those 
X E H n ESp(fi,R).
We see that whenever R is a commutative ring and H is a non-central
subgroup of Sp(Q,R) normalized by ESp(Q,R) then K(H) f 0. For,
otherwise K(H) « 0 and so H n ESp(Ü,R) = 1 which, by Lemma 4.8, shows
that II is central, contrary to hypothesis. We also remark that since
matrices in ESp(f2,R) differ from the x identity matrix in at
most finitely many positions, if X E H n ESp(0,R) then J(X) is
generated by the matrix entries X  ^ and X - 1, for all a ,6 G Q ,o3 aa 1
a f  3.
For II < Sp(Q,R) we define a generator of J(II) to be either X or
o3
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X - X , for some X E H  and a,f3 E Ü , o. '-f 3. For X G II nESp(fi,R), aa 33 i
ne
a,3 ^  0 , a  f 3.
we defi  a generator of J(X) to be either X or X -1, for someo3 oa
Lemma 4.9. If H is a subgroup of Sp(Q,R) that is normalized by 
ESp(0,p), for some two sided ideal p of R then K(H) contains yx for all 
generators y of J(H) and all x E  p.
Proof. Let x G  p. There are several cases to consider.
(a) y “ for some U,p E  Q, U p and A G H. Pick Ag Q, X ^ p,u
and put t “ t (x) . Then [t,A'^] G ESp(Q,R) O II, by hypothesis and so pA
for all E Q , ^ f U, [t,A"^] G K(H) and [t,A-l] - 1 g  K(II) . But1 W  UU
and [t,A~d] ~ 1 - A xA^l - A xA"l .
UP Au I-A’ p'u
Thus
([t.A-:] - 1)A + E A
UU lA ijj ^  ^ Ui*
= A xA'^A - A xA'j A + s A xA'|A,, - g A xA"l AUP Aw UA WA' P'u wA ^ ^ ^ UP At), #. ^ ^ WV' p'O) ipA
and hence A^ ^^ x E K(H) .
(b) y = ^^ip» For some u,P E  Q, A G H. Let A and t be as in case (a). 
Tills time we note that K(II) contains [t,A"^]  ^ ~ 1 and [t,A"^J  ^ ,
u'u' u'li;'
for all ^ E d/ 7^ U* * But
and
Thus
“ ^'p'9^w' - V a '^^p V -
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" \'p^ Âw'\'A " V'X'^ p'u'\'A ■'■ ^  ^ ^ ,Vp^ 3Ù|fjA
" 2 i^iii
" Au'px.
and hence A , x e K(H). U P
(c) y « A , ,, for some u»p Efh u ^  p, A ell. Pick A EP, A f p>u
and put t “ t (x). Then [t,A“ 3^ EESp(p,R) nil, by hypothesis and sc 
[t,A~^3^i^« “ 1 e K(H) and [t,A“ ]^^ i^  ^E K(H) for all i|J E Q ^ > di f u'«
But
and
[t,A"^3 , “ A xA"^ - A xA~l ^ f u'U U A pdi u ’ p ' A ’ d;
Thus
[t,A 1] - 1 = A xA 1 - A xA-1 .U U U A pu’ u ’p' A ’u'
- S A xA-1 A 
dj 5^ U» U*p' A ’ljj ilA'
“ " V p -’'
and hence A^i^.x E K(H).
(d) y = A ^ , , for some u,p E 0, A e H. Let A and t be as in case (c) .
This time we note that K(H) contains [t,A~^j - 1 and [t,A"^ ,, forUU ]iLj^
all i|j E d^ f u* But
and
Thus
[t,A M  - 1 = A xA~l - A .xAT} .UU uA PU UP A ’u
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V'  ^^
*uX^pw^vix' ■^ pp'’‘^ x'w^iix' ^ ^ w^x'^ p^iif# '
“ "^UP''‘
and hence A ,x e K(H).UP
(e) y *= A “ A , for some u, p E P, U f p, A E Ii. Let X and t be l-iU PP
as In case (a). We see that K(H) contains [t,A"^] - 1 and [t,A"^]PP Pljj
for all il* S Q i|i ^  p. But -f-X.Aw ycA"^ ,
[t,A-‘]pp - 1 = AppXA^ - Ap^.xA'îp
*'pX ° ^pp^'^XX " ^pX'**p'X "
But A _,x E K(H) from case (d) so that K(H) contains A xAJ^ ™ x, pA' PP AA
A xA“  ^ and A xA.''|, for all <■[> ^  P,A. Thus K(H) contains PP Ap PP Ad;'
2 A xAJ'Ja + A xA ~^A H- A xA ~|a - xAli) ^ pfX PP PP Ap pA PP AA AA AA
A X - 3<A. . .PP AA
Similarly we see that K(H) contains A x - xA and hence K(H) containsUU AA
^^UU
(f) y = A , , “ A , ,, for some u»P E P, u f P» A E H. Let A and tU U P P
be as in case (c). We see that K(H) contains [t,A“^]^,^, - 1 and
[t,A“^]^,^, for all ip E , ip f p'. But
= VX=^,5 - Ap'p'=*xAl, * P'-^'
^]p'p' " ^ “ ^p'x’^ p^' ■ *p'p'**xL'
^]p'X' " V ' x ’^ ^pX' ■ '''■p'p’’^ X'X' ■*■
In a way similar to that employed in case (e) we see that xA - A xA ’A* p'p*
lies in K(H) and that 3cA , , - A , ,x E K(H) and conclude that K(H)A  A U U
contains (A , , - A , , )]c.u'u' p'p'
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(g) y - A - A , for some U>P E P, A G H. Pick Ag  P,PP !"l
A f p,U and put r « r^(x). Then [r,A"“^] EESp(p,R) n H, by
hypothesis and so* for all E 0 , d^ P,A*, K(H) contains [r,A“l]1 pdJ
and [rjA*"^ ] - 1. ButPh''
[r,A-l]pp - 1 . AppXA{ip + V ^ ' p ' p
[r-A'')pX' “ ^pp^^xh' + V V x -  "
Thus, as in cases (e) and (f) we see that K(H) contains A x -  xA , ^PP A A
However, case (f) shows that K(H) contains A^,^,x - xA^^^^ so that
K(H) contains (A - A , ,)x also. This completes the proof of case PP U*U
(g) and of the lemma.
Corollary 4.3. If H Is a subgroup of Sp(P,R) that is normalized 
by ESp(0,p), for some two sided ideal p of R then J(H)p _< K(H).
n
Proof. If X E J(H)p then x = S s.y.r , where the y , are
1 = 1 ^  f
generators of J(H) and s ^ E  R, r^  E p, i = l,...,n. Tlie lemma shows 
that each y^r^ E K(H) ; thus x E K(H). We deduce that J(H)p -< K(H).
Lemma 4.10. Let R be a commutative ring and let H be a subgroup 
of Sp(0,R) that is normalized by ESp(Q,p), for some ideal p of R.
Let a E H n  ESp(Q,R) and let x be any generator of J(A), Let u^G p,
i " 1,...,5, let y - 4u^u^u^u^u^x and let A,]iE p, A f u. H contains
'xw(y)' ''xx(y)' =xx(y)'
Proof. We may suppose that x ^ 0, for otherwise there is nothing 
to prove. There are several cases to consider.
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(a) X = A^, for some E a f 3. Let (p E 0, cp f A,Uj,o,3,
be such that the cpth column and thecp'th row of A are trivial. We first
: ((paexamine the effect of [j u ) ,A] on the canonical basis (e ,e , : w E P} 1 (0 (O’
of R  ^. Let (0 E Q.
[ t ^ ( U j ) , A ] e ^ =  e ^ +  A ^  to tp .a
[t^(u^),A]e^= e a +  1)
f ’* ’^ (0' “ ®(o' + i^oto" “
“ % '  + *a'"i - ■" A
We see that Y « [t^(u^),A] differs from 1 in only the cpth row and the 
(p*th column; in other words Y has the form
i
L
1
\ \  r
\
N f
'1 \O '
1
t s
S \
s
i/.
(pth row
say Y
Thus Y"^(e^) = ep - and Y “He^,) '3' Vi^a3'* Hen ce
■<pp •u^A^. Moreover, Y is symplectic so that (Ï+P) ' = I-L and
[r (-U ),Yj on the canonical basis of R(p3 2
We now examine the effect of
(^l) Let CO E Q.
(a) CP
(P (P' (p 2 3 (P
q)'th column
I + I. M where « 0 and Y = I - L  -d-L)M(I-P)
0 I + P 0 I-P
;!
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16
It follows that whenever cp € Q, (p 7^ X,U,ot,3 such that the cpth columnK
and the cp’th row of A are trivial, H contains r (2u u x). Let dj e Q,W  w  2 1
Ip 7^ tp,A,lJi,a,3 ^ such that the ip* th row of A and the i|)th column of A 
are trivial. We see that
Hence II contains r,„(2u u u x) because H contains r,,(2u^u u x)#  3 2 1 #  3 2 1
since the choice of u , u above was arbitrary. Finally, the identities
1 2
“ (r^p(2u^u^u^x),t^p(u_^),t^(2u^)]
= ^^pA(u^),[s^^(-u ).r^p(2u^u^u^x)]]
show that H contains the required matrices and completes the proof of 
case (a).
(b) X = - 1, for some a G Q, Let (p and Y be as in case (a).
We see that 7^,^, = Y ^  = -u^ (A^^ -1). If we examine the effect of
the commutator [r (-u ),Y] on the canonical basis of we find that(pa 2
[r (“U ),Y]e = e for all cn G Q,(pa 2 (0 (0
)»Y]e t = e , for all w E Q, w f cpqjtj* 2 (V u)
Hence H contains r (2u u x) and the proof of case (b) is completed in (pep 2 1
exactly the same way as case (a).
(c) X “ , for some a,3 E a ^ 3. Let cp E cp =5^ A,u,a,3
be such that the (pth row and the cp’th column of A are trivial. We
first examine the effect of [t (u ),A] on the canonical basis ofacp 1
Let (D E Q.
° “ ’‘ '0 
“ %  - V ,  + - %'(p)
- ®<p'“i <P.a
e , - e iU (A , , - 1)
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[tap(u^),A] e^i ®cp»’
We see that Y = [t (u ),A] differs from 1 in only the m'th row and ocp 1 ^
the (Pth column. In other words, Y has the form
■H.
i' i
In
\
l|.
• W  '
(Pth column
“1
cp* th row
say, Y = ~I+I, 0 where 1% = p% = 0 and Y  ^ = I-L 0
M I+P -(I-P)M(I-L) I-P
Thus Y-1 (ep) = 6% + e^ ,^u and Y-l(e^,)'3 (p- a'3 '3' Gp' + Sq^u^Ag^p,. Hence
\p^3' “ ^j^a’3'' Moreover, Y is symplectic so that I+P = (I-L)' and
Yp^ = Y^i^,, that is = u A^,^,. We now examine the effect of
 ^ (Q )[s (u ),Y] on the canonical basis of R  ^ . Let co G Q.(P3 2
^ 0'
[s^(u^) ,Y]e,^  = e^  ^+ e^ ,^ (u u + u(P cp
for all CO e 
CO f cp,
(P'' 2 1 01 3'
It follows that whenever cp G Q, cp 7« A,u,a,3 is such that the cpth row
and the cp’th column of A are trivial, H contains s (2u u x). Let(pep 2 1
(p e f (p,A,u,a,3 be such that the ijjth row and the th column of
A are trivial. We see that
‘ i l
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&Hence H contains s ,(2u u u x) because H contains s , (2u u u x) since #  3 2 1 #  3 2 1
the choice of u u^ above was arbitrary. Finally, the identities
s. (4u u u u u x) = [s (2u u u x),t (u ),t (2u )]Au 5 4 3 2 1 #  3 2 1 CPU M 5
s.^(4u u u u u x) “ [s ,(2u u u x),t (u ),t (u )]AA 5 4 3 2 1 (Up 3 2 1 cpA 4 # 5
r_ (4u u u u u x) = [r (2u ),[r (~u ),s (2u u u x)]]Au 5 4 3 2 1 cpA 5 ipU 4 #  3 2 1
r^.(4u u u u u x) = [r (u ),[r (~u ),s (2u u u x)]]AA 5 4 3 2 1 Alp 5 ipA 4 cull 3 2 1
show that H contains the required matrices and complete the proof of
case (c).
(d) X = r 1, for some a  e Q. Let cp and Y be as in case (c).
We see that , = Y = u (A - 1). If we examine the effect ofcp*a' exp 1 a * a *
the commutator [s (u ),Y] on the canonical basis of we find that(POL 2
[s (u ),Y] e a e for all co G Q,(pa 2 (0 co'
[s (u ),Y] e = e for all co G fi, co cp,(pa 2 Cl) CO
[s (u ),Y] e « e + e 2u u (A -1).(pa 2 cp <p cp' 2 1 a'a'
Hence H contains s (2u u x) and the proof of case (d) is completed in (pep 2 1
exactly the same way as case (c).
(e) X - A^,^, for some a , 3  G 0. Let cp G 0, cp f A ,u » a ,3  be such
that the cpth column of A and the (p'th row of A are trivial. We first
examine the effect of the commutator[r (u ),A] on the canonical basis(0,) ^  'of R . Let CO G ,Q,
[r (u ),A]e = e 4- e u A , , co^cpcpa 1 (0 (0 (pi a'co
[r (u ) ,A]e = e ,(pa 1 cp (p
“ "a- + V i ^ V a '  '
We see that Y =* [r^(u^),A] differs from 1 in only the cpth row and the 
(p'th column, in other words, Y has the form
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V
(pth row
' 1
(p* th column
say, Y « I+ L M and Y  ^ = I - L -(I-L)M(X-F)
0
—
I+ P 0 I - P
V A ' b ' HoweverThus Y-^(e^) = Gp - ^'3 and Y-1 (e^,) = e^,
Y is symplectic so that (X+P) ' = I-L and Y^, , - Y ”^  »-u A3 (p (p3 ' 1 a'3
examine the effect of [r^(-u ),Y] on the canonical basis of R' .(pP 2
Let to E Q,
We now
<0 7^ (P
Hence H contains r^(2u^u^x) and the proof of case (e) is completed in
exactly the same way as case (a).
(f) X - .^1 i for some a,3 E Q. Let cp G Q, <p 7^ A,u>a,3 be such that
the cpth row and the (p'th column of A are trivial. We first examine the
effect of the commutator [s^(u^),A] on the canonical basis of 
Let (0 G Q,
[ s ^ ( U i ) , A ] e ^  = +  e ^ .u ^ A ^ ,  CO v* <P. a
Ti
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(po^  ^ »A]e ® 0)* ”*" J^ XO* * COT^  cp
[^ (pofu .
We see that Y = [S(po(u^),A] differs from 1 in only the (p'th row and the 
% h  column. As before we see that Y^cp® ™ ' * since Y is
symplectic. If we now examine the effect of [s^(u ),Y] on the
(OJ ^canonical basis of R  ^ we find that
[S(pg(-u^) “ e^» for all o) e Q,
[Sjp^(-u^) ,Y]e^ ■■= for all to e Q, ù) f cp,
,Y]e^ p = e^ +
Hence H contains 8q^(2u^u^x) and the proof of case (f) is completed in 
exactly the same way as case (C) , This also completes the proof o,f 
the lemma.
Corollary 4.4. If R is a commutative ring and if H is a subgroup
of Sp(Q,R) that is normalized by ESp(Q,p), for some ideal p of R, then
H contains ESp(Q,4p^J(H)).
YProof. If H is normalized by ESp(Q,p) then so also is H , for
Yany Y E ESp(^,R). Moreover, J(H) ~ J(H ) by Lemma 4.1. We see from
the lemma that H contains " A,U G Ü, y G 4p5R(H)},
since if y E 4p^K(H), y ~ 2  4u u u u u x ,  where the x arei>i 41 31 2i li i i
generators of K(X.), for some X. G H and the u G p. However,i i j3-
Corollary 4.3 shows that J(H)p £  K(H) and so we deduce that 11 contains 
S ' A,u 6 fl, y G4pbj(H)}. Our opening remarks show
Ythat S is also contained in H , for all Y G ESp(Q,R) so that
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for all subgroups K with subnormal chains of length k < d. If we put
f(d-l)J = J(H ) then we see that H contains ESp(Q,(4J ) ). But
f d 1  ^ f(d 1)J = J(H) £  J so that H contains ESp(S3,(4J)^ thus ESp(Q,(4J) ^ )
6f(d-l) f(d)
normalizes H. Therefore H contains ESp(Q,4(4J) J) = ESp(G,(4J) ).
'V
S < Core H = H , say. Hence H contains the normal closure of"" ESp(fl,R) 0 0
S in ESp (q,R) which is just ESp(Q,4p^J(H)) and, therefore, so also does 
H as required.
We now come to the main theorem of this chapter. It gives a 
classification of the normal and subnormal subgroups of Sp(Q,R) along the 
lines of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 2.2. It also generalizes the main 
result of [28].
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a commutative ring. If G is a subgroup 
of Sp(^ 2, R) containing ESp(Q,R) and if H is a subnormal subgroup of G, ^
say
H = H, <3H. < H  < H  = Gd d~l 1 0
then there exists an ideal p of R such that
ESp(0,(4p)^(^)) £  H < Sp’(Q,p) 
where f(d) = (6^ - l)/5.
Proof. Whenever p £  q, Sp’(Q,p) £  Sp'(t2,q). Thus, since 
X ^  Sp*(Q,J(X)), from Lemma 4.6, we see that X G Sp’(Q,J(H)), for all 
X e H, and hence H £  Sp'(Q,J(H)).
To prove the first inclusion we shall use an inductive argument.
If d = 1 then H is normalized by ESp(Q,R) so that H contains 
ESp(Q,4R®J(H)) = ESp(Qj4j(H)) . Now suppose that ESp(fJ, (4J(K))^^^^) < K
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We conclude, by the principle of induction, that whenever H is as in
f(d)the statement of the theorem ESp(Q, (4p) ) < H when p = J(H) . This, |
together with our initial remarks, completes the proof of the theorem.
We now state, for the sake of completeness, what is essentially 
the main theorem of [28].
Corollary 4.5. Let R be a commutative ring and suppose that 2 is 
a unit of R. The following assertions are equivalent.
(i) H is a subgroup of Sp(fi,R) normalized by ESp(G,R),
(ii) there exists a unique ideal p of R such that 
ESp(0,p) £  H £  Sp*(fi,p).
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) follows from Theorem 4.1, by using
the fact that 2 is a unit. If we now suppose that (ii) holds then we
see that
[ESp(0,R),H] £  [ESp(Q,R),Sp'(Q,p)l £  ESp(Q,p) £  H 
by Corollary 4.1. That p is unique follows from the observation that 
p =“ J(H) is minimal with respect to H £  Sp’(Q,p) and maximal with 
respect to ESp(Q,p) £  H.
Corollary 4.5 shows that when R is a conmiutative ring in which 2 
is a unit normal subgroups of Sp(Q,R) are sandwiched in a way analogous 
to the sandwiching of normal subgroups of GL(Q,R).
Next suppose that for some subgroup H of ESp(t2,R) ,
ESp(Q,4J(H)) £  H £  Sp'(Q,J(H)). In order to deduce that H is a normal 
subgroup of ESp(Q,R), in general, we require that 2 is a unit of R, as 
our next example shows.
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Example 4.1. Let Q « N and R = Z. Let H be the subgroup of
ESp(N,Z) generated by ESp(N,4Z) and (r (a) : i,j G N, a G Z}, We see
Ij
that J(H) = Z and that ESp(N,4Z) £  H £  Sp'(N,Z), However H is not a
normal subgroup of ESp(N,Z) since t (1) ^ H but t (1) = [r (l),s (1)]12 12 13 23
and this commutator belongs to the normal closure of H in ESp(N,Z).
We include the next lemma and corollary for the sake of completeness, 
although they are not applied anywhere in the thesis.
Lemma 4.11. Let R be a commutative ring, let p be an ideal of R 
and let k be an integer , k £  1. [Sp'(Q,p),Sp'(Q,p^)] £  Sp'(fi,p^^^).
Proof. Let X G  Sp'(Q,p) and Y G Sp'(Q,p ). Tlien by. Corollary
4.2 and Corollary 3.2 we see that X G GL'(Ü ,p) and Y G GL'(fi ,p^1.
k+1By the proof of Lemma 3.20 we see that [X,Y] H 1 mod p so that 
k+1[X,Y] G Sp (fi,p ) and this completes the proof of the lemma.
Corollary 4.6. Let R be a commutative ring and let p be an ideal 
of R. For any integer k £  1, Sp'(fi,p)/Sp’(fi,p^ ) is nilpotent of class 
at most k~l.
Proof. We assert that Yj^(Sp’(Q,p)) £  Sp'(fi,p^). This is
k-1certainly true when k = 1, Thus suppose that y (Sp'(fi,p)) < Sp'(fi,p ).k-1
Then
Yj^(Sp'(Q.p)) = (Sp'(n,p),Y|^_^(Sp'(S,p))] 
4 [Sp'(n,p).Sp'(o,pk-i)]
1  sp'«,pb
by the lemma. Hence Y|^(Sp' (Q,p)/Sp ' (fi,p^ )) 1 and the corollary is proven.
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Lemma 4.12. If R is a commutative ring in which 2 is a unit, if
p is an Ideal of R and if k is an integer, k 1 then
Y_(ESp(0,p)).
ESp(Q,pk)
Thus the lenma shows thatY^^^(Sp'(fi,p) n ESp(fi,R)) « 1.
4
r 1ESp(fi,p ) < y (ESp(0,p)). I
Proof. From the proof of Corollary 4.6 we see that y (ESp(fi,p))rr ris contained in Sp'(fi,p ) and so y (ESp(Q,p)) has level p . An
rapplication of Corollary 4.5 now shows that ESp(fi,p ) is contained in
r
Lemma 4.13. If R is a commutative ring, if p is an ideal of R and
if k is an integer, k £  1, then
T  (Sp’(fi,p) n  ESp(fi,R)) < ESp(Q,pS. k+1 “
Proof. We first note that y (Sp’(fi,p) n  ESp(fi,R)) is contained 
, _  k-Hin Sp (fi,p ); this follows from the proof of Corollary4.6. Hence 
Y|^ j^^ (Sp'(a,p) n ESp(n,R)) f  [Sp'(Ü.pk),ESp(W.R)]
_< ESp(O.pk) 
and this completes the proof of the lemma.
Corollary 4.7. Whenever R is a commutative ring and k is an 
integer, k £  1, (Sp’(fi,p) n ESp(fi,R))/ESp(fi,p^) ( and hence also 
ESp(fi,p)/ESp(fi,p^)) is nilpotent of class at most k.
Proof. For any integer r £  1 
y ((Sp'(Q,p) n  ESp(fi,R))/ESp(Q,p^)) £  y (Sp'(Q,p) n ESp(fi,R))ESp(fi,p^) iY
1
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Proposition 4.1. Let R be a commutative ring in which 2 is a 
unit. The following assertions are equivalent^ M. é £*2»
(i) H is a subnormal subgroup of ESp(fi,R),
(ii) for some ideal p of R and some integer m^AaW.
ESp(fi,p"^ ) £  H £  Sp'(fi,p).
If (i) holds then the least m in (ii) satisfies d-1 £  m _< f(d). %f 
(ii) holds then the defect of H in ESp(fi,R) is at most nH*l. (f is as 
defined in Theorem 4.1.)
Proof. If (!) holds then (ii) follows from Tlieorem 4.1. Suppose 
that (ii) holds. Since ESp(fi,p)/ESp(fi,p ) is nilpotent there, is a 
series
ESp(fi,p™) £  £  ... £  Y £  ESp(0,R)
where Y^  - Y (ESp(fi,p)), i = l,...,m. Buti i
[ESp(0,R),Y H] £  ESp(fi,p)[ESp(fi,R),Sp'(Q,p)] £  ESp(Q,p)
shows that
H < Y H < ... < Y H <  ESp(fi,R)—  m —  —  1 —
is a normal series from H to ESp(fi,R) of length m+1 and we conclude 
that H is a subnormal subgroup of ESp(Q,R) of defect at most ra+l.
It remains to show that if (i) holds then the least ra in (ii)
satifies d-1 £  ra £f(d). It is clear that m £  f(d) since we can always
take m = f(d). The proof of (ii) implies (i) shows that, if (ii) holds 
then d £  ra-KL, i.e. d-1 £  m. This completes the proof of the proposition,
Proposition 4.1 shows that subgroups of ESp(Q,R) are subnormal if
and only if they are sandwiched by ESp(fi,p™) and Sp'(fi,p) for some ideal
p and some integer m. It also shows that d-1 £  ra £  f(d), where d is
the defect of the subnormal subgroup. Clearly, for large d, there is a
J
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large discrepancy between d-1 and f(d) and we have not been able to find 
an example to show that it is necessary to take m f(d). However, 
our next example shows that we can, on occasion, take m d.
Example 4.2. Let R, S., S be as in Example 3."?. Then S is1  i  » J V
a subideal of defect i. For each i, denote by T< S^ > the set
{r-j^ (^x), s^^(x) : A, |i G f2, x G } £ind define, for i £  2, ESp( S^ > to
be the normal closure of T(S^> in ESp<S^_^) where ESp< S ) - ESp(Q,Sj).
These definitions give rise to the chain
ESp<S > < ... 4 ESp( S > 4 ESp(Q,R) ^ 1
of subnormal subgroups of ESp(fi,R). It is clear that, for each i > 1
and g G Sp(qp.), J(ESp<S >®) =» J(ESp<S >) = S and that £  S . Hencei i J I i
j.T<S > is contained in Core ESp<S.> , so we see that1 ESp(fi.R) i
B8p(q,S ) _< ESp (S> . As in Example 3,8we see that ESp< S^ ) has defect
i in ESp(fi,R), thus if we put H = ESp<S^> , we see that H is a subnormal
subgroup of ESp(fi,R) of defect i with ESp(fi,J(H)^) < II < Sp’(Q,J(H)).
We now investigate the simplicity of ESp(Q,R).
Proposition 4.2. Let R be a simple commutative ring with 
char R f 2, 4 ; ESp(fi,R) is a simple group.
Proof. If H is a non-trivial normal subgroup of ESp(fi,R) then 
J(H) f 0 and since char R f 2, 4, 0 f 4J(H) = R. Hence H contains 
ESp(fi,R) and we conclude that ESp(fi,R) is simple.
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Proposition 4.3. If R is a division ring^then ESp(Q,R) is a
simple group. If R is a division ring and H is a normal subgroup of
Sp(^R) then either H is central or H contains ESp(Q,R).
Proof. Let H be a non-trivial normal subgroup of ESp(fi,R);
then, from Corollary 4.3, K(H) = J(H) - R. Moreover, from the proof
of Lemma 4.10, case (a), we see that H contains by taking
u - (A ^)“"V2 and u “ 1. Since the relations in Lemma 4.2 hold ifi c%3 . 2
one of a, b is 1 we see that H contains r. (x) and s (x), for allAU Xu
X,u G fi and all x E R, from which it follows that H contains ESp(Q,R) 
and hence ESp(^,R) is simple.
Now let H be a normal subgroup of ESp(fi,R) and suppose that H does 
not contain ESp(fi,R); then [H,ESp(fi,R)] « i and Lemma 4.5 and Corollary
4.2 show that H < Z(Sp(fi,R)).
In fact Proposition 4.3 is just a special case of Theorem 2.3 and 
Corollary 2.4 of [37]. We end chapter four with some miscellaneous 
results concerning subnormal subgroups of ESp(Q,R).
Proposition 4,4. Let R be a commutative ring in which 2 is a unit.
d j
(i) If H 4 ^ ESp(fi.,R), for i = l,...,r then < H < ESp(Q,R)1 1 ^
r
where d - S f(d.) +1.1=1 ^
(ii) If the nil radical of every homomorphic image of R is nilpotent 
(for example, if R is Noetherian) and if {H : a G  A}is a family of 
subnormal subgroups of ESp(Q,R) then < H : a G A > is also a subnormal 
subgroup of ESp(fijR).
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Proof. (1) Let J denote the level of H and n denote f(d),i i 3-
1 » l,...,r. By Theorem 4.1, each contains ESp(fi,J^^). But
and (Sp'(fi,J^) n ESp(fi,R))/ESp(Q,j” )^ is nilpotent 
of class at most n^ and so, since
yESp(fi,R) ^  Sp’(Q,J^) n ESp(Q,R)
(again by Theorem 4.1) it follows that
1  ESp(0,J^^) ^
Thus, by Theorem 1.1 we see that <Hi,...,H^) is subnormal of defect at 
r
most % f(d.) +1.
i=l 1
d
(ii) For each a G A write J « J(H ) and n = f(d ) where H <J ^ ESp(fi,R)CX Ct Ct OC OL
Let J be the sum of the ideals J^, for all a G A and K the sum of all the
D(Xideals , for all a G A. Then J/K is a nil ideal of R/K so that
J £  K, for some integer r. Therefore
n
ESp(0,J^) £  ESp(Q,K) < ( ESp(0,J “) : a G  A>
£< H : a G A > £  ^3?(Q,J).a
We conclude that < : a G A > is subnormal in ESp(Q,R) by applying
Proposition 4.i.
'9%
Chapter five
In chapter three and chapter four we have investigated the normal
and subnormal subgroup structure of the infinite dimensional classical
groups GL(Q,R) and Sp(fi,R). A key role in this classification was
played by the 'elementary* subgroups E(Q,R) and ESp(fi,R) generated by
the elementary matrices t(A,f,p) and r^^(x) and s^^(x) respectively.
We now restrict our attention to the group E(fi,R) and we shall obtain
a presentation for E(fi,R) in terms of the t ( A « f , when R is a
division ring. Much work of this nature has been done in the finite
dimensional case; this was summarized in chapter two. Throughout
this chapter, R shall denote a ring with identity, R* shall denote the i
group of units of R and fi shall denote an infinite set.
Let A be a proper subset of Q and let u G Q-A, Let f : A R;
we shall extend f to be a mapping f:Q R by defining f(a>) = 0, for all
CO G (I-A. With this choice of f, A and u we shall call s(A,f,].l) a
Steinberg symbol. We shall use Steinberg symbols to obtain presentations
for E(fi,R) and EF(fi,R), when R is a division ring. Our first step in
this direction is to define the Steinberg groups St(fi,R) and StF(fi,R).
Let A ,A G p, e Q-(A Li a  ) , f:A ->• R, g:A R. We define the 1 2  1 2  1 2
relation
SI: s(A ,f, u)s(A ,g,y) = s(A U A ,f+g,p) .1 2  1 2
Let A ,A C Q, u e £2-A , p G i>-A , f : A -> R and g:A ■> R, We define 1 2  1 2 1 2
the relation
S2: fs(A ,f(p)g,y) u A
[s(A ,f,ij),s(A ,g,p)] = J 2 2
 ^ ^ \s(A^,-g(u)f,p) p é A^.
We shall denote by St(fi,R) the group generated by all the Steinberg 
symbols s (A, f, u) , where A C  Q, p G fi-A and f : A R, subject to the
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(ii) KF (Q,R) = ker (p^ .
We see that KF (N,R) is the well knoim abelian group K (R), 2 2
Lemma 5.1. If R is a simple ring then St(Q,R)/K (fi,R) and2
StF(Q,R)/KF (fi,R) are simple groups. 2
Proof. It is immediate from definition 5.1 that St(fi,R)/K (fi,R)2
is isomorphic to E(Q,R) and that StF(Q,R)/KF^(fi,R) « EF(fi,R). The 
lemma follows from the work of chapter three.
In order to arrive at a presentation for E(Q,R) we shall have to 
make several calculations with the Steinberg symbols. To facilitate 
these calculations, we make the following definitions.
relations SI and S2. When A is a finite set we shall call s(A,f,p)
a finite Steinberg symbol and we shall denote by StF(fi,R) the group |
generated by all the finite Steinberg symbols subject to the relations 9ISI and S2. If A = {X} and f(X) « x we shall write s(A,f,p) as s(X,x,]j). I
Wlien fi = Ny StF(fi,R) is the group St(R) of [30] which has received 
much attention.
The assignment (p:s(A,f,vO t(A,f,]j) defines an epimorphism 
cp:St(fi,R) ">-E(fi,R). Similarly we obtain the epimorphism 
cp^ :StF(fi,R) EF(fi,R) given by the assignment s(X,x,p) t(X,x,u).
Definition 5.1. (i) K (fi,R) •=* ker (p, ,2
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Definition 5.2. Let X,uG Q, X 9^ u and let x, y, z G R*. Define 
the symbols w^^^(x), {y,z}p^^ bv
s(U,x,X)s(X,-x'"\u)s(u,x,X) ,
Notice that w (x)~T = w (-%) and h _ (1) = 1 since s(X ,x,u)“  ^ = s(x ,-*x,u) Xu Xu Xu
and s(X,0,u) = 1, by relation SI.
If we let f (x), d (x) and c(y,z) denote the images under (pAu Xu Xu
of w (x), h (x) and {y,z} respectively we see thatXu Xu Xu
(i) f (x) is the fi % fi matrix F, say, that differs from the fi x QXu
identity matrix in only the Xth and uth rows with F - 0 for allXa
a f U, F_ = X and FXu pa 0 for all a ^ X, F = -x"^, that is pX
1 ... 0 .. 1 X .. Xth row
Uth row
Xth
column
Uth
column
(il) d^^(x) is the fi x fi diagonal matrix diag[...,l,x,l,..,l,x~^,1,. 
where x occurs in the Xth place and x~^ in the uth place, that is
.]
i
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X Ath row
]jjth row
(111) c(y,z) Is the Q x Q diagonal matrix diag[.. . ,1, [y *-1,2-1] ,1,. Ay,
with the commutator [y“^,z"i] occuring in the A.th place, that is 
= Aw =
1[y
1
Ath row
Our next few results indicate how the Steinberg symbols w^(x) and 
hojj^ (x) interact. These results are very similar to the analogous 
results in Milnor [30].
Lemma 5.2. Conjugation by any carries any Steinberg
symbol into another Steinberg symbol and any finite Steinberg symbol
into another finite Steinberg symbol. In particular, if s(A,f,y) is a
w p(x)
Steinberg symbol then s(A,f,y) is the Steinberg symbol;
i
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(i) if a,(3 ^ A, ^ y, s(A,f,y),
(il) if a, & A, a  ^  y,, 3 « U, s(A,-xf,cO,
(ill) if a^ ,3 ^  A, a =  y, 3 f Vb s(A,x "'^f ,3) »
(iv) if a A, 3 E A, a,3 f U» s(A',f*,y) where
A’ => A U {a}~{3}, f  I “  f and f ’ (a) -  -f(3)x"^-,
A-{3}
(v) if OL G A, 3 ^ A, a,3 y, s(A',f',y) where
A' = A U {3)“{a}, f’I = f and f’ (3) = f(cx)x,
A-{a}
(vi) if a,3 G A, a,3 9* U» s(A,f’,y) where
f ’ (a) = -f(3)x"l, f ' (3) = f(a)x and f(À) = f’(A), for ail A ^ a,3,
(vil) if a €  A, 3 #  A , a f y, 3 y, s (A* , - x f '  ,a) where
A' = A U {3)-{ct}, f * I = f and £’(3) « f (cjx,
A-(a)
(viii) if a  ^  A, 3 e A, a « y, 3 y, s(A',x"^f',3) where
A' = A U {a}’“{3.}» f * 1 = f and f ’ (o.) = -f(P)x"l.
A-{3>
Proof, We shall not give the proof of all eight cases - only a 
representative selection. From relations SI and S2 it is clear that 
w^(x) will affect only those Steinberg symbols s(A,f,y) for which
a or 3 ^ A or y = a or 3- Thus (i) is Immediate.
(ii) Here we assume that a,3 ^  A, a ^ y, 3 = y. We shall split the
proof into three stages. First notice that
s(y,-*x,a)s(A,f ,y)s(y,x,a) = s(A,f ,y) [s(A,f »y) ,s(y,x,a) ]
= s(A,f ,y)s(A,-xf ,a) 
by relation S2, Next observe that:
s (a,,x"^  ,y) s (A, f ,y) s (A, - x f  ,a) s (a, -x'^ ,y)
= s(A,f ,y)s(A,-xf ,a) [s(A,“xf ,a) ,s(a,~x“l ,y) ]
” s(A,f,y)s(A,“xf,a)s(A,~f,y) = s(A,-xf,a)
by relation 81 and S2. We finally see that
3(y,-x,a)s(A,-xf ,a)s(y,x,a) « s(A,-xf ,a)
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by relation SI and this establishes (ii). The proof of (iii) is 
similar.
(iv) Here we suppose that a|^.A, 3 G A; a, 3 f y  Again we shall 
establish this result in three stages. First notice that
s(3,~x,oOs(A,f, vOs(3,x,o) = s(A,f,p) 
by relation S2. Next observe that
s(a,x“'^,3)s(A,f, |^s(o,-x~^,3) “ s(A,f ,ijO [s(A,f ,yXs(a,”X'*l,3) ]
- s(A,f,u))s(a,-f(3)x“ ,^lj)
by relation S2, . We finally see that
s(3,“X,a)s(A,f ,y)s(a,~f (3)x“ ^,]j)s(3,x,a)
■= s(A,f ,u)s(a,“f (3)x'“^,y) [s(a,-f (3)x"\]j) ,s(3,x,ot) ]
« s(A,f,u)s(a,~f(3)x“^,U)s(3,"'f(3)
= 8(A/,f',y)
where A ’ and f' are as in the statement of the lemma. The proof of
(v) is similar.
(vi) Here we assume that a, 3 G A, a,3 f U* We see that
s(3,~x,a)s(A,f ,u)s(3,x,a) = s(A,f ,y) [s(A,f ,y) ,s(3 ,x,(%) ]
- s(A,f,u)s(3,f(a)x,u)
and that
s(a,x”  ^,3)s(A,f ,u)s(3,f (a)x,u)s(a,~x“i ,3)
= s(A,f ,y)s(a,x”  ^,3) [s(a,x"^ ,3) ,s(A,f ,y)]s(3,f (a)x,y)s(a,~x''i ,3)
» s(A,f ,u)s(a,x~^ ,3)s(a,-f (3)x~^ ,U)s(3 ,f (a)x,VL)s(a,~x"l ,3 )
- s(A,f ,u)s(a,-f (3)x”  ^,jt&)s(3^(oi)x,y) [s(3 ,f (a)x,u) ,s(a,-x-l ,3 ) 3 
= s(A,f ,u)s(a,-f (3)x“  ^,U)s(3!,f (a)x,y)s(a,--f (a) ,y)
= s(A” ,f",u)
where A" « A, f"(a) " -f(3)x“^, f"(3) “ f(3) + f(a)x and f"(A) = f(A) 
for all X f a,3» Finally we see that
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s(3,“X,a)s(A”,f’', y)s(3»x,oO 
=> s(A”,f",vO [s(A'*,f",vO,s(3,x,a)]
» s(A'*,f" ,u)3(3,~f (3) ,U)
= s(A’ ,f • ,u)
where A' and fare as in the statement of the lemma;
(vii) Here we assume that a G A, 3 é A, a 7^ y and 3 = y and we again
subdivide the proof into several parts.
First notice that s(A,f,y) = s(a,f(a),3)s(A",f",3) where
A" =“ A-{a} and f" = f| . Then we see that
A"
w (^x) w _(x) w (x)
s ( A , f , p )  = s ( a , f ( o ) . p )  s ( a "  ,f% e )
However
w m(x)
s(A",f';3) ^  = s(A",-xf'\a)
by (ii) above. Moreover, for A G Q, A f a,3
w (x) w (x) w (x)
s(a,f(a),3) ^  = [s(X,f(a),3) ,s(a,l,A) ]
= [s(A,-xf (a) ,a) ,s(3,x,A) ]
= s(3,“xf (a)x,a).
Thus s(A,f,y) = s(A’,-xf',a) where A* and f  are as in the
statement of the legima. The proof of (viii) is similar.
This lemma shows how the Steinberg symbols are affected by conjugation 
by the w „ (x), We shall also find it useful to know how the w (x) areo3 o3
themselves moved by similar conjugations.
Corollary 5.1. Conjugation by any w^(x) carries any w^ (y) into 
some w^(z) for qt,3 »A.,y,cp,p G Q and x,y, z G R*. In particular
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is the symbol 
(i) A, y are distinct from 0,3,
(ii) "^^ 3y(^  if ]J>3 are distinct, o( =.X
(iii) ü  A,a are distinct,
(iv) WQ^(~xy) if a,y are distinct, k
(v) (yx) if %re distinct, d~ yn.
(vi) w^^(-x"^yx""^) if A = a and y = 3,
(vii) w^(-xyx) if A = 3 and y « a.
Proof. (i) follows immediately from (i) of the lemma.
w (x) w (x) w , (x)
(11) w^(y) ^  « s(y,y,a) ^  s(a,~y-l,y) ^  s(y,y,a) ^
» s(y,x'^y,3)s(3,-y'^x,y)s(y,x~V,3)
“ w (x'ly)3u
W (x) w (x) w (x) w (:k)
(iii) W (y) « s(3,y,A) s(:^,-y"\3) s(3,y,A)
=» s(a,-yx'^ ,A)s(A,xy "^,a)s(a,~yx‘"^ ,A)
V p (x) W (x) W (x) (x)
(iv) w (y) ^  « s(y,y,3) ^  s(3,-y"^y) ^  s(y,y,3)«33U
s ( y, ~xy, a) s (a, y " ^ X , y) s (y, “xy, a)
“ w ("xy)
w (x) w (x) w (x) w (x)
(v) w (y) ^  = s(a,y,A) ^  s(A,-y"^ ,a) ^  s(a,y,A) ^
« s(3,yx,A)s(A,-x'iy S3)s(3»yx,A)
“ 'So(y^)yVp
, , _ (x) w (x) w (x)
( v i )  "gg(y) ^  = s O . y . a )  s ( a , - y " i ,P )  s (3 ,y ,a )
s(a,-x-lyx l,3)s(3,xy ^x,a)s(a,“-x"Vx"^ ,3)
w (-x^lyx'l)3a
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WcjoCx) w ^ ( x )  , w _ ( x )  w (x)
(vii) ” s(a,y,3) s(3,~y'' ,ct) s(a,y,3)
= s (3, -xyx, a) s (a, X " V  ^, 3) s (3 ,-xyx, a)
and this case completes the proof of the corollary.
Many of the calculations in the Steinberg group will involve 
manipulating not only the w^(x) but also the h,^ (^x) , For this reason 
we include the next lemma.
Lemma 5,3. Let x G R* and A,y,(p e Q, A,u,(p all distinct.
(i) hp^j^(x)h^(x) = 1,
(11) %(x)'ih^(x)-'h^(x)-i = 1.
Proof, We shall first examine the product 
It is equal to
by the definition of the h^^(x);,and by Corollary 5.1 we see that 
this expression is just Wp^^(x). Thus
However, if we examine the product
we see that it is equal to
w. (-1) w (-1)
which is just w^(l)w^(-x) = h^Cx)”*^ . Thus 
But this also shows that
"Si
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and hence h^,^(x)h^^^(x) = 1. (This also shows that hp^ (^x) h^(x)
and that for any 0, X, y, cp ail distinct, h^ ^^ (x) can be written
in terms of h^(x) and h^^(x). )
To establish (ii) we note from (i) that
so that
and this completes the proof of the lemma.
In order to obtain a presentation for E(Q,R) we shall express 
elements of Sê (Û,E) in a factorized form. Some of the factors will 
be * upper triangular' in the sense given by our next two definitions.
Definition 5.3. Let < be a well ordering of Q. We define 
M(Û,R,<) to be the subgroup of St(Q,R) generated by all the Steinberg 
symbols s(A, f,y) for which A C Q, y G Q-A, f:A ^ R and y < A, (By 
y < A we mean that y < A, for all A G A.)
Definition 5.4. Let < be a well or^dering of Q. We define 
MF(Q,R,<) to be the subgroup of StF(Q,R) generated by all the finite 
Steinberg symbols s(A,x,y) for which A,y G Q, y < A and x G R.
We may regard these symbols as 'upper triangular' since their images 
under (p are upper triangular 0 x 0  matrices. We shall need
.A
M
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Lemma 5.4. Let < be a well ordering of Q, M(Q,R, <) n K  (R,R) “ %2
Proof. Let X GM(Q,R,<) H K  (Q,R) and suppose that X f 1. It
2
follows that X “ s(A ,f ,u)...s(A ,f ,u) where A < A., the A, are1 1 1  f c l C K  1 1  a
non-empty and f^(A) ^ 0, for all A E A^, i » l,...,k. Moreover, by
relations SI and S2 we can assume that U < y < ,.. < u .1 2 k
First suppose that X is such that we can pick a,3 E 0, a,f 3 
such that fj(3) ^ 0, for some j « l,.,.,k, and a > y^ for i « l,,.,,k.
Tlien
so that
and hence
r s(a,f (3),y ) if 3 E A, 
[a(Aj, ,fi,y ) ,s(a,l,3) ] = j  ^ ^
I 1 otherwise
k
Y «  [X,s(a,l,3)l == n s(oL,f (3) ,y )i=l ^ ^
Z ■= [y,s(y ,-1,6)] = s(a,f.(3),6) 6 E Q, ô f y . ,a.j 3 j
But <p(Z) « 1 shows that fj(3) “ 0, contrary to the choice of 3.
Next suppose that X 9^ 1 and that X is such that we cannot pick 
a,3 G Q as above. Then a is the greatest element of Q, A  « .,. = A^  ^= {a} 
and there is no A E Q such that y < A < a. Since 0 is infinite, we
Xci kk ^can pick a subset {A^,...,A^}^ or Q such that there exists A EQ, such 
that a > A > A , i 1,.,. ,k. - Define w = w^ (1) and put 
w “ w^...w^. Our argument above shows that X^ ’^ “ 1 and hence X « 1.
Tills second contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
It is well known that KF (N,R) is the centre of StF(N,R). Our
next result shows that this central property holds for KF (Q,R), for2
any choice of infinite Q,
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Proposition 5.1. KF (^R) ~ Z(StF(CAR)).2
Proof. Let Z « Z(StF(GlR)) and K = KF (Q,R). Since EF(%R)
; 2
has trivial centre, it is clear that Z _< K. Let X e  K> say
X = s(A^y ,u),.,s(À,y ,U). We shall show that Xe Z. Let < be 1 1 1  k ÎC k
a well ordering of Q such that there exists a E Q such that a > A ,
i « l,...,k. Let S be the subgroup generated by {s(ot,x,3) : 3 E ?a
3 < OL X E R }, ■ It is clear that S is abelian sincea
[s(ot,x,3) ,s(a,y, y) ] 1
whenever x,y E R, 3,Y G Q, 3»Y < ou Moreover, each element of S cana
be written in the form s ( a , x 3^) • • »s(a,x ,3^) for 3, < a, 3. all 
distinct. This factorization and the commutator identity
f3- A f 3[s(a,x ,3 ),s(A ,y ,u.)] « { J ij 3 3 ls(a,-y X ,u ) A = 3
j i j j i
shows that X normalizes S^. But X E K so Lemma 5.4 shows that X
commutes with each s(a,x,3) for x E R, 3 E Q, 3 < a* Now let T bea
the subgroup generated by {s(3,x,a) : 3 E fi, 3 < OL, x e R}. A
similar argument shows that X commutes with each s (3jX,o)> 3 E 0, 3 < a,
X G R; for,any member of T can be written in the forma
s(3 ,x ,a)...s(3 ,x, ,a), 3, < a, 3 all distinct. As before, X1 1  k k 1 i
normalizes T and if Y E T then OL a
r
[x,y] « n s(3,,x .a)
i«l 1
for some x^ E R and 3^E Q , 3 < a  . But then (p([X,Y3) is a lower
triangular matrix and since X E K, x, ;= 0, for all i = l,...,r. Hence
[X,Y] “ 1. We have thus established so far that X commutes with 
s(3,x,a) and s(a,x,3) for all x E R and 3 E Q, 3 < a. Since
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s (3,x ,y) “ [s(3,x,a) ,s(cx,-l, y) 3 we see that X E Z; for, if Q has a
greatest element a^, say, take a - a^, otherwise we can choose a
such that not only is a > p, , but also a > 3»Y*i
We have now established a collection of results indicating how 
the w ^ ( x ) , s(A, f,]i) and h^j^) interact and have given some elementary 
properties of KF^(Q,R) and K^(£2,R). We shall now make a few definitions 
which will be necessary to our proof of the main theorem of this 
chapter.
Definition 5,5. For every Steinberg symbol s ( A , f w e  introduce
a new symbol s*(A,f,u) and for each of the symbols w (x), h (x) andAy Ay
{y,z} introduce new symbols w' (x), h* (x) and {y,z}' respectively, Ay Ay Ay Ay
defined in terms of the s’(A,f,y) in a way analogous to the definition
of the w, (x), h^ (x) and {y,z}, .Ay Ay Ay
Let El and E2 be the relations obtained from SI and S2 by replacing 
s(A,f,p.) by s'(A,f,y) and we define two new relations E3 and E4 by
E3: If x,y E R* and A,y,a,3 E Q are all distinct then
and
{x,y}' « ([x‘,^3)Ay o3 Aa
G . S E.
E4 n ,y }' « 1 if n [x ,y?3 3 = 1j-1 3 J Ay j=l 3 3
for Ej = *1, Xj,Yj E RA, j = l,...,s and A,y E 0, A r y.
■1I.4
...J
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Definition 5.6. We define G(Q,R) to be the group generated 
by all the symbols s'(A,f,y) for A C  Q, y  €  Q-A, f:A R subject to the ir
relations El, E2, E3 and E4.
It is Immediate that there exist epimorphisms
(p :St(0,R) G(n,R) and cp :G(Q,R) E(0,R)
1 2
such that cpj, 0 <p^  " (p and in particular
cp (s(A,f,y)) = s'(A,f,y), cp (s*(A,f,y)) = t(A,f,y),1 2
cp (w (x)) = w' (x), cp (x )) « f (x),1 Ay Ay 2 Ay Ay
cp.(h (x)) « h' (x), cp (h* (x)) = d (x),1 Ay Ay 2 Ay Ay
q? ({y,z}' ) = c(y,z) .1 Ay Ay 2 Ay Ay
We shall obtain our presentation for E(Q,R) by showing that cp is an
(6a 2
epémorphism. In order to do this we make the following definition.
Definition 5.7. Define W to be the subgroup of St(fi,R) generated
by {w^^(x) : X € R*, A,y e £2, A f y} and for any A,y e A f y define
B(A,y) to be the subgroup of St(Q,R) generated by {{x,y} ; x,y e R*}.Ay
Our immediate aim is to show that, when R is a division ring, 
K^ C^fijR) ^  W. To do this we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 5.5. Let R be a division ring, X e  StF(Q,R) and R be well
oridered by <. There exist M ,M G MF(fl,R,<) and w G W such that
‘ 1 2
X »= M wM .
1 2
Proof. Suppose that X « s(A ,x ,y )...s(A ,x ,y ). Define1 1 1  k k k
A “ (a,^ : 1 i  i i  i} for 2 £  Jl ^  2k to be the set of all the X ,
. . . i
i
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i =» l,...;k, ordered by < such that i “ l.‘**»i”l» (We shall -|
say that X Is indexed by A.) From Lemma 5.2 we see that
s(a^,x,o^)'^^^’^^ = s(c^^^,x, 0^), j # i+1
and by noting that there are only finitely many between and y it
follows that X is a product of symbols s(a ,x,a „)» fot x e R*1 i±l
Moreover
, / \ s(a yx,a) ^ ^ ^ == s(a. ,x,a. ,)i-1 i J- 1-1
shows that X can be expressed as a product of s(a^,y,a^ and of
conjugates of s(a ,y,a ) by w (1), for y g  R. Notice that eachi i-1 CL|L-l«i
s(a ,y,a ) E m f (Q,R, <) since a < a . We show that X = M wM , for i i-1 1-1 i 1 2
G MF(£2,R, <), where and are indexed by A, and w e W. To do
this it will be sufficient to show that a product of the form M wM is
1 2
closed under right multiplication by w^(9.) , where a < 3 and a is
adjacent to 3 in A in the ordering given by <.
Let M “ s(y ,x ,6 ) .. .s (y, ?x .6, ) for ô < y and 6 ,Y. G A,2 1 1 1  k k k  i i  i i
i = l,...,k. Since
[s(%^^x^,6^),s(Yj,Xj,6j)3 G MF(Q,R, <)
whenever Y. »6, »Y »6 G A, Y. > 6., Y > ô , x ,x G R we see that i f j j  f i j  j i j
M “ s(3»y>a)M' for some y G  R and M ’ G MF(Q,R,<) such that there is no2 2 2
occurence of s(3,*,a) in the Steinberg symbol decomposition of M ’.2
But then M w _(1) - s(3,y,a)w (1)M", for some M"G MF(q ,R,<) indexed2 op 0(3 2 2
by A, since a and 3 are adjacent in A. It remains to investigate
ws(3,y >Ot)w^(l) . Let Tt be the permutation associated with w. If
Ti(3) > It (a) then
ws(3,y,a)w (1) « s(n(3) ,y',n(a))ww (1)0(3 a3
and so M^wM^w^(l) has the required form. If tx(3) < ix(a) then
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notice that
ws(3,y,a)w (1) » xiw (y)s(3,-y,o)s(a,y'’l,3)w (1)ap Op o3
« s(Tc(a) ,y' ,K(3))ww^(y)w^(l)s(3yy"l,a) 
for some y' E R* and so again M wM w^(l) bas the reqired form; this 
establishes the lemma.
The proof of Lemma 5.5 followed the arguments of [30] closely.
We now extend these aj^^ments to prove
Lemma 5.6. Let R be a division ring, X e St(Q,R) and let Ü be 
well ordered by <. There exist e M(Q,R,<) and w e W such that
X = M wM .1 2
Proof. If X E St(Q,R) then X = s(A* ,f ' ,y ).. .s(A,‘,f,‘,ii, ) .I l l  ic k nc
Given s(A, f,y) € St(Q,R) there exist A ,A C A such that A U A = A,1 2  1 2
A H A  = ^ and y < A and y > A . Since s(A,f,ii) = s(A ,f,,y)s(A ,t,y) 1 2  1 2 1 ' ™  2 2
we may assume that in the decomposition of X above either y^ < A^ or
y^ > A^, for i « l,...,k. Let denote the least element of A^,
i = l,.,.,k and let A =» {a^ : l<.i<.t},  ^ .<.2k be the set of
all the X ,y ordered by < such that a  < a  . Suppose that i i i i+l
y > A|, Then in particular y > X and if y « a  and X “ a  i 1 i i i  j+1 i j
then
w (1) 
s(ASf|,y^) j j+1 = s(A^,g,A )
for some A C Q, g;A R and A < A • If y *= a  and A « a  with 1 1 i l  i k i j
k > jfl then notice that
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s(A',f ,u ) “ s(A ,g,a )i i i  i k-1
for some A C g) g:A ->• R and where X, is the least element of A « i i 1 i
If a , A then we can partition A as A U A, so that k-1 i i il i2
s(A%f ,u ) is a product of s(A, ,g »ol J and s(A. ,g ,a ,)i i i  il 1 k-1 ie 2 K-"i
where a > A. , the least element of A is X and a < A . k-1 il il i k-1 i2
Continuing in this way, we see that X can be expressed as a product of
the symbols s(A .f.,a ) with a. < A . a. e A, A. c Qt f. :A, R ± 1 1  i i i  1 i i
and the symbols w (1) and w (-1). Thus, since each
s (A. ,f. ,a, ) E M(0,R,<), to show that X = M wM it will be sufficient to 1 1 1  1 2
show that the form M wM , for any M ,M e M(Q,R, <) and w e W, is closed1 2  1 2
with respect to right multiplication by w fl)» Let rt be the
^°1+1
permutation associated with w. We can write M as2
for some k € N, x 6 R and X, < a and where a, ., ^ A and with j j i+1 1+1 i
r I
M = n s((& ,g ,cp )4 jl’^ l J J J
for some r G N, ^ R, cp^ < ^ and (p^ 4
j « l,...,r. We see that
s(A ,f ,a )M w (1) = w M'i+1 i+1 i+1 4 ^^^+1 ^^^+1 4
for some M ’ 6 M(Q,R,<). It remains to investigate 4
where s = »x ,A ). (We can assume that a. > A , for otherwiseJ 1+1 J j i+1 i
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we can write A = V  U where a, , < a! and a > A* and notice 1 3- i 1+1 1 1+1 1
that
for some t E <).) Partition A as W U W U (A- n A.) wherei 1 9  f 1
A^ is the set of elements of Q moved by n together with
Tl(a ) < W , 11(a) > W . Theni 1 i 2 3
and
s(A^ »f. ,<x,)w- (1) s(w ,g ,a,)s(A. n a .,g ,a.)w-Ws(w ,g,ou)wi i ^  Ol'H+l 1 1 1  f 1 2 i 2 1
for g :W R, g :A FI A R and g ;% R. Notice that I i 2 f i ^
s(W ,g,a ) ” w n(x)s(W ,x"lg,A)s(A,-x,a,)8(oi ,x"^,A)2 i 0 i i
where Ÿ - W - {A} and A is the least element of w and x » s (a)» Then 0 2 2
w s (w  ,g,aJw (1)2 i OiOi+i
” l(x)s(T ,x"^g,A)s(A,-x,a )s(a, ,x"',A)w^ ^  (1)ttfA p i i ^ % + l
” ww. j^(x)s(A,-x,a.)a(w ,g,a.)w (l)s(w ,x'‘^ g,A)s(a., ^ ,x"*^ ,A>a^A 1 Q 1 a^a^^j^ Q ^ + 1
- A« s(Tt(a),x',A)s(Wj^,A)ww <x)w (1)M
1 0 ^ A + 1  0
(1)
for some M E M(Q,R,<), Hence 0
k
w n s s(A »f, ,a.)w (1)j=l j i l l  oiiOii+1
= w n  8 s(w ,g ,a )8(A n A  ,g ,a )w'^ $(T((a ),%\A)s(W ,,g',A).j—1 J l l i  1 i z l  1 Q
But s(w »g,A) commutes with s(A n A ,g ,a )w“l s(ix(a, ) ,2t',A) since 0 f i 2 1 i
W U {A} is disjoint from A;, and since s(W ,g ,a.) and s (W ,g,A) commute 0 f 1 1 ^ 0
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see that M wM w_ ^ (1) has the required form.
1 2 "l"l+l
Corollary 5'.2. When R is a division ring, K (Q,R) < W.2 —
Proof. Let X e K (Q,R) and well order £2 by <. From the lemma 2
with the Sjmodulo StF(£2,R) we see that i
R
w n s s(A f ,a )w (1) = s(W,g’,Ti(a ))s(T ,$,A)XMj=l 3 i l l  1 1 0 0 I
for some X E stF(Q,R) and M GM(Q,R,<). Thus
“ , " V a a  O )  “ M s(W g',ix(a »s('i' ,®,A)XM .1 2 1 1 1  1 0 0
However X « M’w'M', for some w G W and M* ,M* eM(fit,R,<) and thus we 1 2  1 2
:?we know that X - M wM , for M ,M e M(Q,R,<) and w e W. But m(X) = 1 Î1 2  1 2
shows that cp(w) « cp(M-"lM"l). However (p(M^lM'l) is an upper triangular1 2  1 2
matrix and unless (p(w) « 1, (p(w) has non-zero entries below the
diagonal; thus w G K (£2,R) and M » M  ^since M(£2,R,<) n K (fi,R) - 1.2 1 2  2
We now assert that w and M commute. Let it be the permutation
associated with w and let A be the set of elements of Q moved by Tt.
We can write
M, = s(A J,£ ,u )...s(A ,f ,u )* 1 1 1  r r r
where U < A  ^ l,...,r, the U are all distinct and W < Ui i 1 i j
whenever i < j, Consider the product
and suppose that A. n A « A* and put A. - A' = A” . Then 1+1 £ i+1  ^ i+1 i+1 1+1
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By repeating this argument we see that we can write M ® where
k
M •= ns(<3> ,g ,a )0 1=1 i 1 1
where A n { u 0 } is empty and ol < 0 , i = l,...,k. Now consider 
 ^ i-1 ^ i 1
the product wM^M^. Since w G KF (Q,R) - Z(StF(Q,R)) it follows that
wMc « M_w. If a ^ A , since A n 0 is empty we see that1 1  . i f  f i
s(0^,g^,a^)w. If o^G A then pick a G Q, a f a^, 
a  ^  0 a  ^  A and note that
'■^ oo,s(0 = s(0^,g^,a) ^
so that
ws(0^,g^,a^) « ws(0^,g^,a ) ^
= s(0 ,g ,a) i w i i
since w E KF (Q,R) - Z(StF(Q,R)) and (0^  U {a}) n A is empty, (If 2 1 f
Ü - A U {a 3 U 0 then we can write 0 as the disjoint union of two f i i i
subsets and proceed in two stages.) By repeating this argument we see
-Ithat wM ® M w and conclude that M wM = w. This completes the proof 0 0 1 1
of the corollary.
I
We have shown that when R is a division ring K (Q,R) is contained a2 ^
in W. We now show that K (£2,R) can be ‘narrowed do%m‘ even further.2
I
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Definition 5.8. We define H to be the subgroup of St(fi!,R)
generated by (h (x) : x G R*, A,y G Q, X 9^ y}. Ay
Lemma 5,7. When R is a division ring, K (Q,R) < H.2 “
Proof. Let X G K^(fi,R). It follows from the corollary that 
X - w, (x )...w, (x^  ), Well order £2 by < and let a be the least
I W  k
of all the A^,y^. From the proof of Lemma 5.3 we see that
^ 2W^(l) = h^(x) w^(x) for any cp,A E Q, (p f A.
Thus w,^  ^(1) = w^  . (x) mod H. Denote this common residue class by wcpA. cpA (pA
It now follows from Corollary 5.1 that, for any A,y,3 E Q, X 4 y, 
a  ^  3
V o B  - "
where Tt is the permutation that interchanges A and y and that for any 
a,3,X E Q, a,3,Y all distinct
and
"aY^aY - ^ “•
By using these identities we see that we can push all the w that occur(%*
in the decomposition of X to the left and thus obtain only one
occurence of But this cannot happen since cp(X) = 1. Repeating
this argument as often as necessary we see that X = 1 mod H and this
completes the proof of the lemma.
Having now shown that IC (Q,R) is contained in H we use this2
result to obtain a factorization of elements of (p (X), for X G  K (£3,R)
1 2
Ill
in terms of elements of <p^(H)« (The proof of Lemma 5.8 follows the 
arguments of Green [20].)
Lemma 5.8, Let R be a division ring, let Q be well ordered by < 
and let X E say
for X ,y ^ X. ^ R, e - *1. Let A - { a : 1 ^  i it}» for 3- i i i i
2 2k, be the set of all the X ,U ordered by < such that a < ai i i i+1
Jt-1
(P (X) » <p (b) n h' (y )
1 1 1=1 i“l+l 1
for some y G R and b E B(a ,a ).
Proof, Let H be the subgroup generated by the h (u)
^ V i + i
a,,a e  A, u 6 r*. sinceX i+2
and
“ V o .  (*') u ‘ E R*^l^i+1 4
and
11+1 “ l®l+l
a V  E R*
i i+1
1.12
and
we see that H_ is 4 normal subgroup of H. It follows that H^...U  ^
is also a normal subgroup. We shall show that ^ contains
all the Suppose that ^  with < .. . < 0^
By noting that
from Lemma 5,3 and by extending this argument we see that H ...H
1
contains all the h, (x. ), and, indeed, H ...H contains all thei 1 i-1
h^ ^  (u), i « 2,...,&, u E R*. Thus we can write X « h h .,,h , for 1 i 1 2 Jl-1
h E H , i - 1,...,&-1. We now assert that if i f 1 h = hh (u)i i i " a^ cx^+i
mod K, where K - ker (p , u E r* and h E h H ...H ; for suppose1 12 i—1
Since
e
- {u"^,u}“  ^ h (u“ )^ 3
= {u"^,u}"^ h (u"’) mod K j
“ “i“l+l I
by relation E3, we can suppose that r > 1 and e ® 1. If e - 1 we /I
1 2 - i
have I
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and hence
h = {u ,u } h ([u ,u ])“ h^ (u ) 3... mod K.i 1 2 a a g CSrf 1 2  cyCk+1 31 2 1^
But {« ,u } h ([u ,u ])  ^ g H ...H, by our earlier remarks1 2 a  a  a  a» 1 2  i  1 -112 1
and so an inductive argument on r shows that h^ has the required form,
when £ - 1, Now suppose that £ - ~1. Since2 2
h (u"^u )h (u )h (u )  ^- {u“ u^ ,u }
°i«i+l ^  ^1 0(i%+l 2 C^Oi+l 1 2 1 2  OiOi+l
we see that
h (u )h (u » {u"^u ,u }  ^ h (u )
®*i^+l  ^ *^i^i+l  ^ 2 1 2  Gy_OT+l % % + !  ^ 1
But
= {“ ‘o,*” ) h ([u-*u ,u ]) mod K2 1 2 2 1 2 aiai+i a^ai 2 i 2
SO that
b (u )h (u ) H ({u ^u.u } h (lu*“^ u ,u ]))” .^o^ i°4.+l  ^ °^ i(4 .+l 2 2 I 2 OL a  a  Oi 2 1 21 2 1
h (u^^u ) mod K«lai+i 2 1
and
h = h ’h (u‘"^ u )h (u mod K.1 ®^i^i+l  ^  ^ ^i^i+1 ^
By our remarks above, h ’ G H .,,H and an inductive argument on r1 i-1
shows that h^ has the required form. However, we have shoxm that
X ® h h ,..h , for h e H., Thus, since h = hh (u ), for1 2 r-i. 1 ^ “'•—I &
h G H ...H we see that 1 t-2
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X Hh'li ^ (u.) for h ’ e Ii ...,H
« 1 - - V 3
-  '’o'^  ” l‘
£ 1 £rThus h« « h (x ) A...h_ _ (x ) and our argument above shows that w aiu.2 1 a%a2 r
If we now take images under (p we see that (p (X) has the required form.1 1
Now let us take stock of the current siti^ation. We have
epimorphisms (p , (P with cp - <p o cp and 1 2  2 1
<Pl (po
St(Q,R) -V G(fl,R) -h E(U,R)
where G(Q,R) is the group generated by the symbols s'(A,f,y) subject to
the relations El, E2, E3 and E4. We have shown that K (Q,R) = ker cp ^  H2
and if X E H then
i—1
cp (X) - cp (b) n h ' ^ (y.)1 1 ici 1
for some y E R*, a E Q, a, < a and b e  B(a ,a ). Ho^;ever, ifX 1. i“r 1 1 2
Y E ker cp then Y = cp (X), for some X e H, so that ifA 1
i~l
Y - cp (b) n h' (y )
1 i-1 ^ f i + 1  1
then
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for some c E cp(B(a ,a )). But (y ) is the matrix that has
 ^  ^ i i+1 ^
in the a^th diagonal position and y^"‘^ in the a^^^st diagonal
position and coincides with the identity matrix elsewhere, that is
O 1.
* -,£-l
so that n d (y ) is the diagonal matrix with y in the a st1=1 “i“l+l i 1 1
entry, y " in the a th entry and y"^ y. In the a th entry, fori-l & i-1 1 i
1 < i < Jt. Since c is the diagonal matrix whose only entry that does 
not coincide with the corresponding entries of the identity matrix is
the a  St we see that y 1 1 y - 1. This in turn shows that i-1
c « 1 and (J) (y) - c and Y G (p (B(a ,a )) . If, then 2 1 1 2
' ■ Â Xj,y. E R*, Gj = ±1
we see that
n [x'‘’,y’7'] ^  *= 1. 
j=l J ]
Relation E4 now shows that Y - 1 and we deduce that cp is an isomorphism.2
We are now able to state
Theorem 5.1. If R is a division ring and Q is an infinite set 
then E(Q,R) is Isomorphic tù the group generated by all the symbols 
s'(A,f,u), AC Q, ]i e Ü-A, f;A R, subject to the relations El, E2, E3 
and E4,
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, «-ï*
To conclude chapter five we shall show how we may also obtain a 4
presentation for &CF(£3,R) , for any infinite set £3 and division ring R.
I
Define the relations SFl and SF2 by ai
SFl: for x,y E r , A,u  E Q, A f u , s(A,x,;Os(A,y,u) ® s(A»x+y,p)
■1SF2: for x,y E A,y,cx,P € Q, A. a f |3 I
{s(A,-yx,^) if u - as(a,xy,]j) if & - A1 otherwise
4
For each finite Steinberg symbol s(AjX,p) introduce a symbol s‘(A»x,]i). ?1
LetGF(^,R) be the group generated by all the symbols s‘(A,x,y) for 
A,U ^  Si» A 9^ U> X E R subject to the relations EFl, EF2, E3 and EA, where 
EFl and EF2 are obtained from SFl and SF2 by replacing the s (A,x ,tj) by 
the s‘(A,x,u). It follows that, given the epimorphisms
(p; cp’StF(Q,R) GF(fl,R) -X EP(n,R)
s(A,x,u) -X s'(A,x,].t) -X t(A,x,u) 
ker (Pg = 1; when R is a division ring. We obtain
Tlieorem 5.2, If R is a division ring and Q is an infinite set 
then EF(Q,E) is isomorphic to the group generated by all the symbols I
s*(A,x,u), A,U E 0, A f W.» X G R, subject to the relations EFl, EF2,
E3 and E4.
In particular, we see that Theorem 5.2 gives a presentation for 
EF(N,R), the derived group of the stable general linear group of Bass [4].
Chapter six
Throughout this chapter, R shall always denote a ring with(Q)identity, fi an infinite set and M the free R-raodule R , In chapter 
three we were concerned with the problem of locating and classifying 
the normal subgroups of GL(^,R). We found that each normal subgroup 
H determined a unique ideal p of R - called the level of H ~ such 
that
E[0,p]fH<GL'(0,p) (*)
If R was d-finite then E(o»p] coincided with the elementary subgroup 
N(q»p )« If X E E(q,p ) then, regarded as an fi x Q matrix, X differs 
from I in only finitely many rows. In some sense, this means that the 
group E( £lp) is a 'small' subgroup of GL(f^R) and we shall now attempt 
to improve the sandwich (*) by enlarging the lower bound as much as 
possible. At the same time we shall try to make the sandwich as thin 
as possible by making the upper bound smaller. In the sequel, 
underlined lower case letters shall denote cardinals.
Let w - card Q.
Definition 6.1. For any infinite cardinal a_ _< w denote by 
GL(£1,B.,^ ) the subgroup of GL(0,R) generated by those X G GL(f^ ,R) such 
that X-I differs from the zero matrix in less than rows.
Definition 6,2. For any ^  w and any two sided ideal p of R 
define GL( Rp,a) to be the subgroup of GL(^R) generated by those 
X E GL(£AE) which are such that (X-I) differs from the zero matrix in 
less that a rows and such that J(X) _< p. (Since X q^ -  1 for some 
a e  £3 the condition that J(X) _< p is equivalent to the condition that
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(X-I)^ G p, for all ct,{3 e Q.)
For any X g GL(fi,R,^), J(X) is the least ideal p of R such that 
X G GL(Q,p,^). Moreover, we see that for every infinite cardinal 
^  Jl H  and ideal p of R, the group GL(ü,p,^) is a normal subgroup of 
GL(Q,R). This is because:
(i) if X €  GL(U,p,a) and Y G GL(Q,R) , X^-I differs from the
zero matrix in less than ^  rows since Y is column finite;
(11) by Lemma 3.1, if X E GL(Q,p,a) and Y E  GL(0,R) then
J(X^) « J(X).
3
S
Definition 6.3, Let D(R) denote the set of Q x matrices of 
the form rl, where r is a central unit of R. (We see that 
D(R) Z(GL(fi,R)) from chapter three.) For every infinite £ £ w  
and every two sided ideal p of R we define GL'(Q,p,a) to be the group 
D(R)GL(Q,p,a).
It is clear from our remarks above that GL*(0,p,a) is a normal 
subgroup of GL(Q,R) and that the groups defined satisfy the relations 
implied by the following diagram.
GL’(Q,p)
GL(Q,p)
GL(Q,p,a)
GL (Q,p, a)
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Definition 6.4. Let A,® C £2, card 0 » a_ < w . We eay that 
(A, 0,1) is an elementary correspondence in £2 if and only if A and 0 
are disjoint and for each À G A, i(A) is a finite subset of <& such 
that
U i(X) = 0.
A. G A
Let & denote the set of all elementary correspondences in £2. Given 
(A,0,1) G &; a mapping f:0 x A -i> R is said to be an elementary mapping 
If f(<f),A) f 0 only if cp G i(X). We shall adopt the convention that 
for (A,0,1) G fi, ' an elementary mapping f :0 x A ->■ R extends to a 
mapping.f:0 % Ü ^ R by defining f(cp,A) ® 0, whenever X é A^ For 
every elementary correspondence (A,@,i) and any elementary mapping 
f:0 X A R define the automorphism t(A,0,i,f) of M by:
t(A,0,i,f)e ” e + S e f((p,w), w G Q .ViJ ID
t(A,0,i,f) can be regarded a s  a n  Q x £2 column finite matrix with 
non-trlvial entries only in the rows indexed by 0 and in the columns 
indexed by A and with the property that if the Xth ro%f is non-trivial 
then the Xth column is trivial and vice versa. For this reason, we 
shall call t(A,0 ,i,f) an elementary matrix. If we write 
t(A,0,i,f) “ I+E then we see that = 0.
Definition 6.5. For any infinite a. <.w we define the group
E(£2,R,a) to be the subgroup of GL(Q,R) generated by the elementary
matrices t(A,0,i,f) for all (A,0,1) G &, with card 0 < a and all 
elementary mappings f:0 x A R.
It is clear that when a ™ E(£2,R,a) is just the group E(0,R)
of chapter three.
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Definition 6.6. For any infinite .a < w and any two sided ideal 
p of R we define E(S,p,^) to be the normal subgroup of E(Q,R,a) 
generated by all the elementary matrices t(A,0,i,f), for (A,0,1) e & 
with card 0 < ^  and all elementary mappings f:0 x A p.
We see that, for any infinte a. w and two sided ideal p of R,
E(£2,p ,^ ) _< GL’(Q,p,a^ ) and whenever X E E(Q,p,a), J(X) £  p. We shall 
see that when R is d-finite, it is the groups E(fi,p,£) and GL'(£2,p,b) 
for infinite a_,^  w that provide the sandwich for the normal subgroups 
of GL(0,R). As in chapter three, conjugation by elementary matrices 
is a key technique, so we now give the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let t^ « t(A^y@^,i^,f^), k « 1,2 be two elementary matrices
(i) if A ^ 0 and A n 0 are empty then [t ,t ] = 1,1 2  2 1 1 2
(ii) if A^ n 0  ^ is empty but A^ n @ is not empty then
[t ,t ] =* t(A ,0',j,g) where j ~ i o i , 0^ « i (A n 0 ) and 1 2  2 1 1 2  1 1 1 2
g O y )  « S f (&,v)f (<p,X)*
(p E i (X) n A  ^ 22 1
(iii) if A n 0 is not empty but A n 0 is empty then 2 1 1 2
[t , t ] = t(A ,0',j,g) where j = i o i , 0 ’ i (A n O ) and 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
g(3 ,X) » ~ S f (p,cp)f (<p,x).cp e i (X) n A 2 i
1 2
Proof. We examine the effect of [t ,t ] on the canonical basis Î
1 2
of M. (i) is obvious.
(ii) Here we assume that A n #  is empty while A n # is not. "i2 1 1 2  '
t (e ) “ e +  2 e f ((p.w) (1 fo) C  ® )
2 ®  “ c p e l ( G > ) ® 2  2 - 2
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1 2
H- E e f  (a ,c p )f (q),
cp e  i  (tù) n  A ^   ^ ^2 1
a  e  i  ( i  (to))
1 2
and so
t ( e ) “ e +  S e f  (cx,(p)f ((p,oi)1 2 X 2 0 ) 0) g e  i (w) n A ^ i 2
2 1
a  e  i (i (cù))
1 2
Thus, [t ,t ] has the required form since [t ,t ]e « e for co ë A •1 2 ' 1 2 W  W 2 Ü
(iii) Here we assume that A @ is not empty but A n #  is i2 1 1 2
emp ty.
v/-"" - i i u ,
1 2 1
(pG i (o)) n A
1 2
Thus [t^,t^] has the required form and this completes the proof of the 
lemma.
This lemma now enables us to state and prove
Corollary 6.1. Let a^, ^  be infinite cardinals with g. <_ <_ w« 
[E(fl,R, a),E(Q,R,b)3 - E(0,R,a).
Proof. Let A « [E(£3,R,a) ,E(Q,R,]^) ]. Let t “ C(A ,0 ,1 ,f ) be
1 1 1 1 1
an elementary matrix in E(0,R,ja) and let t « t(A ,0 ,i ,f ) e E(o,R,b)
2 2 2 2 2 " "
Tlien card 0 < ^  and card 0 < If either A n 0 is empty or1 2 2 1
1^ ^ Chen [t ,t ] E E(Q,R,a) since, using the notation of
the lemma, [t ,t ] = t(*,0 ',*,*) where 0 ' = i ( A  n # ) c 0  or
1 1 2 “  1
" 1
t(A ,0,*,*)t(A ,0,*,*) t(A u A ,0,*,*)1 2 1 2
and
If we cannot find such a set 0' then write 0 as the disjoint union 
0^ ^ 0^ with card 0^ = card 0 and proceed in two stages. This 
completes the proof of the corollary.
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J0» *a 12^^2 ^ ^1^ respectively. In either case card 0 <.a. We now
need to consider the case in which neither A n 0 nor A Q 0 is1 2 2 1 3
empty. Notice that |
t(A,0 ,*,*)t(A,0 ,*,*) t(A,0 U 0 ,*,*).1 2 1 2
Write A as the disjoint union A' u (A n 0 ) so that 
1 1 1 2
t"
where t’ - t(A\0\i ,f ) and t" » t(A A # ,#",i ,f ) with #' = i (A*)» S
1 1 1 1 1  1 1%"  2 1 1 1  1 1 1
0^ ' » i (A n 0 ). We see that [t’,t ]  ^E E(Q,R,a). Now write 
2 1 1 2  1 2  ~  S;
t « t't" where t' ~ t(A’,0’,i ,f ) and t" “ t(A n 0 ,0*',i ,f ) with %
2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2  2 2 1 2 2 2
0' = i (A*), 0" - i (A n 0 ) and where A is the disjoint union #
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
A ’ U (A n 0 ). Then
2 2 1
t"
[t",t ] = ^
1 2  1 2  2 1 2  1 2
But [t”,t’] e E(0,R,a) by the lemma and since card 0" < a it follows 
1 2  2 “
that t^ and (t'\t”] also belong to E(U,R,^). We deduce that A e E(Q,R,^).
Let t(A,0,i,f) be an elementary matrix in E(Q,R,^). Suppose 
that there exists 0' C 0 with 0 n 0* empty and card 0* « card 0. Let 
j be a bijection 0 ’ -»■ 0 and define g:0' x 0 -+ R by g(a,3) “ -1 for all 
(a,0) e 0' X 0. Then we see that
t(A,0,i,f) = [t(A,0* ,i’,f’) ,t(0',0,j,g)3 
where i'(X) ® j (1(X)) , À E  A and f'(cp’,X) «= f((p,X) where j((p') « (p.
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Notice that Corollary 6.1 shows that for each infinite ^  w,
Is perfect. In fact we are also able to deduce
Corollary 6,2, Let a., ^  be infinite cardinals with .1 ^  _1 w 
and let p be a two sided ideal of R. E(f2,p,^) == [E(Q,p,£> jE(Q,R,^) 3,
Proof, This follows immediately from Corollary 6.1 and Lemma 6.1 
since p is a two sided ideal and since E(^,p,^) is a normal subgroup of 
E(0,R,a).
These corollaries show that we have an ascending chain 
{e(Ü,R,^) : ^  < w) of normal subgroups of E(a,R,w). , Ihe results of 
chapter three show that when R is d-finite each normal subgroup H 
of GL(OpR) determines a unique ideal p of R such that H lies between 
E(^,p) and GL'(0,p). We shall show that H also determines infinite 
cardinals a and lb such that H lies between E(fi,psa) and GL’(Q,p,^). 
The following diagram, which shows the relationships between E(Q,p), 
E(Q,p,^), GL’(Q,p,^) and GL’(Q,p), demonstrates that this new 
classification of the normal subgroups of GL(Q,R) is an improvement.
GL(Q,R)
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We shall now show how we construct the infinite cardinals a_ and jb
mentioned above. For the rest of this chapter, we shall assume that R
is d-finite.
Let X G E(i3,Rjw), X f 1, Since R is d-finite, J(X) is finitely generated
and so there exist entries y^ of X~I such that the two sided ideal
generated by {y^} is J(X). We shall call {y^} an elementary generating
set for J(X) if the two sided ideal generated by {y^} is J(X) but any
proper subset of {y.} does not generate J(X) in this way. Let A (X)1 n
index the collection of elementary generating sets of J(X) of finite 
cardinality n and let C(X) be the set of all cardinalities of finite 
elementary generating sets for J(X). Let N « {l,...,n}. For every 
n G C(X), well order A (X) and N by < and < respectively. Let 0,n  “ I " 2
A index the non-zero rows and columns of X-I respectively and well
order 0, A by and  ^respectively. Let n e C(X) ; for each
o. e A^ (^X) let denote the 'ath' generating set of cardinality n.
We shall now construct cardinals ja(X,a,^ ,< ) and ^(X) by the
following algorithm. (We shall abbreviate ^(X,a,_< »<. »£. »< ) to1 2  3
a.(X,a,£))p
let N' ^ N
LI:let i be the first member of N*
let A ’ ^ A (X)H n
let 0' '«* 0, A' A
L2:let a be the first member of A^, A(i,a,^) <P 
let 0" 4- 0 *, A: + - (a)
L3ïlet <p be the first member of 0" 
let A" 4“ A*, 0" 4- 0” - {<p}
L4:let X be the first member of A" 
let A" A" - {X}
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if (X-I) # y then goto L5<pX la
comment: continue row search for elementary generators
A(i,a,<_) A(i,a,<_) u {(<p,A)}
comment: we have found an elementary generator at
position (<PsX) 
let A' ^ A' - {A}, 0* 4- 0* - {cp“ ; (X-I) , 0}<P A
comment: delete this position from A' x 0’
O" 4- 0 %  goto L6
comment: omit rest of row and search next non-trivial row 
L5:if A" ^ 0 then goto L4 
L6:if 0" 0 then goto 1,3
comment: start next row search if 0" ^  (j> , otherwise, look at
next elementary generating set 
if Al # 0, „0* ^ ^ and A' then goto L2 
^(X,i,a,j<) - card A(i,a,<) 
let n* 4- N ’ - {i} 
if N' ^ ^  then goto LI, otherwise
for each a € A (X) let £(X,a,_<) min £(X,i,a,£).
^ i e H
The set of cardinals greater than all the sums
E £(X,a,£>
a  e  A (X )
for all n G C(X) and all orders j< of A^(X), N, 0 and A has a least
member. Denote this cardinal by £(X).
Let H j< E(fi,R,w). Since R is d-finite we note that 
J (H ) -  J (X  ) f  . . .  -{- J (X ^ )  
for X^ G H, X^ ^ 1, i « l,...,n. We shall call { X  X^} a set
■ -a
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matrix generators for J(H) if J(H) » J(X + ... *1 J(X^) but no proper
subset of (X ,...,X } generates J(H) in this way. Let A (11) index theI n  "
collection of sets af matrix generators for J(H) of finite cardinality
n and let C(H) be the set of cardinalities of finite matrix generating
sets. Let n G C(H) and a G A (H). Then {X ,...,X } is a matrixn la na
generating set. Define 
a(o,n,H) min 
1 < i < n
The set of cardinals ^(cx,n,H), for all a G A^(H) and n G C(H) has a 
supremum. If it is Infinite denote it by _a(H) ; otherwise put 
a.(H) -
Let H <. GL(fi,R). For X G H, X ^ 1, let r(X) be the cardinal of 
the set indexing the rows of X-I that are non-zero. The set of
cardinals greater than £(X), for all X G H, X f 1, has a least member. 
If this least menber is infinite, denote it by %(H) ; otherwise put 
_r(H) “ ^Q* WG shall call £(H) the rank of H and £(X) the rank of X.
We see that _r(E(^3,R,£)) == a and every X G E(Q,R,a) has rank less than a. 
If r(H) > w put GL’(a,J(H),r(H)) « GL'(Q,J(H)).
Lemma 6.2. Let H j< GL(G,R). If H ^  E(0,R,w) or if H is 
normalized by E(Q,R) then there exist an infinite cardinal and a two 
sided ideal p of R such that
H 5 GL'(Q,p,b).
Moreover, jt(H) and J(H) are minimal amongst all possible b and p, 
respectively, in this inclusion.
Proof. Let H satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. From chapter 
three we see that H £  GL'(fi,J(H)). For X G  H, £(X) < r(H) and
I
■f
4:
i
I
Î-
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J(X) £  J(H) . Thus X e GL’ (Q, J(X) ,r(H)) _< GL' (0,J(H) ,r(H)) . We 
conclude that H £  GL’(Q, J(H) ,£(H)) .
If H £  GL'(Q,p,v), first notice that GL'(Q,p,v) _< GL'(Q,p) 
so that, from chapter three p £  J(H), Next notice that for all X g H 
jc(X) < 2  and so Jc(H) and J(II) are minimal.
Lemma 6.3, If w > M then R is a simple ring if and only if
for all H £  E(fi,R,w), a(H) *» £(H) .
Proof. Using the notation of the construction of > we see
that
£(X) 2  Z a(X,a,£) 
a G A (X)
for all n € C(X) and all orders £  of A^(X), N, 0 and A. Since
£(II) > £(X) we see that r.(H) £  £(X) , for all X g  H and hence r(H) £  a(H) .
Suppose that R is simple. We need only shc«-7 that £(H) £  a^(H).
Let X G  H, X f 1 and suppose that £(X) is infinite. Since R is simple
any non-zero entry of X-I will generate R. Let A index the non-zero
columns of X-I and 0 index the non®»zero rows of X-I. Well order A
and 0. Let <p be the first element of 0 and X be the first element of
A. Then {(X-I) } will be an elementary generating set. Delete{v’:(X-I) , cpA. cp A
and X from 0 and A respectively. Card® is stilt equal to jr(X) since
X is column finite. We can repeat this process and construct our set
A(X,cx,£) of cardinality £(X), Hence £(X) since our choice of
well ordering was arbitrary. It follows that ^(H) '= r(H). (If r(X)
is finite for all X G  H, X ^ 1, then a(H) « r(H) » K .)
0
Now suppose that a(H) - £(H) , for all H < E(0,R,w) and suppose 
that R is not simple. There exist non-zero x,y G R such that
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(x) < (x,y). ((x) denotes the two sided ideal generated by x.)
Let t « t(A,0,i,f) be the elementary matrix in which 0 is countable, %
i:A -> 0 is a bijection and f(cp. A) = x, for only finitely many X and I® y elsewhere. Let ÏÏ be the subgroup of E(fi,R,w) generated n
by t. Tlien J(H) « R, ® while r (H) > H , contrary to
hypothesis. We conclude that R is simple.
IIDefinition 6.7. Let t ® t(A,0,i,f) be an elementary matrix.
We shall say that t is a;-sparse if and only if, in the elementary 
correspondence (A,0,l), i is a bijection and card ® ® a.
We see that aysparse elementary matrices have precisely _a 
non-trlvial rows, precisely a non-trivial columns and each row and 
column has at most one non-trivial entry. The proof of our main 
theorem hinges on showing that any subgroup of E(Q,R,w) normalized by 
E((3,R,jt(H)) contains æ-sparse elementary matrices, for some cardinals _a.
Lemma 6,4. Let H be a subgroup of E(0,R,w) normalized by 
E1(^ ,^R,2 (H)) . Let X G H, X f 1, let n G C(X) and let £  be some orders 
on N, A^(X), 0 and A ~ we use the notation of the construction of 
£(X). Let 1 £  k £  n. For any disjoint equipotent sets A ’ and 0' of 
cardinality
ÎL ” 2 a(X,a,£)
a e A (X) ' n
partition a ’, 0* into subsets A* (a), 0'(a) of cardinality a(Xa,£).
Let i:0' + A' be a bijection such that for allog A (X) 1(0’ (a)) = A'(a) , let 
1^:0’ (a) *> A(k,a,£) be an Injection. Let (p E 0 * and let a G A (X) be 
such that (p E 0 ’(a). Define f:0 ' x A* ^ R by
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i(X“I) if X « i((p)Pg((#
0 otherwise.
H contains the ^-sparse elementary matrix t(A* ,0',i “Jf).
Remark. This lemma shows that, for any X e H, H contains the
^-sparse elementary matrix, every non-trivial entry of which is the
kth member of some generating set of cardinality n for J(X). Moreover 
the kth member of any generating set of cardinality n for J(X) is a 
non-ttiylal entry of that elementary matrix.
Proof. We shall assume that b^  is infinite, for if not the result
follows from the main theorem of chapter three. We first assert
that X has at least £  =» £(X) non-trivial columns. (Notice that a is
infinite since b_ is infinite.) This follows from noting that X has
_r(X) non-trivial rows and that X is column finite. We next assort that
we can assume that X has at least ^  trivial columns. For suppose not.
Define the subset A of Q by0
A “ {A G Q Î Ath row of is trivial but Ath column is not}.0
Then card A > a by our supposition. Let 0 be the set that indexes0 -  0
the columns recorded by the elements of u A(k,a,<_) . Since
a e  A (X)
0 and A are infinite we can assume that there exists a subset W of A 
0 0 0
of cardinality a disjoint from 0 . If we put A* A - (WU 0 ) then we
0 0 0 0
can also assume that card A ’ > a. There exists a surjection f:A' » @ .
0 0 0
Define t = t(A’,0 ,f,l). Then 
0 0tx-l (e ) - X-1 (e ) +   ^, u  e a ’u U f (u) 0
and so
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XtX"^(e ) = e + X(e ), u ^ A ’.U U f(u) 0
Thus
[t,X"l]e = e + (X-I)e , u G a ’•U U r (u) 0
Moreover, if u G  then [t,X ^]e » e , Thus [t,X~^] has at least aU u -
trivial columns and the A ’ columns of [t,X”M  contain the non-trivial
0
entries of the 0 columns of X, In this way we see that the
0
elementary generator y can be found in the A' columns of [t,X"”^ ].lea 0
Finally, we notice that [t,X G h since t G E(Q,R,r(H)).
Let A index the rows recorded by t>A(k,a, <); then A and 0 are0 a “ 0 0
equipotent with card 0^ £  From the set indexing the trivial
columns of X pick equipotent disjoint sets W , W with card W == card 01 2  1 0
with 'Fj disjoint from A^, Define 0^ to be the set
0» = (0 e 0 : X(eJ f and ( S A G  A_) : (X-I), f 0}. ^ 0 0 u Acp
Then 0q £ 0  . Moreover, if (A»0> G UA(k,a,£.) then there is no other
a
a ' ^ A„ such that (X-I) ^ 0, by the construction of A(k,oL, <) » The ire ^ A ’<p
is a bijection J*Aq » Put t =» t (a  ^ » j »1) •> We see that
[t,X] = t(0 ,W ,k,g), for some (0 ,W ,k) G &. Moreover, k| is a1 1  1 1  »
0
bijection 0  ^ such that g(k(cp),0) is an elementary generator y^^.
Now let k* 0^ be a bijection. We see that
[t(* ,0 ,k',-l),t(0 ,W ,k,g)] = t(V ,k",g')-^0 1 1  2 1
is card 0  ^ sparse with its non-trivial entries the elementary generators 
y. . Since card 0 £ b, we see that further conjugations show thatKQt 0
H contains the required elementary matrix.
I
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We now use this lemma to establish
Proposition 6,1. Let H be a subgroup of E(%R,w) normalized by 
E(^R,r(H)). If X e H, X ^ 1 then H contains E(ftJ(X),a), where 
2  - max(N^,a(X)).
Proof. In view of the main theorem of chapter three we assume
that a(^) > Let C(X), N, A^(X), A and 0 have their usual meanings
and let £  be orderings of N, A^ ^(X)^ A and 0. Let
£  S £(X,a,£) 
aeA^(X)
and letA", 0' be disjoint equipotent subsets of Q of cardinality £  with 
jïA" -)■ 0* a bijection. Partition A" and 0” into subsets a"(cx) and 
0"(a) of cardinality 2(X,oi,£), for each a E A^(X) in such a way that 
j(A*’(a)) = 0*(a). Let i. A', 0', A* (a) and ©'(a) be as in the 
statement of Lemma 6.4. (We can assume that A', O' are disjoint from 
A", 0".)
The two sided ideal generated by the ath generating set {y isla 1
J(X). Let
g:0" X A" J(X) 
be an elementary mapping. Form the restricted mapping 
g^:0"(a) X A" (a) -> J(X) 
by setting g^ ((p,A) ® g((p,A) where A G  A”(a). We first show that H 
contains the _b-sparse elementary matrix t(A'*,0", j ,g) .
Since j is a bijection, g(<p,A) depends only upon A. Put 
g(cp,A) = g^ ((p,A) => x^.
Tlien there exist 8 ^ ^  G  R, k == such that
n n
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There exist bisections i :a " -► a " , i 0" such that; j - i o i""^  o i
1 2 2
Define the elementary mappings s^:A‘(a) x A"(a) -> R and
r^: 0" (a) x o’ (a) ^ R by
Sa(A',X) " 0 otherwise
and
r^ ((p,(p') a^lcA " (p " I z W )
0 otherwise
and extend these mappings to s:A* x A" ->• R, r;o" x #' R. Let
t » t(A",A',i ,-s), t “ t(A',0',i"^,f) and t t(0',0",i ,r). 1 1 2  3 2
Tlien
t(A",0",j,h) =» [t ,[t ,t 31 e H3 1 2
by the lemma. h is the elementary mapping such that h((p,X) ® x'alcA,
where A ^  A''(a). Denote t(A",0’',j ,h) by t . Repeating this 
argument for k « l,...,n we see that H contains lit. which is just the 
h“sparse elementary matrix t(A",0",j,g). Similar conjugations show 
that H contains every c-sparse elementary matrix written in J(X), for 
any £  £  b .
Since R is d-finite we see that there exist x G J(X), i l,...,r 
such that J(X) « x^R + ... + x^R. Thus if t(A,0,i,g) is an 
elementary matrix with card 0 = £  < £  we see that
r
g((p,A) - 2 X. fj(cp»A)1=1 ^ ^
for some f^ ((p,A) G R, Pick 0 C Q, card O' =* £  and O' disjoint from 
A and 0 . Let k:0 o' be a bijection and (A,0',j) be an elementary 
correspondence such that i(A) » k(j(A)). Put t = t(A,@',j,f!) where if^((p’ ,A) = f^ ((p,A) for k(cp) = <p’. Then if we put
1
;
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t! = [t ,t(0*, (&k ) ]^ i a
we see that t^ G H by our remarks above. However
r
fc(A,0,i,g) = n t'
1=1 ^
and so H contains t(A, 0,i,g),
To complete the proof of the proposition notice that if c < a(X)
then £  £  2 £(X,(X*£) for some n and some orders
a G A^(X)
Theorem 6.1, Let R be a d-finite ring. If H is a normal 
subgroup of E(Q,R,w) then there exist infinite cardinals £, b and a 
unique two sided ideal p of R such that
E(fi,p,a) £  H £  GL'(S7,p,b). (*)
Moreover, £(H) is maximal amongst all possible cardinals _a in (*) and 
£(H) is minimal amongst all possible cardinals £  in (*).
Proof. Let t(A,0,l,f) be an elementary matrix written in J(X) and
of rank £  < £(H). Since £  < £(H) we see that £  < £(a,n,H) for some
a G A^(H) and some n G C(H). However, R is d-finite so
J(H) « J(X ) + ... 4- J(X„ ) for some X. G H and by the construction la la
of a(a,n,H), £ <  £(X ), i == l,,..,n. However t(A,@,i,f) = t ...ti a  1 f
where each t^ is written in J(X^), i = l,...,r and ) £  £, The 
proposition shows that H contains E(0,J(X ),a ) where a. = max(x ,a(X. ))•toi —i X Q * la
so it fallows that H contains E(Q,J(H),a(H)) and this establishes the 
first inclusion with a = £(H) and p = J(H). The second inclusion is 
immediate from Lemma 6.2.
Tîie fact that J(H) is maximal with respect to the first inclusion
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is immediate from the definition. From Lemma 6.2, J(H) is minimal 
with respect to the second inclusion. Thus if a., £  and p are such 
that
E(f2,p,£) £  U £  GL’ (E3,p,£)
we see that p £  J(H) £  p, that is the ideal p = d(H) is unique. Now
suppose that £  is an infinite cardinal such that
E02,J(H),a) £  H £  GL'(Q, J(H) ,r(H))
and also suppose that a > a(H). Since R is d-finite J(H) = x R -f ... + x R1 r
for some G J(H), i = l,...,r. Define tj = t(A,0,i,f^) to be the 
a(H)~sparse elementary matrix all of whose nan-trivial entries are x..
Put t = t^...t^. Tlien a_(t) = £(H) and J(t) = J(H). Moreover, since 
a > £(H) = £(t) we see that t G H, contrary to the inequality 
a(H) > a_(X), for all X G H. We conclude that a. £  a(H) and this completes 
the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 6.3. If R is a simple ring then the only proper 
normal subgroups of E(a,R,w) are the groups E(Q,R,a), for all infinite 
cardinals a < w.
Proof. Let w = for some ordinal y. We proceed by induction
on V. If V = 0 then the result follows from chapter three. Thus
take as inductive hypothesis that for all 3 < a the only proper normal
subgroups of E(Q,R,M ) are the groups E(0,R,M ) for all y < 3. Wep y
shall now abbreviate E(0,R,M ) to E(y). First suppose that a is not a 
limit ordinal. It follows from Proposition 6.1 that E(a)/E(a-1) is 
simple. Hence, if H is a proper normal subgroup of E(a) , H n E(a-1) = H 
and so H is an E(y), for some y < a, by our inductive hypothesis. Now
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suppose that a is a limit ordinal. Then
E(a) “ u E(3).
3 < a
Let H be a proper normal subgroup of E(a)« We assertthat there exist
Y,3 < a with Y < 3 such that H n E(e) = E(y) for all 3 < S < ex» For
if H n ® E(3) for all 3 < a then
H = H n U E(3) = U (H (1 E(3)) « u E(3) = E(a)
3 < a  3 < OL 3 < a
contrary to the choice of H. Thus for some 3 < os H n E(3) = E(y),
for some y < 3. Now let G > 3* G < If H nE(g) = E(g) for some
g > y then
H n E(3) - Hn e(q) n £(3) = E(g) n E(0 > E(y).
Thus
H = U (H n E(3>) = E(y) .
3 < a
We conclude that for all a £  v the only normal subgroups of E(a) are the 
groups E(p) for 0 £  3 £  a* This completes the proof of the corollary.
Corollary 6.4. Let R be a d-finite ring. If H is a subgroup
of GL(Q,R) that is normalized by E(S2,R,w) then there exist infinite
cardinals £, £  and a unique two sided ideal p of R such that
E(fi,p,a) £  H £  GL'(Q,p,£). (*)
Moreover, £(H n E(q,R,w )) is maximal amongst all the possible cardinals 
£  in (*) and x(H) is minimal amongst all possible cardinals b in (*).
Proof, Let H be as in the statement of the corollary and
suppose that H is central. Then 1 " E(&0,w) £  H £  GL'(Q,0}.. Now
suppose that H is not central. Then H = H n E(q,R,w ) f 1. From the
0
theorem we know that E((&J(H ),a(H )) < H and from Lemma 6.2 we know
0 0 0
fhat II < GL’( J(H) ,£(H)) . Since J(H ) = J(H) we see that
0
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E(»,J(H) ,a(H )) 1  H £  GL'(0,J(H),r(H)).
The minimality of _r(H) is immediate from Lemma 6.2. The maxiraality of 
£(H^) follows from noting that if E(0,J(H),c) £  H for some c_ > £(H^), 
c < w, then E(t2,J(H ),c) < H . But c < a(H ) from the theorem and 
this contradiction completes the proof of the corollary.
J
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